
KVEA Quarterly Issues Report
Length Date Start Category Notes

02:57 Thu 1/1/09 6:00:38 PM
Government, 

Politics

In 2009, several new state laws will take effect. Reporter 

talks about the new state laws. Reporter talks about the 

new state laws for people on probation for drunk driving. 

V; Cars on the highway, billboard, person text messaging, 

operator. Reporter talks about the new approved state 

laws. Text messaging while driving is now prohibited. 

Reporter talks about the new regulations when calling 911. 

I; Man, talks about the main reason the 911 number 

should be use for. V; Carpool Only. Reporter talks about 

car pool sticker fraud. Students will be expelled from 

school if caught sending threatening messages via 

Internet. I; Woman, says she approves the new 

regulations for threatening messages done by teens. I; 

Woman, says everyone has to adjust to the new 

technology era. In the future, restaurants will be required 

to have a nutrition fact brochure. Reporter talks about the 

cost of fines when people call the 911 number when not 

needed. Reporter talks about the fines when caught calling 

911 when its not an emergency and text messaging while 

driving. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:18 Thu 1/1/09 6:03:35 PM Neighborhoods

In Claremont, a man died in a car accident. V; Scenes of a 

car accident. Reporter talks about the car accident. 

Gabriel Huerta reporting.

00:17 Thu 1/1/09 6:03:53 PM Crime & Gangs

In Panama City, a man was shot by police. Man was 

entrenched at his home and threaten his family. V; Los 

Angeles Police Department Command Post Mobile Unit. 

Gilberto Huerta reporting.

00:18 Thu 1/1/09 6:04:10 PM Crime & Gangs

In Irving, a burglar is wanted. V; Video. Police as asking 

the viewers help to get man who tried to steal a cashier at 

a Ralph's Grocery Store and a Ranch Market. Gabriel 

Huerta reporting.

00:56 Thu 1/1/09 6:04:28 PM Crime & Gangs

A family murderer said good bye to a bakery owner before 

committing a massacre. Photo, scenes of a fire. V; Bakery 

and Cafe. Reporter talks about the bakery the murderer 

visited before the massacre. I; Henry Baeza, Bakery 

Owner, says the murderer was a regular customer of 

them. An investigation says, murder took six months to 

plan the family massacre. Raymond Mesa reporting.

00:42 Thu 1/1/09 6:05:24 PM Neighborhoods

Employers at Hacienda Heights pizza talk about helping a 

family in need. V; Donations for Help Ortega Family. A 

pizza place is helping the family who was victim of a 

massacre in Covina. The pizza place is donating 20% of 

their daily earnings to the Orgega family. V; People eating 

pizza. I; Pizza employer, talks about a fundraiser for the 

Ortega family who were victims of a massacre. I; Pizza 

employer, says people should help one another. V; Pizza 

place employees, man making a pizza. Gabriel Huerta 

reporting.
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00:26 Thu 1/1/09 6:06:06 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Several Rose parade spectators and band members were 

taken to the hospital. V; Scenes of a parade. Spectators 

and band members suffered from a heat stroke. Reporter 

talks about the weather changes. Gabriel Huerta reporting.

01:42 Thu 1/1/09 6:06:32 PM Neighborhoods

Rose Parade, highlights. V; People at the Rose parade, 

Rose parade logo, people cheering. I; Man, talks about the 

parade. V; Scenes of parade floats. I; Woman, talks about 

the performance of a Mexican high school marching band. 

V; Scenes of a band playing, scenes of the Rose parade. 

After the parade, many waste management employees 

pick up trash left from parade. V; People cleaning up. 

Gabriel Huerta reporting.

00:45 Thu 1/1/09 6:10:09 PM Crime & Gangs

Mexico news, highlights. The Mexican government 

extradited ten drug traffickers from the US. V; Video. Most 

drug traffickers belonged to a cartel. In Mexico City, 

people celebrate the New Year by the angel of 

independence statue. V; Scenes of a celebration, 

fireworks. The Tigres Del Norte performed at the 

celebration. Gabriel Huerta reporting.

02:02 Thu 1/1/09 6:10:54 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People talk about the economy in 2009. V; Woman 

cooking. I; Berenice Perez, Merchant, hopes the new 

government in 2009 will bring changes to the economy. V; 

Wall Street, NYSE-New York Stock Exchange. Predictions 

say in 2009 the unemployment rate may increase. I; 

Roberto Ramirez, Car Lot Employee, says many 

customers can't make their car payments and they return 

their cars. V; Car lot, foreclosure sign, construction 

workers, capitol building. I; Juan Carlos Pinzon, 

Economist, says the most difficult part of the economy 

crisis has been over. V; Barack Obama. Reporter talks 

about Obama's economy plan. V; Foreclosure sign, wall 

street. The new government administration is now working 

on a new economic stimulant plan. V; Person pumping 

gas, scenes of car plant workers. Juany Bazan reporting.

03:04 Thu 1/1/09 6:15:24 PM Crime & Gangs

A man talks about the unsolved crime of his daughter and 

granddaughter. Reporter talks about the unsolved crime. 

V; Victims, man putting flowers at a tombstone. I; Luis 

Navarro, Lost His Daughter and his Granddaughter, says 

its been hard dealing with the loss of his daughter and his 

granddaughter. I; Luis, says he hopes to find the murderer 

who killed his daughter and granddaughter. V; Burned 

house. V; Crime scenes, Veronica and Cynthia cap, 

Antonio Villaraigosa, reward sign. I; Luis, says he's very 

disappointed by the Los Angeles mayor. V; Photos. V; 

Newspaper article. I; Luis, talks about the organized march 

he does in memory of his family members crime. Luis 

moved to Arizona to forget the crimes. I; Luis says, his 

dreams and family collapsed. V; Los Angeles Police, 

phone number. Roberto Lacayo reporting.
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00:18 Thu 1/1/09 6:18:28 PM Neighborhoods

After six days, a mare was rescue from a ditch. V; Scenes 

of the rescue. Reporter talks about the rescue. Gabriel 

Huerta reporting.

00:32 Thu 1/1/09 6:30:50 PM Neighborhoods

A couple welcomed the New Year with their new baby. V; 

Couple with a baby. Reporter talks about the new year 

baby. Gabriel Huerta reporting.

02:46 Fri 1/2/09 6:00:41 PM  

A new law will require used clothes store owners in 

California to make sure their items are not contaminated 

with lead. V; shoppers in used clothing store. I; consumer, 

does not believe everything is contaminated. I; Aura Veliz, 

owner of Wear It Once Wear It Twice, is worried that her 

store may have to close. V; exterior of Sun Thrift Store. 

Good Will says they are looking at ways to go about 

inspecting their clothing for lead. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:26 Fri 1/2/09 6:03:27 PM  

John Travolta's 16 year old son Jett died today in the 

Bahamas. Bahamian police say the young man fell and hit 

his head after suffering an epileptic seizure. V; Travolta 

and his wife Kelly Preston.

00:23 Fri 1/2/09 6:03:53 PM  
Long Beach police are looking for the suspect who shot 

and killed a couple yesterday. V; picture of victims.

00:21 Fri 1/2/09 6:04:16 PM  
A drunk driver crashed into a family's apartment today in 

Santa Ana. V; scene of crash.

00:40 Fri 1/2/09 6:04:37 PM  
Israeli supporters protested today in Los Angeles. V; 

people protesting. I; protestor, says Israel wants peace.

00:24 Fri 1/2/09 6:05:17 PM  

Autopsy results have bee released from the 9 people who 

were killed by a California man on Christmas eve. Two of 

the victims died from smoke inhalation and burns. One 

died of a gunshot wound to the stomach and the others 

died of various injuries. V; flowers left at scene of crime, 

unidentified people at scene. picture of suspect.

00:21 Fri 1/2/09 6:05:41 PM  

Los Angeles engineers and scientists say that 5 sky 

scrapers may collapse if the city is hit by a 5.8 magnitude 

earthquake. V; aerial view of city.

00:17 Fri 1/2/09 6:06:02 PM  
The price of gas is up again. V; Chevron and 76 gas 

stations.

00:20 Fri 1/2/09 6:06:19 PM  

The federal commission is proposing a 50 percent 

increase on gas tax in order to finance the cost of 

construction of infrastructure. V; drivers filling up, traffic.

00:50 Fri 1/2/09 6:06:39 PM  

The Roses parade floats will be on display tomorrow in 

Pasadena for the public's viewing. I; residents, say it's a 

good opportunity for people to see the floats. V; people at 

float exhibit.

02:09 Fri 1/2/09 6:09:39 PM  

Many homeowners are turning to short sale in order to get 

out from under a mortgage without ruining their credit. V; 

people looking at house for sale. I; Marcos Rincon, 

director of USCDC, says not all houses qualify for a short 

sale. Gr; more information. Juany Bazan reporting.
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00:36 Fri 1/2/09 6:11:48 PM  
California courts are looking for court interpreters. V; 

interpreters in court. Gr; more information.

02:22 Fri 1/2/09 6:14:54 PM  

Many people find it hard to keep new year's resolutions. V; 

people exercising at the YMCA. I; unidentified YMCA 

representative, commented on resolutions to loose weight. 

I; unidentified woman, commented on loosing weight. Gr; 

more information courtesy Franklyn Covey. Many people 

are frustrated when they do not see instant results and 

tend to give up. I; unidentified professional, says it takes at 

least 6 months to see results. V; people out jogging, 

people exercising. Daniel Morales reporting.

01:29 Fri 1/2/09 6:19:13 PM  

Consumers can order their digital converter box coupons 

over the phone. V; woman ordering coupon over phone. I; 

Keyla Hernandez, FCC spokesperson, commented on the 

call. V; woman talking on the phone, woman receiving her 

coupon in the mail. Fernando Mejia reporting.

00:37 Fri 1/2/09 6:30:54 PM  

A set of triplets working at a Ft. Worth, TX McDonald's 

restaurant has customers seeing triple. V; triplets serving 

burgers at McDonald's.

02:30 Mon 1/5/09 6:00:37 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People talk about the bus rate increase. Reporter talks 

about the bus rate increase. V; Bus, people boarding a 

bus, people at a bus stop. People talk about the increase 

in the bus rates. GR; New Bus Rates, source O.C.T.A., 

OCTA logo, bus routes. Bus routes should be checked 

due to changes is several bus routes. Reporter says the 

bus rate increase affected at least five hundred bus 

passengers. I; Man, says due to a transportation budget 

cut the bus rates increased. I; Man, says he was surprised 

to know about the bus rate increase. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:22 Mon 1/5/09 6:03:07 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

In South California, many employees will be taking 

mandatory no pay vacations. V; Employment Security 

Commission Joblink, people in a conference, Employment 

Security Commission Unemployment Insurance. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:36 Mon 1/5/09 6:03:29 PM Employment

The L.A.P.D.-Los Angeles police department is recruiting. 

V; Police officers. The police department will not have any 

job cuts. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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01:53 Mon 1/5/09 6:04:05 PM Neighborhoods

People talk about the decreae in crime rates in LA. Los 

Angeles authorities say the crime rate decreased last year. 

I; Francisco Martinez, Resident, talks about a shooting in 

his area. V; William Bratton, Antonio Villaraigosa, Rocky 

Delgadillo, screen. GR; Murder Rates in 2001, 2007 and 

2008, source L.A.P.D.-Los Angeles police department. I; 

Sergio Diaz, Sub Department Chief of the Los Angeles 

Police, says more technology is being used to prevent 

crime. Police say Windsor, Marina Del Rey and Hollywood 

are areas where crime rate decreased. V; Crime scenes. I; 

Woman, says she hasn't seen a decrease in crime in her 

area. I; Francisco, says he's notice crime has decreased in 

his area. I; Woman, says she feels safe in her area. V; 

Video. Crime related with gangs also decreased. Due to 

the economy crisis, LAPD-Los Angeles police department 

officers will not be hired. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:21 Mon 1/5/09 6:05:58 PM Neighborhoods

In West Covina, police is looking for a police imposter. V; 

Cars on the street,street signs, sketch. Police imposter 

pulled over a woman and made sexual comments. 

Woman activated the car alarm to make imposter run 

away. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:22 Mon 1/5/09 6:06:19 PM Crime & Gangs

A student at Ontario High School was one of the victims of 

the family massacre in Covina. His name was Michel Ortiz. 

V; Students, Ontario Eagles, photo. Teen played baseball. 

Palmira Perez reporting.

00:47 Mon 1/5/09 6:06:41 PM
Government, 

Politics

The Los Angeles mayor held a conference to talk about 

his support to Israel. V; Antonio Villaraigosa, The Jewish 

Federation. I; Antonio Villaraigosa, Los Angeles Mayor, 

hopes Israel reaches peace. More than five hundred 

Palestine's have died. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:42 Mon 1/5/09 6:09:31 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A father talks about the reduction in church donations. 

Reporter talks about priest who is looking for a way to cut 

back on church expenses. V; Scenes of an empty church, 

donation sign. I; Father Mario Torres, St. Mathias Church, 

says their church donations has decreased. I; Father, says 

people are not giving generous donations. V; People at 

mass, churches. Reporter talks about the alternatives the 

church has to use to survive. V; Person mopping the 

church floor. Reporter talks about a church personnel. I; 

Father, says its the people who keep a church running. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:27 Mon 1/5/09 6:12:13 PM
Government, 

Politics

The Supreme Court says illegal college students should 

pay the same as legal college students. V; Students at a 

conference, students. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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03:29 Mon 1/5/09 6:15:18 PM
Government, 

Politics

A political analyst talks about politics and economy issues. 

SI; Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, talks about the 

resignation of Bill Richardson. V; Bill Richardson. SI; 

Analyst, talks about the scandal in Richardson's political 

career. Si; Analyst, talks about the pending investigation 

on Richardson. Leon Panetta will be the new head leader 

of the C.I.A.-central intelligence agency. V; Leon Panetta. 

SI; Analyst, says people are questioning the experience of 

Panetta in the C.I.A. SI; Analyst, talks about a second 

economic stimulant approval. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:59 Mon 1/5/09 6:20:11 PM Latino Issues

People talk about the converter box government coupons. 

V; Laptop. Reporter talks and demonstrates the process of 

requesting the converter box government coupons. V; 

www.dtv2009.gov., Canon printer. I; Woman, says people 

should hold on to the confirmation number. It takes 2 to 3 

weeks to receive coupons by mail. The government says 

the funds for the converter box coupons is running out of 

funds. V; TV converter box coupon. Fernando Mejia and 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:28 Mon 1/5/09 6:30:32 PM Latino Issues

In Mexico City, Mexicans taste the biggest Rosca ever 

made. V; Scenes of people cutting a Rosca to hand out. 

Reporter talks about the the Rosca . Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:41 Mon 1/5/09 6:31:00 PM Minority Concerns

Entertainment, highlights. Fernando Del Rincon talks 

about his accusations of domestic violence. I; Fernandeo 

Del Rincon, Breaks Silence, says he's tired of false 

accusations. V; Schedule of Fernando's confession 

interview. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:21 Tue 1/6/09 6:00:38 PM Education

Thousands of Los Angeles teachers will be laid off. PC; 

LAUSD superintendent, says they've sent letters to these 

teachers. V; teachers. I; Gina, teacher, is sad over layoffs. 

V; parent with children. I; parent, is worried about over 

crowding in classrooms if teachers are laid off. I; resident, 

believes the school district can find other ways to cut cost. 

I; teachers union representative, says they need to 

pressure school officials to find other ways to cut back. 

Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:22 Tue 1/6/09 6:02:59 PM Employment

Dozens of Orange County social services workers have 

received layoff letters. V; workers, social services office, 

people in unemployment office.
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03:04 Tue 1/6/09 6:03:21 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Ford dealership in Santa Ana has extended its 

employee discount sale. V; Hyndai cars, Honda cars, 

Jaguar, vehicles for sale. I; drivers, commented on the 

sales. GM is offering up to 3,000 cash back to customers 

who trade in their 1999 or newer vehicles for another GM 

vehicle. V; more vehicles, Volvo dealership, Saab 

dealership. Hyundai is allowing customers to return their 

new vehicle (bought or leased) if the customer looses his 

job or has another type of financial crisis. I; Jaime Viveros, 

Douglas Hyundai representative, commented on who can 

benefit from this deal. Gr; more information from Hyundai. 

I; driver, likes this deal. V; more cars for sale, Honda 

vehicle. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:19 Tue 1/6/09 6:06:25 PM Crime & Gangs
Police have arrested a woman who was stealing from 

elderly residents in Victorville. V; picture of suspect.

00:14 Tue 1/6/09 6:06:44 PM Crime & Gangs

El Monte police have arrested a couple who assaulted and 

forced a woman to withdraw money from her bank. V; 

CCTV image of one suspect.

00:23 Tue 1/6/09 6:06:58 PM Neighborhoods

Excavation started today to determine wether the soil 

could withstand the construction of a tunnel which would 

connect highways 710 and 210 in Los Angeles. V; workers 

testing area, traffic.

00:21 Tue 1/6/09 6:07:21 PM Neighborhoods

Riverside and San Bernardino officials have approved an 

ordinance to fine the owners of loud dogs. V; city council 

meeting, dogs in yard.

03:42 Tue 1/6/09 6:09:47 PM Crime & Gangs

Former Univision anchorman Fernando Del Rincon gave 

an exclusive interview to Telemundo where he talked 

about accusations of domestic abuse and his firing from 

Univision. V; people in restaurant watching interview. I; 

Fernando Del Rincon, says Univision prohibited him to talk 

about the issues and defend himself. I; viewers, weighed 

in on controversy. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:26 Tue 1/6/09 6:15:10 PM Culture

Pope Benedict named another assistant bishop to the 

Orange County arch diocese. V; new assistant bishop 

speaking to believers.

02:02 Tue 1/6/09 6:15:36 PM Neighborhoods

The Saint Francis Medical Center offers help to needy 

families in California. V; children getting new shoes. I; 

Margarita, appreciates the help. The Foot Prints program 

provides shoes and medical coverage to needy families. I; 

Gilda Acosta, director of Footprints program, says the 

program started because children were missing school 

because they did not have shoes to wear. V; pairs of 

Smartfit shoes. V; children trying on shoes. Gr; more 

information. Azucena Gomez reporting.
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03:34 Tue 1/6/09 6:17:38 PM Culture

Thousands of families celebrated three kids day in Mexico 

today. V; traditional rosca de reyes bread, people eating 

bread, crowd at celebration. I; resident, commented on the 

celebration. An event was also held at Plaza Mexico 

today. The Plaza Mexico Merchant Association and Vivian 

Bakery donated a huge rosca. A parade took place in 

Huntington Park to celebrate three kings day as well. V; 

mariachi performing. I; kids, commented on what gifts they 

want. I; parent, commented on the importance of 

celebrating the event. V; living nativity scene. Francella 

Perez reporting.

00:45 Tue 1/6/09 6:30:38 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Thousands of Jardine cribs are being recalled. V; pictures 

of cribs. The cribs were sold at stores like Babies R Us.

03:13 Wed 1/7/09 6:00:36 PM Crime & Gangs

The Los Angeles Times report that local police have 

launched an aggressive campaign to get the forensic 

doctor to change his report that SWAT team members 

killed a 19 month old child 3 years ago. V; pictures of 

young victim and her father, footage of fire fight between 

child's father and SWAT officer, forensic report, pictures of 

the child and her father. I; Luis Carillo, family attorney, 

says the police department was trying to protect the 

SWAT team's image. V; police officers at an event. I; 

Police Chief Bratton, commented on his obligation to his 

officers involved in the shooting. V; picture of the child, 

more officers, people protesting. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:26 Wed 1/7/09 6:03:49 PM Terrorism

A passenger aboard a Delta Airline plane from Atlanta to 

Los Angeles was detained by fellow passengers after he 

made threats as the plane was landing. V; Delta plane at 

airport.

00:17 Wed 1/7/09 6:04:15 PM Crime & Gangs
A driver was killed near West Covina today. V; aerial view 

of scene.

00:17 Wed 1/7/09 6:04:32 PM Crime & Gangs
Los Angeles police arrested 3 shooting suspect. V; police 

at scene.

00:29 Wed 1/7/09 6:04:49 PM Employment

Over 1 million people lost their jobs last year. V; 

unemployed entering WorkOne office, Employment 

Security Commission Joblink office.

03:06 Wed 1/7/09 6:05:18 PM Employment

The federal government has thousands of job vacancies. 

Some of these positions are available at the census 

bureau office others with the FBI. V; street vendor, people 

out walking. I; unidentified representatives, commented on 

the jobs and what documents are needed to apply. V; 

people applying for jobs, FBI federal building. I; 

unidentified FBI official, says some of the jobs are 

available abroad. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:20 Wed 1/7/09 6:08:24 PM
Government, 

Politics

Governor Schwarzenegger says they are making headway 

with the budget. V; governor speaking.

00:21 Wed 1/7/09 6:08:44 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Some Californians may receive an IOU instead of tax 

returns if the state does not balance its budget soon. V; 

tax office workers.
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02:58 Wed 1/7/09 6:11:10 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Liquidation.com warehouses in California sells returned 

items in bulk. V; Oster fridge, stocks of items in Fullerton 

warehouse. I; Thomas, says he can buy a Macy's jacket 

for 5 dollars at the warehouse. V; people shopping in 

warehouse. I; unidentified man, commented on the items 

for sale. V; Ipod shuffle, worker inspecting Ipods, Rock 

Band video game. I; Catherine Mendez, has made lots of 

money from selling these items. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:26 Wed 1/7/09 6:16:42 PM Terrorism
A group of men threw a bomb into the Televisa's TV 

station today in Monterrey, Mexico. V; police at scene. .

00:18 Wed 1/7/09 6:17:08 PM Crime & Gangs
Seven people were found dead in Tijuana. V; police at 

scene of crimes.

00:23 Wed 1/7/09 6:17:26 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Calderon announced a plan to help some 

businesses in Mexico. V; president speaking, workers in 

auto plant.

00:26 Wed 1/7/09 6:17:49 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The Mexican government is asking residents to stop 

spitting gum on the streets and side walks. V; people out 

walking, man chewing gum, workers cleaning gum off the 

side walk.

00:25 Wed 1/7/09 6:18:15 PM Minority Concerns

Robert Graham's funeral took place today in Los Angeles. 

V; people outside church. Graham was a pioneer artist in 

California.

00:08 Wed 1/7/09 6:21:53 PM Culture

Viewers can download information on actress Lindsay 

Lohan and her girlfriend Samanta. V; pictures of Lohan 

and Sam.

00:39 Wed 1/7/09 6:30:54 PM Culture
Michael Jackson is back in California and is renting a 

100,000 dollars a month mansion in Bell Aire. V; mansion.

02:24 Thu 1/8/09 6:00:37 PM Children's Issues

Gov. Schwarzenegger plans on cutting school days in 

California in order to save money. V; students in 

classroom. I; Ramon C. Cortines, LAUSD superintendent, 

does not agree with this proposal. V; students on school 

campus. The governor plans on cutting 5 school days out 

of the year. V; governor meeting with legislators. I; Nancy, 

says she'd have to spend more money to keep her 

children in day care on those off school days. I; parent, 

does not agree with the proposal. V; more students in 

classroom. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:20 Thu 1/8/09 6:03:01 PM
Government, 

Politics

President elect Obama addressed the nation today saying 

that the economic crisis may last for many years if the right 

actions are not taken today. V; Obama at press 

conference.

02:01 Thu 1/8/09 6:03:21 PM Latino Issues

The PEW Hispanic Center reports that Hispanics are 

feeling the pinch of the economic crisis. V; man looking for 

work. I; Juan Francisco Alcantara, cannot find work. V; Mr. 

Francisco's construction tools that have not been used in a 

while, Mr. Francisco singing, pictures of Mr. Francisco 

singing. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:24 Thu 1/8/09 6:05:22 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A 6.1 magnitude earthquake shook Costa Rica today. V; 

anchors reporting during quake, area shaking.
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02:25 Thu 1/8/09 6:09:41 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Many people in Los Angeles are making a living by 

collecting and recycling cans and bottles. V; people picking 

and recycling cans and bottles. I; Albino, recycles to make 

extra cash. I; Juan, says he's making less money now that 

so many other people are turning to recycling. Garcia 

Recycling Center in Garden Grove pays between 1.80 and 

.50 per the pound of cans or bottles. I; Juan, says his 

family saves up the bottles then turns them in for money. I; 

Jesus Garcia, owner of Garcia Recycling, says many 

people have started recycling to make money. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

00:38 Thu 1/8/09 6:12:06 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Liquidation.com warehouse sells wholesale items. V; 

stacks of items in the warehouse. Gr; more information.

02:25 Thu 1/8/09 6:15:20 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The US attorney general has prohibited appeals in 

immigration cases that were closed due to attorney errors. 

V; border agents arresting immigrants, detained 

immigrants, immigrant getting fingerprints taken. I; Victor 

Nieblas, immigration attorney, commented on what 

immigrants can do to make sure they are protecting 

themselves. V; immigrants in immigration office.

02:13 Thu 1/8/09 6:17:45 PM Crime & Gangs

A Los Angeles woman's body was found a year after she 

went missing. It took authorities 2 years to identify her. V; 

pictures of victim, area where woman's body was found 

buried. Authorities are still trying to find her killer. I; Maria 

Eugenia Quezada, victim's mother, commented on the last 

day she saw her daughter alive. V; Missing and Exploited 

Children office. I; Margarita Barro, LASD detective, says 

the woman was murdered, but cannot release information 

on the manner in which she was killed. V; Ms. Quezada 

with her daughter's children. Gr; more information. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:43 Thu 1/8/09 6:21:26 PM Crime & Gangs

The Los Angeles community is reacting to the interviews 

with Fernando Del Rincon and his ex wife Carmen 

Dominicci. Dominicci accused Del Rincon of domestic 

abuse. Both were fired from Univision because of the 

scandal. I; residents, weighed in on the scandal. V; Del 

Rincon and Dominicci during interview. Gr; air date for the 

entire interview. Viewers can download pictures of the 

couple during happier times at telemundo52.com. V; 

picture of couple together.

00:35 Thu 1/8/09 6:30:32 PM Neighborhoods A vehicle has crashed on highway 101. V; scene of crash.

02:21 Fri 1/9/09 6:00:41 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police have arrested a man suspected of 

raping a 14 year old girl near Garfield high school. V; 

police at school, students on campus. I; parent, is 

concerned. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:16 Fri 1/9/09 6:03:02 PM Crime & Gangs

West Covina police are looking for a man who raped a 17 

year old girl a few days ago. V; area where crime 

occurred.
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00:25 Fri 1/9/09 6:03:18 PM Crime & Gangs
Riverside authorities are looking for a little boy who was 

kidnapped today. V; picture of child.

02:17 Fri 1/9/09 6:03:43 PM Crime & Gangs

Orange County police are looking for a man who went 

missing a couple weeks ago. V; pictures of victim, La 

Barca bar where the man was last seen. Authorities have 

reason to believe the man was badly injured before he 

disappeared. I; Sgt. Dan Adams, Orange County police, 

says the man was lured from the bar by a woman who 

took him to a motel. V; Covered Wagon Motel. The 

woman is not a suspect in the case. The officer says the 

victim got into a fight with another man while at the motel. 

V; picture of suspect, picture of Honda car similar to one 

the victim was driving . Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:20 Fri 1/9/09 6:06:00 PM Crime & Gangs

A man trying to smuggle an arsenal through the Los 

Angeles International Airport was arrested today. V; police 

removing weapons from the man's vehicle.

00:38 Fri 1/9/09 6:06:20 PM Crime & Gangs

More video of a local police shooting has been released. 

V; police shooting the man while he was face down on the 

ground.

02:55 Fri 1/9/09 6:08:57 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Unemployment increased last month. V; construction 

worker, office workers, people out walking. Gr; more 

information. This situation is forcing thousands of 

immigrant to return to their native countries. V; immigrant 

entering Labor Ready employment office. I; Federico 

Soriano, unemployed, is having a hard time finding work. 

V; laborers waiting around for work. I; Oscar Santos, 

construction worker, commented on how much he gets 

paid now. Five Guatemalan immigrants have sought help 

returning home since the start of the year. V; immigrants in 

consulate office. I; Pablo Cesar Garcia, Guatemalan 

consulate, commented on the immigrants who are 

returning home. I; Abraham Perez, is returning home 

because he cannot find wokr. Gr; more information. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:18 Fri 1/9/09 6:11:52 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The DMV and other public service offices in California will 

be closing on the first and third Fridays of every month in 

an effort to save money. V; state legislators meeting, 

people in DMV office.

00:21 Fri 1/9/09 6:14:38 PM
Government, 

Politics

Rep. Hilda Solis was confirmed today as the new 

secretary of labor. V; Solis in confirmation hearing.

00:20 Fri 1/9/09 6:14:59 PM International Affairs

President elect Obama will meet with President Calderon 

at the Mexican Cultural Institute in Washington on 

Monday. V; Calderon speaking, Obama.

00:19 Fri 1/9/09 6:15:19 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Thirteen people have been reported dead in Costa Rica 

due to yesterday's earthquake. Dozens more are missing. 

V; earthquake damaged areas.

01:28 Fri 1/9/09 6:16:02 PM Culture

A monster truck event will take place in Anaheim at the 

Angels stadium tomorrow. V; monster truck. I; unidentified 

officials, commented on the event. V; trucks doing stunts, 

female monster truck driver.
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01:48 Fri 1/9/09 6:17:30 PM Culture

Bride Wars premiers this weekend. V; scene from movie 

courtesy 20 Century Fox. Not Easily Broken opens this 

weekend. V; scenes from movie courtesy Sony Pictures. 

The Unborn opens this weekend. V; scenes from the 

movie courtesy Rogue Pictures.

00:46 Fri 1/9/09 6:21:28 PM Latino Issues

Fernando Del Rincon will be in the Al Rojo Vivo studios 

Monday night talking about the scandalous divorce from 

Carmen Dominicci. He will also be taking calls from 

viewers. V; Del Rincon, Carmen Dominicci.

00:54 Fri 1/9/09 6:30:47 PM Culture

Psychic Deseret Tavares made predictions for the new 

year. Tavares says she sees another baby in Luis Miguel's 

and Aracely Arambula's future. V; Arambula and Luis 

Miguel performing. Tavares also said the former Univision 

anchorman Fernando Del Rincon would find new 

employment this year.

02:15 Mon 1/12/09 6:00:34 PM Education

People talk about the new scoring system for schools. The 

Los Angeles schools are being graded for the first time. V; 

Pupuseria Restaurant Cynthia's, A restaurant grade. 

Reporter talks about restaurant grading, and student's 

report card. V; Manual Arts High School, Report Card. I; 

Antonio Villaraigosa, Los Angeles Mayor, talks about the 

new school grading scale to identify the success of each 

school. The schools grades will be sent to the parents. 

Reporter talks about the information the school grading 

system will be able to identify. V; Manual Arts Senior High 

report card, kids doing homework. I; woman, talks about 

the school grade system. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:29 Mon 1/12/09 6:02:49 PM Neighborhoods

In Chatsworth, an adult died due to changing a tire on his 

own vehicle. V; Scenes of the accident. Reporter talks 

about the accident. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:20 Mon 1/12/09 6:03:18 PM Children's Issues

In Riverside, two suspects were arrested due to 

kidnapping a boy. V; Photo, street signs. Suspects were 

arrested while heading to a casino. Raymond Mesa 

reporting.

01:45 Mon 1/12/09 6:03:38 PM Neighborhoods

People talk about a toilet program. V; Woman knocking at 

a door, scenes of a neighborhood, flyer. I; Jose Vergara, 

Metropolitan District of South California Water, says many 

people have complaint about a false toilet program. I; 

Jose, says they don't have such program. V; Toilet. I; 

Woman, talks about her experience about the toilet offer. 

V; Lysol. Reporter says the installation of the toilet is not 

guaranteed. V; Central Basin Municipal Water District 

sign, map. I; Margarita Gomez, Municipal Water District, 

talks about a different type of toilet program. V; Toilet. 

Patricia Lopez reporting.
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02:22 Mon 1/12/09 6:05:23 PM
Government, 

Politics

People talk about an unclaimed funds program. Reporter 

talks about unclaimed federal funds. V; Woman with 

grocery bags. I; Catalina Mendez, Low Income Worker, 

says most people don't know about the unclaimed funds 

program. I; Vincent Sarmiento, Santa Ana Councilor, talks 

about the requirements for the people who may apply for 

unclaimed funds program. V; City Hall. Reporter talks 

about a machine at City Hall which will help people where 

they can file for the unclaimed funds. I; Councilor, talks 

about the benefits of people claiming the unclaimed funds. 

I; Isabel Veneros, Earns Very Little, talks about people 

with a low income. This program is not for illegal 

immigrants. I; Everto Vazquez, Does Not Know About the 

Program, says this is good due to the economy crisis. V; 

Information Meeting, www.telemundo52.com. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

02:02 Mon 1/12/09 6:09:49 PM International Affairs

President Calderona and Barack Obama met in 

Washington D.C. for a meeting. V; President Calderon and 

Barack Obama. SI; Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, talks 

about the issues discussed by Calderon and Obama. V; 

Scenes of people at a bank, foreclosure notice, people 

shopping, Huggies logo, people at a market. Reporter 

talks about the traditional meeting of the new US president 

meeting with the president of Mexico. SI; Analyst, talks 

about the interest Obama has with Latin America. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

01:29 Mon 1/12/09 6:14:55 PM Crime & Gangs

Reporter talks about statistics about domestic violence. V; 

Scenes of domestic violence. V; Photos. I; Leonor 

Jimenez, Victim of Domestic Violence, describes what 

domestic violence means to her. Vicky Gutierrez reporting.

02:42 Mon 1/12/09 6:16:42 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A plastic surgeon talks about his career and his 

community work. V; Scenes of party. Reporter talks about 

a plastic surgeon. I; Dr. Roberto Rey, Plastic Surgeon, 

talks about his career and how he helps others with his 

career. V; Video. I; Surgeon, says its a sin to always 

receive and never give back to society. I; Surgeon, talks 

about Latin kids with abnormalities. V; Photo. I; Surgeon, 

talks about the surgeries he performs at no charge just to 

help those in need. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:56 Mon 1/12/09 6:29:00 PM Neighborhoods

Reporter talks about a digital TV testing. Reporter talks 

about the options people have to get the digital TV signal. 

V; Antennas. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:41 Mon 1/12/09 6:29:56 PM Neighborhoods

Many soldiers return home from Iraq. V; Bus. V; Soldiers, 

soldiers being greeted by their families. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:34 Mon 1/12/09 6:30:37 PM International Affairs

Mexico news, highlights. Scientists found a use for tequila 

for making diamonds. V; Scientists in a lab. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.
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00:30 Mon 1/12/09 6:31:11 PM Culture

Golden Globes Awards, highlights. Reporter talks about 

the winners of the Golden Globes Awards. V; Salma 

Hayek, Anne Hathaway, Kate Winslet and Leonardo 

Dicarpio. The movie Slumdunk Millionaire won a Golden 

Globe. Kate Winslet and Tina Fay won Golden Globes. V; 

Kate Winslet and Tina Fay.

00:32 Tue 1/13/09 6:00:37 PM Children's Issues
A 5 year old boy was killed in a gang shooting in Echo 

Park. V; scene of shooting.

02:36 Tue 1/13/09 6:01:09 PM Education

Thousands of Los Angeles Unified School District part 

time teachers may be laid off. V; school board meeting, 

schools, school bus. I; Paco Flores, teacher, says many 

teachers are worried. SB; Ramon Cortines, LAUSD 

superintendent, says this is a precautionary measure. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.

01:02 Tue 1/13/09 6:03:45 PM Employment
Gov. Schwarzenegger has proposed cutting Cal Grants. V; 

governor. Gr; more information, traffic, road workers.

02:26 Tue 1/13/09 6:05:01 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Santa Ana firefighters say that religious candles caused 2 

house fires in that area. V; lighting beladora candles. I; 

Obet Martinez, Santa Ana firefighter, commented on the 

fire. V; burnt out room. I; Alejandro, lights candles to a 

saint. I; Antonio, does not leave candles lit. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

00:34 Tue 1/13/09 6:07:27 PM Crime & Gangs
Two men were found shot to death in Los Angeles. V; 

scene of crime. I; resident, commented on the shooting.

02:30 Tue 1/13/09 6:09:53 PM Children's Issues

A 5 year old boy was killed during a gang shooting in Echo 

Park. V; police at scene. I; resident, says he heard about 7 

shots. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:34 Tue 1/13/09 6:12:23 PM Crime & Gangs
Anaheim police are looking for 2 men who've robbed 

several businesses. V; CCTV footage of robbery

02:14 Tue 1/13/09 6:12:57 PM Neighborhoods

Many people are opting to do home improvement projects 

themselves in order to save money. There are some tips 

to follow to make sure these projects come out right. V; 

contractor shopping in Home Depot. I; Juan Sandoval, 

contractor, says people are not hiring contractors as much. 

V; people shopping in Home Depot. The Home Depot in 

Burbank has increased its numbers of How To clinics. I; 

Jesus Franco, Home Depot spokesperson, says many of 

the people who attend the How To clinics are 

homeowners. V; testing paint, man shopping, cutting up 

lumber. Some of these How To clinics are free at Home 

Depot and Lowes. Roberto Lacayo reporting.
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02:49 Tue 1/13/09 6:17:27 PM Neighborhoods

Many couples who are facing trouble in their marriage do 

not seek help. V; couples together, couple on their 

wedding day. I; Father Carlos Santos, Familias Unidas, 

says many couples get together because of attraction and 

not love. The Familias Unidas program offers counseling 

to marriages in crisis. V; people at Familias Unidas event, 

pictures of a couple struggling. I; Raquel Medina, house 

wife, commented on how she and her husband fell into a 

routine. V; people out walking. I; Enrique Medina, Raquel's 

husband, wishes he'd spent more time with his family and 

valued his wife more. V; Familias Unida office, couples on 

the beach, couples out walking. Vicky Gutierrez reporting.

03:03 Wed 1/14/09 6:00:44 PM Children's Issues

A 4 year old boy was killed by a stray bullet last night in 

Echo park. Authorities believe the shooting may be gang 

related. V; parents crying, picture of victim. I; Araceli, 

victim's mother, commented on the last words her son 

spoke to her. V; area where crime occurred, police at 

scene. I; child's grandfather, described the little boy's last 

moments. I; neighbor, says the child died in his 

grandfather's arm. I; child's father, commented on the 

tragedy. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:18 Wed 1/14/09 6:03:47 PM Crime & Gangs
The Oakland police officer who shot a young Black man 

has been arrested. V; cell phone video of shooting.

00:27 Wed 1/14/09 6:04:05 PM Neighborhoods
A cargo truck turned over in Azusa. V; emergency crew at 

scene.

00:22 Wed 1/14/09 6:04:32 PM
Environmental 

Issues

An oil tanker exploded today in Los Angeles. V; firefighters 

putting out truck.

02:22 Wed 1/14/09 6:04:54 PM Crime & Gangs

Orange County police have arrested one man in the 

murder of another. The man's body has not been found. V; 

victim's relatives, pictures of the victim. I; Veronica Ojeda, 

victim's daughter, says her father has been missing for 20 

days. I; Melquiades Ojeda, is asking the public for help. V; 

Motel where police believe the murder took place. I; Det. 

Phil McMullin, Orange County police, says they have 

enough evidence to believe that the man was murdered. 

V; picture of suspect, picture of suspect's mother who is 

wanted by police. Police believe the suspect's mother met 

the victim at a bar and then lured him to the motel where 

her son them killed him. V; La Barca bar where the victim 

was last seen. Martin Plascencia reporting.
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02:05 Wed 1/14/09 6:09:13 PM Crime & Gangs

Close to 300 officials from several law enforcement 

departments conducted an operation this morning in San 

Gabriel. V; police conducting operation and arresting 

suspects. PC; Lee Baca, Los Angeles sheriff, commented 

on the operation. Eighty seven people were arrested. I; 

Jaime Caloca, Los Angeles sheriff department, says they 

arrested men, women and minors. Even graffiti artists 

were arrested. V; confiscated weapons, man spray 

painting wall. I; Allan, graffiti artist, commented on his art. 

I; resident, says some drug dealers leave their contact 

information on graffiti murals. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:35 Wed 1/14/09 6:11:18 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigration activists say they are hopeful that legislators 

will take up the immigration debate later this year. V; 

people getting on bus, people out walking. Gr; more 

information.

01:48 Wed 1/14/09 6:14:29 PM Latino Issues

Actor Ricardo Montalban died today at the age of 88. He 

stared in many movies both in English and Spanish, but is 

probably best remembered for his role on Fantasy 

Island.V; scenes from Fantasy Island. He starred 

alongside big stars like Clark Gable and Lara Turner. V; 

scenes from Montalban movie, fans praying at the site of 

Montalban's Hollywood star. I; Tracy Santander, fan, says 

Montalban was a great actor. Montalban was also an 

activist who created the foundation Nosotros which helped 

to improve the image of Latinos in Hollywood. V; scenes 

from Montalban's movie, man putting up in memory sign at 

theater.

00:45 Wed 1/14/09 6:16:17 PM International Affairs

The 6 annual world family event started today in Mexico. 

The event is hosted by the Catholic church. V; President 

Calderon at event inauguration, protestors. President 

Calderon attended the event where he delivered a speech. 

The president says that the lack of values in Mexican 

families is contributing to crimes in that country, V; 

president speaking, police conducting drug operation, 

civilians running for cover.

03:59 Wed 1/14/09 6:19:30 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Former boxing champion Genaro Hernandez is suffering 

from face cancer. V; man arriving at boxing gym. I; Genaro 

Hernandez, commented on how he found out he had 

cancer. V; boxing footage. Hernandez lost a lot of the 

money he made in the Enron collapse. V; Enron office. 

The World Boxing Foundation Cares will host an event to 

raise funds for Hernandez. Gr; more information.

00:39 Wed 1/14/09 6:30:47 PM Education

Several Long Beach high school students will travel to 

Washington to attend the presidential swearing in 

ceremony. V; students in classroom. Gr; coverage 

information.
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01:57 Thu 1/15/09 6:00:37 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

An US airlines plane fell down in the Hudson river in NYC. 

V; Plane in the river. The pilot tried to find the best spot for 

an emergency land but he lost completely control of the 

airplane when this one started to lose altitude. V; Rescue 

teams. All 250 passengers were rescued. V; Rescued 

victims. Luis Alejandro Medina reporting

02:19 Thu 1/15/09 6:02:34 PM
Government, 

Politics

Governor of CA affirms the state is going through a rough 

financial crisis. V; Governor speaking. V; Legislators. PC; 

Schwarzenegger, governor, says the crisis has not 

reached the bottom yet, V; Protests. I; Josefina Vargas, 

says the governor is not thinking on others, he only makes 

cut offs. I; Benny Diaz, just lost his job. V; The Terminator 

signs. Roberto Lacayo reporting

00:34 Thu 1/15/09 6:04:53 PM Crime & Gangs

Authorities are after the suspects that shot and killed a 4 

year old boy. V; Picture of the victim. V; Flowers for the 

victim.

02:30 Thu 1/15/09 6:09:38 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A certain food market sells food at incredible low prices. V; 

Food market. I; Residents, are saving up to 70 percent in 

food items. I; Marcos Melchor, says this offers a freat 

relief. I; Irene Quintana, only spent 20 dollars.

00:23 Thu 1/15/09 6:12:08 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A woman protesting against the financial situation in 

Mexico almost died. V; Woman hanging from a tree. 

Police came to her rescue after they saw she almost 

suffocated accidentally.

02:16 Thu 1/15/09 6:17:05 PM Crime & Gangs

A Hispanic father was killed in front of his wife and son 

and the shooter continues running from police. V; Picture 

of the victim. I; Rosie Miranda, sister, still remembers her 

brothers as a happy man. V; Picture of his family. V; 

Picture of the suspect. I; Andrew Briozy, police, says the 

victim and suspect knew each other, the victim borrowed 

money from the shooter and when he didn't pay him back 

he was killed. I; Gabriela Rodriguez, ex wife, wants justice 

to be served.

00:29 Thu 1/15/09 6:30:18 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People who drink coffee are at a lower risk of developing 

dementia and Alzheimer. V; Coffee.

00:27 Fri 1/16/09 6:00:30 PM Crime & Gangs

An older couple expected to have arrived in Long Beach 

off a cruise liner never made it back. Authorities fear they 

may have fallen overboard. V; cruise ship. Carnival 

authorities say they checked the couple's cabin and found 

it empty. Local police are aboard the ship.
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03:17 Fri 1/16/09 6:00:57 PM Crime & Gangs

Echo Park police have arrested the gang member 

suspected of shooting to death a 4 year old boy. V; make 

shift alter for victim, grieving parents, picture of victim, 

police press conference. I; Cap. Sergio Diaz, LAPD asst. 

chief, commented on the arrest. I; Roberto Lopez, father of 

victim, says the arrest will not bring back his child. V; 

police officers out, pictures of victim. I; Araceli Gonzalez, 

victim's mother, says the child was happy. V; candles and 

flowers left at makeshift alter. Gr; how to donate to the 

family. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:23 Fri 1/16/09 6:04:14 PM Crime & Gangs

A mother and son have been arrested for the murder of a 

an Orange County man. V; victim's family, picture of 

victim. Police believe the woman lured the victim from a 

bar back to a hotel where her son robbed and killed him. 

V; picture of female suspect, La Barca bar where victim 

was last seen. The body was found near highway 15.

00:22 Fri 1/16/09 6:04:37 PM Neighborhoods

At least 2,000 people attended a funeral service for the 9 

members of a family killed on Christmas eve. V; people at 

funeral.

00:23 Fri 1/16/09 6:04:59 PM Crime & Gangs
Baldwin Park authorities are investigating a suspicious fire. 

V; police at scene. Two people were killed in the fire.

00:17 Fri 1/16/09 6:05:22 PM Neighborhoods

Orange county officials searched a garbage landfill today 

looking for the body of an elderly woman who disappeared 

from the Camino Los Padres Center last week. V; heavy 

machinery going through piles of garbage.

00:26 Fri 1/16/09 6:05:39 PM Crime & Gangs

Former Orange County sheriff Mike Carona was found 

guilty of manipulating a suspect. Carona was charged with 

several crimes. V; Carona hugging fellow officer, court 

sketches, Carona leaving court.

02:35 Fri 1/16/09 6:06:05 PM Education

Parents and students will get the chance to attend a 

financial aid seminar tomorrow in Santa Ana. V; students 

on campus. I; Evelyn Soqui, psychology student, says her 

parents do not have enough money to pay for her studies. 

I; Chris Ochoa, science student, commented on his 

situation. I; Linda Vazquez, political science student, 

commented on her situation. I; Lou Correa, state senator, 

commented on the Cal grants. Schools like Cal State 

Fullerton have grants and scholarships available, but many 

students do not know how to go about getting them. I; 

Maria Romero, says she wouldn't have to work full time if 

she had financial help. Gr; more information. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

00:23 Fri 1/16/09 6:10:30 PM Neighborhoods

The pilot flying the plane which landed in the Hudson had 

been given the options of landing at 2 different airports. 

The pilot said he could not make it to either of those 

airports, so decided to land in the water. Gr; computerized 

rendition of plane in the sky. V; pictures of passengers 

being rescued, picture of pilot.
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01:55 Fri 1/16/09 6:10:53 PM Education

A Los Angeles elementary school student will attend 

Barrack Obama's inauguration next week in Washington. 

V; students at school, girl receiving an award. I; Jacqueline 

Mendoza, student, is happy to have been chosen to attend 

the event. V; Jacqueline's parents. Jacqueline is one of 

very few elementary school kids to be invited to such an 

event. She was invited by the Association of Young 

Congress Members. Her father, who is a tailor, designed 

the gown she will wear. V; Jacqueline and her parents 

looking at the dress. Jacqueline received lots of help from 

the community to raise the money she needed to attend 

the event. V; Jacqueline hugging her mother. Gr; 

inauguration coverage. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:18 Fri 1/16/09 6:14:54 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Mexican authorities have sent over 1,000 soldiers to its 

southern border to combat drug trafficking. V; soldiers 

along the border, women walking in the area.

00:21 Fri 1/16/09 6:15:12 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Circuit City announced today that it's closing its 567 

stores. V; exterior of store.

01:47 Fri 1/16/09 6:15:33 PM
Government, 

Politics

The federal government has ran out of funding for the 

program that was allowing consumers to get 2 coupons 

each to purchase their digital converter box. V; 

immigrants, converter box coupon, filling out application. I; 

Guillermo Castillo, Dallas resident, says he cannot afford 

to purchase the converter box without a coupon. V; 

purchasing box with coupon, man adjusting TV antenna. I; 

unidentified woman, says many people will be left without 

access to news when the digital switch takes place. 

Barrack Obama has asked the federal government to 

delay the digital switch. I; unidentified official, says no 

attempts have been made to delay the date of the switch. 

Gr; more information. V; coupons in mail. Fernando Mejia 

reporting.

01:42 Fri 1/16/09 6:17:20 PM Neighborhoods

Hotel For Dogs premiers this weekend. V; scenes from the 

movie courtesy Paramount Pictures. Defiance starring 

Daniel Craig opens this weekend. V; scenes from the 

movie courtesy Paramount Vantage. Notorious opens this 

weekend. V; scenes from Notorious courtesy Fox 

Serachlights Pictures. Notorious tells the story of 

Notorious BIG's rise to rap fame and his murder. Mall Cop 

opens this weekend. V; scenes from the movie courtesy 

Sony Pictures.
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02:11 Fri 1/16/09 6:21:13 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Former boxing champion Genaro Hernandez is suffering 

from a rare form of cancer which usually afflicts young 

children. V; Genaro on his way to the gym. I; Genaro 

Hernandez, commented on finding a lump in his throat. V; 

footage of Genaro in the gym 10 years ago. I; Dr. Sergio 

Veiga, commented on this type of cancer. Jose Sulleima, 

president of the World Boxing Council, will attend a 

fundraiser at the San Bernardino University to benefit 

Gernaro. The event will take place tomorrow. Gr; more 

information. Mauricio Cardenas reporting.

00:11 Fri 1/16/09 6:23:34 PM Crime & Gangs

Viewers can download information on Boy George's recent 

brush with the law at Telemundo52.com. V; picture of Boy 

George.

00:45 Fri 1/16/09 6:30:43 PM Neighborhoods

Legoland created Barrack Obama's inauguration 

ceremony using legos. V; lego inauguration, kids at 

Legoland.

07:04 Tue 1/20/09 6:00:09 PM
Government, 

Politics

President elect Obama was sworn in as the 44th president 

today. V; Obama swearing in, firing canon at ceremony, 

white house. Vice president Biden was sworn in as well. V; 

Biden swearing in. SB; Barrack Obama, says the US is 

ready to lead. I; residents, commented on the historic 

event. V; President Obama and former President Bush, 

Obama signing, Obama and his wife walking part way to 

the white house. California also celebrated the 

inauguration. V; Los Angeles residents celebrating. I; Rosa 

Medina, First Ame church, says people have to be open to 

the change that is coming. I; Kerry, remembers picking 

cotton with her family in Arkansas. Students at Obama's 

alma mater watched the event on TV today. I; Occidental 

College students, commented on the change. V; students 

signing banner for Obama. Thousands of Los Angeles 

residents watched the event on big screen TVs at the 

Nokia Center plaza. V; people watching event. Ramon 

Zayas, Maria Garcia and Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:47 Tue 1/20/09 6:07:13 PM
Government, 

Politics

Hundreds of students watched the presidential 

inauguration at the Azusa theater today. V; students 

watching the event. I; students, commented on their hope 

for the future. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:18 Tue 1/20/09 6:09:00 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Sen. Kennedy collapsed today during the inauguration 

event and was rushed to the hospital. V; ambulance 

rushing ailing senator to hospital.

03:54 Tue 1/20/09 6:11:30 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Barrack Obama was sworn in as the 44th president of the 

US today. SI; Carlos Rajo, political analyst, commented on 

the speech the new president delivered. SB; President 

Obama, says the challenges the country is facing will be 

met. V; motorcade leaving, new president and outgoing 

president. The stock market did not do good today despite 

the swearing in and the hopeful speech delivered by the 

new president. V; NYSE floor, houses for sale, stacks of 

dollars.
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00:45 Tue 1/20/09 6:18:03 PM International Affairs

The world watched today as Barrack Obama was sworn in 

as the new US president. Healers in El Peru took part in a 

good luck ritual for the new president. V; man selling 

newspapers, healers performing ritual.

01:53 Tue 1/20/09 6:18:48 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The immigration reform is now in the hands of Barrack 

Obama. I; undocumented immigrant, is asking Obama to 

help them. V; woman getting on bus, people out. I; Jose 

Alfredo Hernandez, immigration attorney, believes a 

change may happen in the immigration system by the end 

of the year. V; homeland security van. I; Salvador Ochoa, 

Michoacanos Federation, says Mexicans are hopeful for 

an immigration reform. Martin Plascencia reporting.

01:51 Tue 1/20/09 6:20:41 PM
Government, 

Politics

Barrack Obama was sworn in as the 44th president today. 

V; singer Beyonce, former President Bush and Barbara 

Bush, other dignitaries at event, The Clintons, Obama 

swearing in, first couple walking.

01:05 Tue 1/20/09 6:25:06 PM
Government, 

Politics

The new president and first lady walked 3 blocks today 

after the inauguration ceremony. V; Obama walking. 

Among the celebrities at the event were Muhammad Ali, 

Steven Spielberg, Denzel Washington, Beyonce and 

Oprah Winfrey. V; Muhammad Ali and other unknown 

people at event.

00:17 Tue 1/20/09 6:30:33 PM
Government, 

Politics

New first lady Michelle Obama wore a dress designed by 

Cuban designer Isabel Toledo. V; Obama family with 

President and Mrs. Bush.

00:24 Wed 1/21/09 6:00:39 PM
Government, 

Politics

The first Obama as the president and he already ordered 

to stop the court cases in Guantanamo, looks for the 

retirement of the troops, and froze down the salaries. V; 

Obama speaking. V; Guantanamo Bay.

02:03 Wed 1/21/09 6:01:03 PM
Government, 

Politics

Millions of immigrants demand president Obama to come 

up with a reform that could benefit them. V; Immigrants 

working. V; Stop ther raids signs. I; Employee, says 

Obama is their only hope. I; Humberto, has been living in 

the US for 20 years, he is still illegal. Mariate Ramos 

reporting

00:19 Wed 1/21/09 6:03:33 PM Crime & Gangs
Authorities arrested a suspect for the murder of his own 

mother. V; Police at the scene.

00:20 Wed 1/21/09 6:03:52 PM Crime & Gangs Police arrested a bank robber. V; Picture of the robber.

00:19 Wed 1/21/09 6:04:12 PM Crime & Gangs
Authorities are after a suspect who has committed armed 

robbery. V; Picture of the suspect.

00:21 Wed 1/21/09 6:04:31 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

3 schools were closed down for a Salmonella infection. V; 

Peanut butter that could be infected. V; Schools.

02:02 Wed 1/21/09 6:04:52 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Many people are opting to fill out the tax forms completely 

free. V; offices. I; Grace Gonzalez, is a single mother, this 

will help her a lot. I; Diana Rubio, says the service is 

completely free, is a stable service. Dinorah Perez 

reporting

00:22 Wed 1/21/09 6:09:34 PM
Government, 

Politics

The Senate confirmed Hillary Clinton as the Secretary of 

State. V; Clinton in the Senate.
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04:31 Wed 1/21/09 6:09:56 PM
Government, 

Politics

Political annalist Carlos Rajo talks about what Obama has 

done so far in his first day as the president. I; Rajo, says 

Obama has started on the right foot, he froze salaries, the 

court cases are over in Guantanamo, he is working on a 

financial program. V; Obama speaking.

02:12 Wed 1/21/09 6:16:52 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Due to the financial crisis many people are opting to make 

money by making shoes. V; Employees, I; Rebeca Espino, 

doesn't spend a whole lot of money with shoes anymore. I; 

Roberto Gomez, shoemaker, says instead of spending 

money on new shoes people should fix their old ones. I; 

Luis Jaime, shows his broken shoe. Martin Plascencia 

reporting

00:44 Wed 1/21/09 6:19:04 PM International Affairs

Mexican president supports Obama and Bush's ideas. V; 

Calderon speaking. V; Protests in Mexico against Bush. 

The Mexican government has come up with a food 

program for families with low incomes. V; Shelter.

00:33 Wed 1/21/09 6:21:07 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Macys stores are giving free makeup to every one 

interested. V; Macys.

00:42 Wed 1/21/09 6:30:53 PM Culture
The owner of a store assures the image of Jesus Christ is 

in one of the tables on sale. V; Image. V; Store.

02:28 Thu 1/22/09 6:00:37 PM Crime & Gangs

Authorities arrested a suspec driving a taxi who sexually 

abused of women. V; Picture of the victim. I; Sergio Diaz, 

police, says he also tortured the victims inside the car. V; 

Cabs. I; Judith Zavala, was afraid of getting a cab. I; 

Juanita Velazquez, was not getting a cab to nowhere. I; 

Leopoldo Cienfuegos, says people should look for the 

city's sticket on the door of the car. V; Sticker. Mariate 

Ramos reporting

00:16 Thu 1/22/09 6:03:05 PM Crime & Gangs
Police arrested 23 suspects during a police operation. V; 

Neighborhood. They found illciti drugs and money.

00:24 Thu 1/22/09 6:03:21 PM Neighborhoods
Authorities are investigating a collapse of a building in 

Koreatown. V; Damages. V; Fire fighters at the scene

00:28 Thu 1/22/09 6:03:45 PM Employment
The unemployment statistics continue to increase. GR; 

Statistics. V; Work Force offices.

00:04 Thu 1/22/09 6:04:30 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The city of LA is planning on increasing some taxes. V; 

Cars on sale.

01:39 Thu 1/22/09 6:05:43 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Many families gave found a way to make their home look 

pretty and at the same time save lots of money. V; People 

shopping. I; Sergio Ramirez, found this great store that 

sales house products at very good prices. V; Products on 

sale. I; Jose Luis Castro, buys the products because he 

works in construction. V; Store. I; Gladys Hernandez, 

employee, says they receive donations. I; Maribel Medina, 

says prices are more accessible. I; Noe Rivas, is the one 

in charge of the donations.

01:22 Thu 1/22/09 6:07:22 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The gasoline prices are starting to go up. V; gas stations. 

I; Residents, say the prices are high again.
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00:44 Thu 1/22/09 6:10:50 PM Neighborhoods

A mother and her son were buried alive when a building 

collapsed on top of them. V; Fire fighters at the scene. I; 

Horacio Martinez, police, says they couldn't do anything to 

save them. V; Damages.

00:26 Thu 1/22/09 6:11:34 PM Neighborhoods

A US airlines plane fell into the Hudson river. V; Video 

images of the accident. All the passengers survived. V; 

Rescue teams at the scene.

02:22 Thu 1/22/09 6:14:30 PM Crime & Gangs

A young men went to a store to buy something for his 

nephew and he was killed along the way. V; Picture of the 

victim. V; Wallgreens store. V; Flowers for the victim. I; 

Pedro Barba, detective, says he was a good kid, good 

student, he was doing nothing wrong. V; police giving a 

press conference. I; Roxana Cano, mother of the victim, 

wants justice to be served. Roberto Lacayo reporting

00:19 Thu 1/22/09 6:16:52 PM Crime & Gangs

Authorities arrested a man accused of the murder of a 

homeless. V; Flowers for the victim. V; picture of the 

victim.

01:25 Thu 1/22/09 6:18:27 PM Latino Issues

Hispanic artists in LA have come up with a new sense of 

style. V; Paintings. I; Evelyn Pener, sales director, explains 

the meaning of each painting and exposition. Maria Garcia 

reporting

01:41 Thu 1/22/09 6:19:52 PM Neighborhoods

Movie Benjamin Button was nominated for best picture, 

best actor, best production, etc. It has overall 13 

nominations. V; Images of the movie. V; Images of Dark 

Knight. V; Actress Penelope Cruz also nominated. V; 

Meryll Stript nominated.

00:36 Thu 1/22/09 6:30:41 PM Culture
South of CA had an event to celebrate the Chienese 

culture. V; Images of the celebration.

03:03 Fri 1/23/09 6:00:42 PM Employment

The unemployment statistics increased once again in CA. 

I; Mark Thomas, has lost clients due to the financial crisis. 

V; Stores. I; Nancy Sidhu, economist, says things don't 

seem to get any better. Roberto Lacayo reporting

00:18 Fri 1/23/09 6:03:45 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

CA could receive 21,000 millions of dollars. V; Highways. 

The state plans to use that money to create jobs.

02:08 Fri 1/23/09 6:04:03 PM Employment

Hundreds of people have lost their job, and also the 

benefits of many of the programs. V; Unemployed people. 

I; Luisa Camino, social worker, says there is no money to 

pay nursing homes employees. I; Helga Meza, social 

worker, many centers will close down. V; Children. I; 

Gloria Gutierrez, says social workers do a wonderful job. I; 

Jose Solorio, says hundreds of social workers have no job 

right now. Martin Plascencia reporting

00:30 Fri 1/23/09 6:06:11 PM Education
Teachers in different schools will not be fired by now. V; 

Students. V; Schools.

00:51 Fri 1/23/09 6:09:21 PM Crime & Gangs

Family members and friends attended the funeral of a 4 

year old who was shot by gang members. V; Images of the 

funeral. V; Religious ceremony. I; Armando Gonzalez, 

uncle, says the neighborhood needs more surveillance.
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00:16 Fri 1/23/09 6:10:12 PM Crime & Gangs
Police arrested during 2008 more than 1800 gang 

members, V; Suspects arrested

00:18 Fri 1/23/09 6:10:28 PM Crime & Gangs

Authorities investigate the case of a student who said she 

was kidnapped but then said she was liberated. V; School 

where she attends.

02:43 Fri 1/23/09 6:10:46 PM Education

The Scholar District of CA announced schools don't have 

any money, not even to offer lunch to the students. V; 

Children in cafeteria. V; Food. I; Kevin de Leon, says the 

unemployment rate is increasing per day. I; Alex Lopez, 

scholar district, says the lunch food will drastically change. 

I; Teresa Arreguin, wonders what will happen to the 

children if they cut back the food. I; Azucena Gonzalez, 

mother, does not want her daughter to starve.

00:22 Fri 1/23/09 6:15:58 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The city is asking for an increase of rent at the Plaza in 

LA. V; Plaza. V; People shopping.

02:24 Fri 1/23/09 6:16:20 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Some houses in the South of CA cost less than 150,000 

dollars. V; Neighborhoods. I; Claudia Hansen, Pinnacle 

State Properties, says with 250,000 you can buy 2 houses. 

V; Inside houses. Dinorah Perez reporting

00:57 Fri 1/23/09 6:20:05 PM International Affairs

The Teleton will take place during the weekend. V; Images 

of the event. Every year they collect millions of dollars for 

different organizations. I; Enrique Alejo, Liborio Market, 

says this year won't be the exception.

01:57 Mon 1/26/09 6:01:13 PM Employment

Home Depot store in Anaheim are cutting off employees 

due to the economic crisis. V; employees at store. I; 

Francisco, says he will be terminated. I; Catherine 

Gallagher, store spokesperson, says they will be 

terminating about 7,000 employees. V; Expo store, view. I; 

Alejandro, says he is being affected by the crisis. Martin 

Placensia Reporting.

00:27 Mon 1/26/09 6:03:10 PM Employment

The employment help to unemployed residents is being 

affected by the crisis. V; people in employment 

department.

00:25 Mon 1/26/09 6:03:37 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The sale of houses have increased in the past few days 

due to the foreclosures. V; houses for sale.

00:58 Mon 1/26/09 6:04:02 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The foreclosure has increased in Los Angeles due to the 

economic crisis. V; houses for sale. I; Pastor Herrera, 

department of consumer's protection, says there are 

fraudulent people trying to get the owner's money.

02:13 Mon 1/26/09 6:05:00 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The process of giving away visas to immigrants victims of 

crimes is facing problems. I; Jesus, says his son was 

brutally attacked and needs the visa, he wants to go to 

College and needs a social security. V; visas. V; police 

officers. I; Alma Rosa, lawyer, says she is following the 

case, he needs a work permit. GR; message sent by 

Immigration Department. Roberto Lacayo Reporting.
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00:26 Mon 1/26/09 6:07:13 PM Minority Concerns

Immigrants will be marching in Los Angeles, San Diego 

and Washington to demand an immigration reform. V; 

immigrants marching.

00:50 Mon 1/26/09 6:07:39 PM Neighborhoods
A woman from LA had 8 babies, 6 boys and 2 girls. V; 

doctors speaking.

02:32 Mon 1/26/09 6:10:26 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Car dealers are towing away cars of those owners who 

don't pay their monthly payment. V; cars being towed 

away. I; Luis Pizarro, says thousands of cars are being 

towed away every month. Maria Garcia Reporting.

00:26 Mon 1/26/09 6:12:58 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama has changed laws regarding the 

environment. V; President Obama speaking, former 

President Bush speaking. V; traffic.

00:21 Mon 1/26/09 6:15:53 PM International Affairs
Crimes keep increasing in Mexico and dangerous criminal 

was arrested in the past days. V; criminal arrested.

02:35 Mon 1/26/09 6:16:14 PM Crime & Gangs

Joe Sosaya lost his sight after being a victim of a racial 

crime. V; Joe Sosaya. I; Joe, says he was a victim of a 

crime, he lost his sight since he was attacked. I; Jessie 

Sosaya, son, says he is very proud of his father.

02:02 Mon 1/26/09 6:20:08 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

It is very important to save money when shopping. V; 

products at store, people shopping at store. I; Gloria Jara, 

store employee, says there are very good prices at the 

store. I; Alejandra, says she is getting a dress for 5 dollars. 

Dinorah Perez Reporting.

00:29 Mon 1/26/09 6:30:06 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

LA residents are protesting against the death of an 

immigrant who died in police's hands. V; people protesting.

00:35 Mon 1/26/09 6:30:35 PM Neighborhoods
The digital TV change has been extended by the US 

Senate. V; TV's, converter boxes.

06:26 Tue 1/27/09 6:00:33 PM Crime & Gangs

A family of 6 members has been massacred by a the head 

of the house due to the stress caused by the economic 

crisis in Los Angeles. V; family photo. V; crime scene. I; 

Rosario Herrera, police officer, says the crime is under 

investigation. V; victims being carried. I; Tony, says he 

was a nice man. V; police at scene. PC; Antonio 

Villaraigosa, Mayor of LA, says being stressed is not a 

reason to kill. I; Oscar Lopez, police officer, says help is 

available for those residents who are facing financial or 

psychological problems. Roberto Lacayo and Vicky 

Gutierres Reporting.

02:11 Tue 1/27/09 6:06:59 PM Neighborhoods

A mother from Los Angeles had 8 babies. V; doctors in 

press conference. PC; Dr. Alejandro Vazquez, says they 

were expecting 7 babies but they were surprised about the 

other one, all babies are healthy. I; unidentified woman, 

says having 8 babies is miracle. I; unidentified woman, 

says 8 babies means a lot of work.

00:37 Tue 1/27/09 6:11:09 PM Crime & Gangs
A police chase ended up in a crash between 2 cars in LA. 

V; scene of police chase, suspect being arrested.
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01:53 Tue 1/27/09 6:11:46 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The renting of limousine is being affected by the economic 

crisis in Los Angeles. V; limousine. V; party saloon. I; 

Leopoldo Gomez, says his business has been very 

affected due to the crisis. I; Jorge Kim, loan specialist, 

says owners of limousine will have to pay a monthly 

payment for the vehicle.

00:44 Tue 1/27/09 6:13:39 PM Minority Concerns

Most of immigrants are more concerned about the 

unemployment than about immigration raids. V; 

immigrants detained, ice police operating. I; unidentified 

man, says he is more concerned about the unemployment. 

I; unidentified man, says he is more scared of loosing his 

job than to get arrested for being illegal.

02:19 Tue 1/27/09 6:19:46 PM Crime & Gangs

The domestic violence affects millions of women around 

United States but there is help available. V; photo of 

victims of domestic violence. I; Imelda Talamantes, 

counselor, says every day about 10 women are killed by 

their husband or boyfriend. I; Leonor Jimenez, says she 

was a victim of domestic violence. V; weeding photo. GR; 

more info.

00:29 Tue 1/27/09 6:30:51 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The global crisis is affecting Mexico. V; people on the 

streets.

00:18 Tue 1/27/09 6:31:20 PM Neighborhoods
The Senate agreed to delay the digital TV change for 4 

months. V; meeting at the Senate. V; coupons.

00:28 Wed 1/28/09 6:00:40 PM Neighborhoods
2 people died in a plane accident. V; Images of the 

accident. V; police at the scene.

02:58 Wed 1/28/09 6:01:08 PM Neighborhoods

A man shot and killed his wife and 5 children and then 

committed suicide. V; Picture of the victims. Both the wife 

and husband worked in a Hospital and they were both 

fired. V; Paramedics. The man wrote a letter before killing 

himself stating that a supervisor told him to shot himself 

minutes before he was fired. Now police investigates. I; 

Diana Bonta, speaker of the Hospital, says this is a 

complete lie Dinorah Perez reporting

00:37 Wed 1/28/09 6:04:06 PM Neighborhoods

Parents and students did an event where they 

commemorated the victims of Crescent Heights. V; 

images of the ceremony.

01:55 Wed 1/28/09 6:04:43 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The financial crisis is pushing people to commit suicide. V; 

Picture of the latest victims. I; Ana Suarez, says people 

tend to believe they have reached all options. I; Tony 

Belez, says people could experience physical symptoms 

such as headaches, diarreha, the number of suicides 

increases. Lorena Dominguez reporting

00:29 Wed 1/28/09 6:06:38 PM Crime & Gangs

A woman started a police persecution. V; Images of the 

persecution. She was going the speed limit and had a bag 

of marihuana in her purse.

00:18 Wed 1/28/09 6:07:07 PM Neighborhoods
A man driving in the wrong side of the road hit another car. 

V; images of the accident. V; Police at the scene

00:17 Wed 1/28/09 6:07:25 PM Crime & Gangs
A man started a fire in his own house after having a 

domestic dispute with his wife. V; Images of the fire.
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02:04 Wed 1/28/09 6:08:18 PM Education

The Scholar District of Santa Ana wants to drop a few 

credits so that mora students can graduate from high 

school. V; Students. I; Yaneli Valencia, is happy with the 

new change. I; Cesar Vargas, says this won't make a 

difference between Santa Ana already made a few 

changes 7 years ago. I; John Palacio, member of the 

scholar district, says he is hopeful this will help students. I; 

Mario Guerrero, doesn't think is a good idea. Martin 

Plascencia reporting

00:27 Wed 1/28/09 6:12:24 PM Minority Concerns

2 minors decided to start a starvation protest because their 

mother is about to be deported. V; Children. They also 

wrote a letter to president Obama. V; Picture of the 

mother.

00:16 Wed 1/28/09 6:12:51 PM
Government, 

Politics

Legislators approved Obama's financial plan. V; 

Employees.

00:17 Wed 1/28/09 6:13:07 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Many people won't receive their checks in time. V; 

Employees.

00:20 Wed 1/28/09 6:13:24 PM Neighborhoods
More than 236,000 houses were closed down. V; 

neighborhoods.

00:31 Wed 1/28/09 6:16:04 PM International Affairs
Authorities arrested a group of criminals who assaulted the 

airport. V; Passengers.

00:21 Wed 1/28/09 6:16:35 PM Neighborhoods
Less than a month away for the change from analog to 

digital image. V; TVs.

02:02 Wed 1/28/09 6:16:56 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

There are places that offer entertainment at not cost at all. 

V; Movies. I; Jairo Gonzalez, doesn't believe it. I; Rolando 

Marin, created a web site with thousands of movies and 

different shows. GR; Web site. Mariate Ramos reporting

01:50 Wed 1/28/09 6:18:58 PM Neighborhoods

Penelope Menchaca is the new face of a famous 

magazine in Mexico. I; Menchaca, is very excited, this is a 

new experience. V; Penelope at a photo shoot.

00:36 Wed 1/28/09 6:30:58 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A group of doctors served a woman who gave birth to 8 

children. V; Hospital. V; Doctors.

03:02 Thu 1/29/09 6:00:39 PM Children's Issues

Three children were killed in an accident which resulted 

from a police chase. V; residents at a vigil, scene of wreck, 

pictures of the victims. I; Luis Uriostegui, friend of family, 

knew one of the victims since he was little. V; house which 

the vehicle crashed into. I; Lorena Herrera, school mate of 

one victim, commented on the tragedy. I; homeowner, 

described the crash. V; emergency crew at scene of 

wreck. I; Cap. Esmeralda Falat, highway patrol, 

commented on the tragedy. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:25 Thu 1/29/09 6:03:41 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

New evidence in the 2005 train wreck in Glendale states 

that the train conductor did not use his emergency brake. 

V; emergency crew at scene.

00:22 Thu 1/29/09 6:04:06 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles authorities plans on eradicating 15 percent of 

gangs from the city this year. V; pictures of gang 

members.

00:16 Thu 1/29/09 6:04:28 PM Crime & Gangs
A Glendale coach was arrested for having sex with a 

student. V; picture of coach.
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02:10 Thu 1/29/09 6:04:44 PM Culture

A grand jury is investigating Cardinal Roger Mahony and 

the Los Angeles archdiocese for the way the sex abuse 

scandal was handled. V; SNAP members protesting, 

Mahony celebrating mass. I; Eric Barragan, SNAP, says 

the cardinal has never apologized to victims. I; Rosa 

Elena, Catholic, does not agree with the investigation. Gr; 

statement from archdiocese. I; Rosa, says the scandal 

affected her trust in the church, but that her faith remains 

strong. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:52 Thu 1/29/09 6:07:14 PM Education
Los Angeles teachers are protesting against the cuts in the 

education budget. V; teachers protesting.

01:35 Thu 1/29/09 6:09:52 PM Education

Los Angeles teachers protested today against the 

education budget. V; teachers protesting. I; teacher, says 

the district wants to take away teachers' rights. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

00:25 Thu 1/29/09 6:11:39 PM Employment

The labor department reports that unemployment has 

reached the highest level in the US history. V; Employment 

Security Commission Joblink office, auto plant workers, 

construction workers, traffic.

00:18 Thu 1/29/09 6:12:31 PM Minority Concerns

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:58 Thu 1/29/09 6:12:49 PM Minority Concerns

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:14 Thu 1/29/09 6:18:22 PM Minority Concerns

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:15 Thu 1/29/09 6:30:43 PM Minority Concerns

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:40 Thu 1/29/09 6:30:58 PM Minority Concerns

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:01 Fri 1/30/09 6:00:33 PM Minority Concerns

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

04:47 Fri 1/30/09 6:02:34 PM Minority Concerns

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:41 Fri 1/30/09 6:07:21 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:29 Fri 1/30/09 6:09:56 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:48 Fri 1/30/09 6:10:25 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:21 Fri 1/30/09 6:12:13 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.
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00:29 Fri 1/30/09 6:14:59 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:23 Fri 1/30/09 6:15:28 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:18 Fri 1/30/09 6:15:51 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:14 Fri 1/30/09 6:17:32 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:40 Fri 1/30/09 6:19:46 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:54 Fri 1/30/09 6:30:36 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:31 Mon 2/2/09 6:00:32 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:04 Mon 2/2/09 6:03:03 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:24 Mon 2/2/09 6:05:07 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:39 Mon 2/2/09 6:05:31 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:16 Mon 2/2/09 6:06:10 PM Employment

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:41 Mon 2/2/09 6:06:26 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:18 Mon 2/2/09 6:07:07 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:22 Mon 2/2/09 6:09:25 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:08 Mon 2/2/09 6:09:47 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:18 Mon 2/2/09 6:11:55 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:26 Mon 2/2/09 6:14:35 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:01 Mon 2/2/09 6:15:01 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.
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02:49 Mon 2/2/09 6:17:02 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:29 Tue 2/3/09 6:00:35 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:22 Tue 2/3/09 6:03:04 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:15 Tue 2/3/09 6:03:26 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:13 Tue 2/3/09 6:03:41 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:23 Tue 2/3/09 6:05:54 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:51 Tue 2/3/09 6:06:17 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:47 Tue 2/3/09 6:07:08 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:23 Tue 2/3/09 6:09:56 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:26 Tue 2/3/09 6:10:19 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:06 Tue 2/3/09 6:10:45 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:19 Tue 2/3/09 6:12:51 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:22 Tue 2/3/09 6:15:38 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:13 Tue 2/3/09 6:16:00 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:26 Tue 2/3/09 6:18:29 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:09 Tue 2/3/09 6:22:11 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:21 Tue 2/3/09 6:31:09 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:15 Tue 2/3/09 6:31:30 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.
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02:41 Wed 2/4/09 6:00:36 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:27 Wed 2/4/09 6:03:17 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:52 Wed 2/4/09 6:03:44 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:24 Wed 2/4/09 6:05:36 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:18 Wed 2/4/09 6:06:00 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:24 Wed 2/4/09 6:06:18 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:19 Wed 2/4/09 6:06:42 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:19 Wed 2/4/09 6:07:01 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:22 Wed 2/4/09 6:09:22 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:22 Wed 2/4/09 6:09:44 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:19 Wed 2/4/09 6:10:06 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:23 Wed 2/4/09 6:10:25 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:12 Wed 2/4/09 6:10:48 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:18 Wed 2/4/09 6:15:30 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:17 Wed 2/4/09 6:15:48 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:10 Wed 2/4/09 6:18:05 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:08 Wed 2/4/09 6:30:24 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:47 Thu 2/5/09 6:00:34 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.
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02:16 Thu 2/5/09 6:03:28 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:53 Thu 2/5/09 6:05:44 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:21 Thu 2/5/09 6:07:37 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:15 Thu 2/5/09 6:07:58 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:21 Thu 2/5/09 6:10:13 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:17 Thu 2/5/09 6:10:34 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:18 Thu 2/5/09 6:10:51 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:32 Thu 2/5/09 6:11:09 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:23 Thu 2/5/09 6:16:03 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:28 Thu 2/5/09 6:18:26 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:25 Thu 2/5/09 6:18:54 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:44 Thu 2/5/09 6:30:14 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

03:09 Fri 2/6/09 6:00:53 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:32 Fri 2/6/09 6:04:02 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:22 Fri 2/6/09 6:05:23 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:23 Fri 2/6/09 6:05:45 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:03 Fri 2/6/09 6:06:08 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:18 Fri 2/6/09 6:10:22 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.
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00:46 Fri 2/6/09 6:12:40 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:20 Fri 2/6/09 6:13:26 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:45 Fri 2/6/09 6:16:18 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:27 Fri 2/6/09 6:18:03 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:24 Fri 2/6/09 6:19:30 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:21 Fri 2/6/09 6:30:44 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:27 Fri 2/6/09 6:31:05 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:25 Sun 2/8/09 6:00:08 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:12 Sun 2/8/09 6:02:33 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:26 Sun 2/8/09 6:03:45 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:24 Sun 2/8/09 6:04:11 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:20 Sun 2/8/09 6:04:35 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

06:07 Sun 2/8/09 6:08:29 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:35 Sun 2/8/09 6:14:36 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:10 Sun 2/8/09 6:15:11 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

01:24 Sun 2/8/09 6:17:21 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:50 Sun 2/8/09 6:27:58 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:47 Mon 2/9/09 6:00:29 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.
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02:26 Mon 2/9/09 6:01:16 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:14 Mon 2/9/09 6:04:24 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:26 Mon 2/9/09 6:04:38 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:33 Mon 2/9/09 6:09:33 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:48 Mon 2/9/09 6:14:51 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:42 Mon 2/9/09 6:17:39 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:44 Mon 2/9/09 6:27:13 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:35 Mon 2/9/09 6:30:57 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:22 Tue 2/10/09 6:00:43 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:19 Tue 2/10/09 6:03:05 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:21 Tue 2/10/09 6:03:24 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:21 Tue 2/10/09 6:03:45 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:34 Tue 2/10/09 6:04:06 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:22 Tue 2/10/09 6:04:40 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:19 Tue 2/10/09 6:05:02 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:19 Tue 2/10/09 6:05:21 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:51 Tue 2/10/09 6:05:40 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

02:04 Tue 2/10/09 6:10:28 PM  

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.
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00:26 Tue 2/10/09 6:12:32 PM
Government, 

Politics

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

03:33 Tue 2/10/09 6:15:33 PM
Government, 

Politics

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:25 Tue 2/10/09 6:19:27 PM Crime & Gangs

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:37 Tue 2/10/09 6:31:10 PM
Government, 

Politics

A new law guarantees women equal pay as men. V; 

President Obama signing law, women working in factory, 

female bus driver, women working in office.

00:38 Wed 2/11/09 6:00:31 PM Crime & Gangs
A person has been shot at Albertson's in Irvine. V; police 

at scene.

02:21 Wed 2/11/09 6:01:09 PM Neighborhoods

A recycle plant worker found a fetus inside a plastic bag. 

V; workers in recycling plant. I; resident, is shocked. V; 

police at the scene. I; Ofc. Luis Castro, Los Angeles 

county sheriff, says an autopsy is being done on the fetus. 

I; Dr. Hector Castillo, says a miscarriage during the 6th 

month of pregnancy is rear. Gr; statement from Jason 

Young at Allan Company. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

02:11 Wed 2/11/09 6:03:30 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Hundreds of bodies remain in the Los Angeles county 

morgue, because undocumented immigrants are too afraid 

to face authorities in order to claim the bodies of their 

loved ones. V; bodies in morgue. I; Mario Sainz, forensic 

investigator, says immigrants should not be afraid to call 

the forensic office. V; worker transporting bodies into 

morgue, county cemetery. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:26 Wed 2/11/09 6:05:41 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Blue Cross will have to pay 14 million dollars to patients it 

denied coverage to. V; Blue Cross official at press 

conference, Anthem office, Blue Cross of California.

00:21 Wed 2/11/09 6:06:07 PM
Government, 

Politics

The stimulus package has been approved. V; Washington 

press conference, construction worker.

02:12 Wed 2/11/09 6:06:28 PM  

Gov. Schwarzenegger has threatened to lay off thousands 

of state workers if legislators do not sign the budget by 

Friday. V; state office workers, governor meeting. I; 

Martha Burciaga, DMV employee, is concerned. V; drivers 

in DMV office, governor at press conference, state 

legislators meeting. Legislators may sign a tentative 

budget which includes many tax increases. Gr; more 

information. I; residents, do not agree with tax increase. 

Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:31 Wed 2/11/09 6:10:43 PM Crime & Gangs
Two Fresno police officers are being investigated for 

beating a homeless man. V; police beating man.

00:21 Wed 2/11/09 6:11:14 PM Neighborhoods

A mother and her child survived by a miracle after a car 

came crashing through a bakery where they were 

shopping. V; car crashing into store.
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02:23 Wed 2/11/09 6:11:35 PM Education

The Santa Ana Unified School District only has a few 

openings in its distinguished schools. As a result the 

district is raffling the openings. V; California Distinguished 

school, students walking to school. I; mother, says its 

worth the while trying to get into one of these schools. I; 

Cesar Vargas, school district spokesperson, says these 

schools have an emphasis on preparation for university. V; 

students at school. I; parent, commented on the 

requirement that parents volunteer in the schools. I; Lupe, 

says her child is doing a lot better now that he's entered 

one of these schools. Gr; more information. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

00:38 Wed 2/11/09 6:16:17 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Pro immigrant groups announced their plan to pressure 

the government for an immigration reform. V; groups at 

press conference. I; Juan Jose Gutierrez, Movimiento 

Latino USA, says the plan includes a march for this Friday.

03:12 Wed 2/11/09 6:16:55 PM Neighborhoods

The movie entitled One Long Night premiers this Friday. V; 

scenes from the movie courtesy Mazedo Films. The 

movie's time period is during the controversial proposition 

187. SI; David Siqueiros, director of One Long Night, 

commented on his Mexican and American roots which he 

drew upon to write the movie. SI; Paul Rodriguez, actor, 

commented on his role in the movie. Gr; premier 

information.

00:43 Wed 2/11/09 6:20:07 PM Neighborhoods

Over 6 million people are not ready for the digital switch 

which will take place in June. V; people shopping for TV 

sets in Best Buy. I; Andres Garcia, actor, tells viewers why 

it's important to prepare for the switch.

00:24 Wed 2/11/09 6:31:19 PM Neighborhoods
A Los Angeles family grew a 28 pound cucumber. V; 

woman and children lifting cucumber.

02:46 Thu 2/12/09 6:00:42 PM Education

California parents and teachers are concerned over a 

possible education cut. V; legislators meeting, students at 

school. I; Joshua Pechthalt, vice president of UTLA, says 

the school districts will loose teachers. V; students in 

classroom. I; parent, is concerned over over crowding 

classrooms. Gr; more information. I; parent, is concerned. 

V; students walking home from school. SB; Sen. Gil 

Cedillo, commented on the cuts. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:23 Thu 2/12/09 6:03:28 PM Employment

Gregg Industries in El Monte will cut hundreds of workers. 

Gregg Industries is a supplier for Caterpillar which recently 

laid off 20,000 workers. V; workers in plant.

00:39 Thu 2/12/09 6:03:51 PM
Government, 

Politics

The congress is finalizing the details in the stimulus 

package. Gr; tax credits from the package. V; people out 

walking.

00:22 Thu 2/12/09 6:04:30 PM Neighborhoods
A 41 year old man who threw himself out of a moving car 

is not expected to survive. V; picture of man.
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01:43 Thu 2/12/09 6:04:52 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The city of Los Angeles is facing a water shortage, yet a 

broken hydrant was left to spill water for 2 days in the city 

despite the warning to conserve. V; bodies of water, road 

crew and city mayor at scene of broken hydrant. I; Antonio 

Villaraigosa, Los Angeles mayor, says this is a problem 

that needs to be addressed immediately. Gr; more 

information. V; city press conference, woman spraying he 

lawn. Patricia Lopez Freer reporting.

00:17 Thu 2/12/09 6:06:35 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The mayor of Los Angeles and the Department of Water 

and Electricity are heading a campaign to give free 

florescent light bulbs to residents. V; mayor at press 

conference.

00:36 Thu 2/12/09 6:09:46 PM Neighborhoods

A pedestrian who was hit by a driver in New York became 

trapped under another vehicle and dragged for several 

miles. V; CCTV footage of man being hit, police at scene 

where body was recovered, transporting body from scene.

02:09 Thu 2/12/09 6:10:22 PM Children's Issues

Orange County authorities report an alarming increase in 

STDs among children as young as 10. V; family out 

walking. I; Danae, student, does not like to talk about sex. 

I; Miguel Zamudio, father, says he tries to talk to his kids 

about sexuality. I; David Trujillo, Planned Parenthood 

spokesperson, says families can get information at 

Planned Parenthood. Gr; more information. V; condoms. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:54 Thu 2/12/09 6:15:04 PM Neighborhoods

Nadya Suleman's publicist says the woman and her 6 

older children had to go into hiding after she started 

receiving death threats. V; Suleman during NBC interview, 

home where the woman lives. The threats are coming 

through her website where she's also been asking for 

donations. V; pictures of Suleman before giving birth to 

octuplets, images courtesy TMZ.

02:22 Thu 2/12/09 6:15:58 PM Crime & Gangs

Gonzalo Fuentes was shot near the factory in Pomona 

where he worked, but the assailant was never found. V; 

picture of victim. I; Gonzalo Fuentes, victim, described her 

injuries. V; man's injuries, Godinez Pallet Co. where victim 

worked. V; picture of victim before the accident. I; Luzema 

Flores, victim's wife, commented on the ordeal. V; Fuentes 

exercising. I; Michael Olivieri Jr., Pomona police, says the 

assailant is very dangerous. V; man's newborn daughter. 

Gr; more information. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:53 Thu 2/12/09 6:18:20 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The city of Mexico is drowning in garbage. The campaigns 

to teach residents how to separate organic waste from 

recyclable has not worked. V; garbage truck, residents 

dumping garbage. I; Jorge Menendez, recycle 

commission, says they are thinking of alternative ways to 

dispose of garbage. V; heavy machinery crushing 

garbage.

00:32 Thu 2/12/09 6:19:13 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A US special claims court rejected a lawsuit filed by 

parents who claim that their children became autistic as a 

result of getting vaccines. V; children getting shots, autistic 

children.
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00:58 Thu 2/12/09 6:30:32 PM Neighborhoods

A Laguna Beach man put his vehicle in first gear instead 

of park before stepping into a gas station. V; man getting 

out truck, truck backing away by itself, man coming out 

store and looking for his vehicle.

03:31 Fri 2/13/09 6:00:33 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Rain and snow is causing problems for California 

residents. V; traffic on snow covered highway, flooded 

areas. Long Beach residents are getting ready for the 

storms. V; city spokesperson, fire truck out. I; Carmen 

Viramonte, Long Beach mayor's spokesperson, says the 

city is not expecting as much damage as from the recent 

storm. Close to a dozen homes in Long Beach were 

damaged by flood last weekend after water blocked a 

drainage system on a plot of land belonging to the Edison 

company. V; vehicles on flooded roads, Edison workers, 

filling sand bags. I; affected resident, says Edison is 

helping his family pay for a hotel. V; interior of damaged 

home. I; Josefina, says she lost everything in the flood. 

Edison has recognized it's fault in the flooding and has 

provided hotel, food and money to the victims. Patricia 

Lopez reporting.

02:15 Fri 2/13/09 6:04:52 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The house of representatives has approved the stimulus 

package. V; house meeting, workers, patient in doctor's 

office, auto plant workers. The senate will now vote. V; 

construction workers. Many Californians are wondering 

how the stimulus will benefit them. V; traffic, commuters 

getting on and off metro. California has asked for 7 billion 

dollars for projects. I; Jack Kyser, LAEDC economist, 

commented on the number of jobs that will be created in 

Los Angeles alone. V; windmill, state legislators meeting. 

Gr; stimuluswatch.com. V; traffic. Some people are 

criticizing some of the state's plans for the money, like 

investing 9 million dollars in renovating the McArthur train 

station. I; residents, commented on the projects. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

02:27 Fri 2/13/09 6:07:07 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Authorities are urging homeowners of fraudulent letters 

promising to adjust their mortgage payments. V; 

homeowner. I; Veronica, has received several of these 

letters and phone calls. I; Ana Rocio Pimentel, real estate 

agent, says those services are free of charge. V; Orange 

County tax collector office. I; Al Salguero, OC tax collector 

office, says people can get information in the office and 

online. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:10 Fri 2/13/09 6:11:30 PM Crime & Gangs

Criminals dressed like Los Angeles electric and gas 

workers entered a woman's home, beat and robbed her 

earlier today. V; neighborhood where crime occurred. PC; 

Ofc. Hugo Valdez, LAPD, described the crime. V; city 

press conference, people out walking. I; residents, say 

they take precautions. Gr; more information. Lorena 

Dominguez reporting.
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00:18 Fri 2/13/09 6:13:40 PM Crime & Gangs

Duarte police believe that the shooting death of a young 

Hispanic man earlier this week was a result of a hate 

crime. V; police at the scene. The teen was killed by three 

Black men who opened fire from a moving vehicle.

00:26 Fri 2/13/09 6:13:58 PM Crime & Gangs

A Mexican man who killed his aunt and 14 year old niece 

while they were in church has been captured. Mexican 

police had been looking for the suspect. V; pictures of 

suspect in police custody.

00:22 Fri 2/13/09 6:16:52 PM Crime & Gangs

Several legislators are asking for Maricopa County sheriff 

Joe Arpaio to be investigated. V; Arpaio, inmates in 

outdoors tents.

00:59 Fri 2/13/09 6:17:14 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A group of people from El Salvador and Honduras walked 

for hundreds of miles into Mexico looking for their loved 

ones who went missing in their intent to reach the US. V; 

people walking. I; Juan Carlos Borja, Salvadorian 

immigrant, commented on the hardships of trying to make 

it to the US. V; Central American immigrants.

01:22 Fri 2/13/09 6:19:17 PM Neighborhoods

The digital switch has been delayed till June. I; viewers are 

still not ready. V; viewers trying to adjust their TV sets. I; 

unidentified official, says if people are not ready by June 

then they may be in danger of not having access to 

important news and weather information. V; scene of 911 

attack. I; residents, commented on living without 

television. Fernando Mejia reporting.

00:10 Fri 2/13/09 6:21:31 PM Culture

Barbie doll is celebrating her 50th birthday. V; picture of 

Barbie. More information and pictures at 

telemundo52.com.

00:44 Fri 2/13/09 6:30:51 PM Neighborhoods
Teachers at one school raised 3,000 dollars by kissing a 

pig. V; teachers kissing pig.

00:25 Mon 2/16/09 6:01:30 PM Neighborhoods

In the interstate 101, a multiple car accident was reported. 

V; Scenes of a multiple car accident. Reporter talks about 

the accident. Ruben Luengas reporting.

01:16 Mon 2/16/09 6:01:55 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Storms, highlights. In Los Angeles, several roads were 

closed due to the heavy rain. V; Traffic, river. In Orange 

County, the water levels made several rivers and sewers 

to overflow. Authorities worn people about possible 

mudslides due to the rainstorms. In Lower Canyon, a tree 

fell causing the a power outrage. V; Scenes of a giant tree 

on the street. In Alhambra, a tree fell on top of a home, 

residents were not home. V; Scenes of tree on top of a 

home. Ruben Luengas reporting.
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02:30 Mon 2/16/09 6:03:11 PM
Environmental 

Issues

People talk about the alerts given due to the storms. 

Reporter talks about the storm in Sierra Madre. V; Men 

working. I; Andy Dotson, Takes Precautions, talks about 

his belongings. V; People walking. Reporter talks and 

demonstrates bags which protect the sewer system. V; 

Trafic Sign, red flag, Alert System. Reporter talks about 

the flag alert system. Reporter talks about the red flag 

which means voluntary evacuations. I; Josh Grisbach, 

Paramedic, talks about mud in many residents. I; Man, 

talks about city workers. I; Man, says he has no plans in 

leaving his home. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

01:37 Mon 2/16/09 6:05:41 PM
Environmental 

Issues

In Long Beach, people talk about destruction to their 

homes due to the rainstorms. V; Kids playing. I; Hugo 

Gonzalez, Affected Resident, talks about his belongings 

and his house. V; Street sign. I; Man, says he's afraid of 

another rainstorm. V; Scenes of a flood. I; Man, talks 

about the amount of water inside homes. Reporter talks 

about the belongings many people lost due to the 

rainstorms. V; Furniture. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:20 Mon 2/16/09 6:07:18 PM Neighborhoods

In Woods, man was rescued. V; Scenes of rescuers. 

Reporter talks about the rescue. Man had symptoms of 

hypothermia. Ruben Luengas reporting.

02:22 Mon 2/16/09 6:10:46 PM
Government, 

Politics

An advisor talks about an increase in several things due to 

the states deficit an budget plan. Governor 

Schwarzenegger will be making several government job 

cuts. V; People sleeping. V; State Budget. Reporter talks 

about the states budget plan. I; Ivan Gonzalez, Financial 

Advisor, talks about the increase in gas prices and taxes. 

V; Gas station, gas prices. I; Veronica Andrade, Resident 

of California, is worried about the increase in gas prices. 

V; Doctor with baby, kids in a classroom. Reporter talks 

about cuts on several government programs. Reporter 

talks about a tax cut to small businesses. V; L.A. Shoes. I; 

Antonio Villaraigosa, Los Angeles Mayor, says California 

does not have a budget. I; Advisor, talks about the budget 

crisis in California. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:25 Mon 2/16/09 6:13:08 PM
Government, 

Politics

Bill Clinton and Antonio Villaraigosa have develop an 

ecological program. V; Bill Clinton and Antonio 

Villaraigosa. Reporter talks about the program. V; Scenes 

of an electrician, Street Lighting sign. Ruben Luengas 

reporting.

00:32 Mon 2/16/09 6:13:33 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Several banks are charging extra charges. V; Citibank, 

MasterCard, General Motors credit cards. V; MasterCard, 

Visa, Carte Blanche logos. Reporter talks about the extra 

credit charges made by credit companies. Ruben Luengas 

reporting.

00:28 Mon 2/16/09 6:14:05 PM Neighborhoods

Several TV stations will be making the change from analog 

to digital TV broadcast. V; TV stations, on air, satellites, 

converter boxes, TV converter government coupon. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.
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00:47 Mon 2/16/09 6:17:01 PM International Affairs

Mexico news, highlights. In Tabasco, a drug trafficker a 

family was executed. V; Crime scenes. In Oaxaca, the 

Mexican marine confiscated a cocaine shipment. V; Men 

arrested. During president Calderon presidency, the 

government has confiscated more than 70 tons of drugs. 

Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:25 Mon 2/16/09 6:17:48 PM International Affairs

In Peru, a girl died while trying to rescue her. V; Scenes of 

a rescue. A police officer almost died while trying to rescue 

a girl. Ruben Luengas reporting.

02:44 Mon 2/16/09 6:19:06 PM Neighborhoods

A man talks about the Big Brother program and the boy he 

mentors. I; Edgar Villamarin, Mentor of Big Brother 

Program, talks about having the opportunity of helping 

kids. I; Edgar, talks about the boy he mentors. I; Ulises, 

Baby Brother(Big Brother Program) of Edgar, says he 

wants to become a firefighter. I; Edgar, talks about Ulises. 

V; Catholic Big Brothers Big Sisters. I; Ulises, says he also 

wants to be a mentor when he gets older. I; Edgar, talks 

about the benefits it has to become a mentor for a child. V; 

Big Brother, catholicbigbrothers.org. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:32 Mon 2/16/09 6:21:50 PM Neighborhoods

Entertainment, highlights. Salma Hayek got married. V; 

Salma Hayek. Reporter talks about Salma's wedding. 

Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:15 Mon 2/16/09 6:22:39 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Reporter talks about a dental care fair in Lynwood. V; 

Dental Care. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:24 Mon 2/16/09 6:31:17 PM
Environmental 

Issues

In Texas, a ball of fire was seen. V; Scenes of the ball of 

fire. Investigators are investigating. Ruben Luengas 

reporting.

01:45 Tue 2/17/09 6:00:41 PM Employment

California's governor may be laying off 20,000 workers. V; 

state legislators meeting. I; Sam Aanestad, state senator, 

says he's ready to work overnight on the budget. V; 

immigrants out walking. I; resident, says legislators need 

to think about the people. I; Gloria Molina, LA supervisor, 

says the state has enough money to stay afloat a few 

more weeks. V; office workers. The first to be laid off will 

be the corrections workers and those in the mental health 

field. V; Dept. of Corrections California State Prison, 

medical workers. I; Darrel Steinberg, leader of senate, 

says the results will be catastrophic if something is not 

done. V; road workers. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:26 Tue 2/17/09 6:02:26 PM
Government, 

Politics

The president signed the stimulus bill today. V; president 

signing, cashier working in grocery store, brokers on 

NYSE floor. The stock market fell today despite the bill.

01:46 Tue 2/17/09 6:02:52 PM Employment

At least 40 Santa Ana workers have been laid off. V; office 

workers. A group of mechanics and other workers are 

meeting tonight to find solutions to the city's crisis. I; Gloria 

Alvarado, VP of local 721, commented on the meeting. I; 

Miguel Pulido, Santa Ana's mayor, says one of the ideas is 

to close certain offices on Fridays. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:24 Tue 2/17/09 6:04:38 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Heavy rain caused a local building's roof to collapse. V; 

hole in roof.
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00:16 Tue 2/17/09 6:05:02 PM Neighborhoods
Parts of Sierra Madre are under landslide watch. V; closed 

street.

00:19 Tue 2/17/09 6:05:18 PM Neighborhoods
A gardener died after he became trapped on a palm tree. 

V; firefighters trying to rescue the man.

00:32 Tue 2/17/09 6:05:37 PM Neighborhoods
Some TV stations stopped broadcasting analog signals 

today. V; TV sets, antenna, woman programming her TV.

00:32 Tue 2/17/09 6:08:08 PM
Environmental 

Issues
Bees have invaded the city of Santa Ana. V; bees.

02:34 Tue 2/17/09 6:08:40 PM Children's Issues

Reading To Kids is an organization which holds reading 

workshops every second Saturday of the month for over a 

1,000 California kids. V; volunteers reading to children. I; 

Santiago, young reader, commented on reading. I; Nate 

Radomski, Reading To Kids coordinator, says they trying 

to instill a love of reading in children. I; Sonya Alfaro, 

parent, says the program has helped her to appreciate 

reading more. I; Claudia Escobar, program participant, 

commented on taking part with her children. Azucena 

Gomez reporting.

05:27 Tue 2/17/09 6:14:12 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A former border agent who claims he was fired because 

he did not meet a quota arrest is revealing some 

controversial information about how the agency operates. 

The man claims he had to raid places like Home Depot 

and bus stops in order to meet his immigrant arrest quota. 

I; Tony Plattel, former border agent, says he was ordered 

to go make more arrests while he was transporting a 

group of dehydrated immigrants back to the station for 

processing. Plattel says he disobeyed the orders because 

he was afraid the immigrants he was already transporting 

would die in the vehicle. Plattel was fired for 

insubordination. V; Riverside Home Depot where he used 

to make arrests, Grey Hound bus stop in San Bernardino 

where he used to make arrests. V; along the border. I; 

Richard Velez, border patrol agent, denies the 

organization has arrest quotas. V; border agent patrol 

vehicle equipped with emergency items, along borders. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:31 Tue 2/17/09 6:19:39 PM Crime & Gangs

At least 10 people were killed in Tamaulipas, Mexico 

during a fire fight between police and drug traffickers. V; 

armed soldiers at scene.

00:25 Tue 2/17/09 6:20:10 PM International Affairs
The Mexican peso has fallen to its lowest in recent history. 

V; Mexican stock exchange.

00:25 Tue 2/17/09 6:20:35 PM International Affairs

Hundreds of people protested today against Mexican 

soldiers guarding borders. V; people protesting. The 

protestors claim that the soldiers are abusive of civilians.

00:23 Tue 2/17/09 6:31:04 PM Neighborhoods

The Billboard award nominees were announced today. 

Mana and Enrique Iglesias were nominated. V; scenes 

from Mana's and Iglesias' music video. The complete list 

of nominees at telemundo52.com.

01:04 Wed 2/18/09 6:00:44 PM Neighborhoods A car crashed against a building in LA. V; accident scene.
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03:03 Wed 2/18/09 6:01:48 PM Crime & Gangs

A 7 year old girl was impacted by a shot inside her house 

in LA. V; shooting scene. V; bullet impact. I; resident, says 

he can't believe what happened. I; resident, says she is 

very concerned about the incident. Dinorah Perez 

Reporting.

00:34 Wed 2/18/09 6:04:51 PM Crime & Gangs

Santa Ana authorities exploded several bombs to 

demonstrate the danger in the city after explosive material 

was stolen. V; scene of explosion. GR; more info.

00:23 Wed 2/18/09 6:05:25 PM Neighborhoods
A man was rescued after he was lost in a mountain filled 

of ice in LA. V; rescue team at scene.

00:20 Wed 2/18/09 6:05:48 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A water installation exploded today in LA but no injures 

were reported. V; scene of explosion.

02:11 Wed 2/18/09 6:06:08 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama signed his economic plan today. GR; 

info about the plan. V; people in work places, houses for 

sale. I; Eduardo Aguilar, annalist, says the economy will 

not be recovered anytime soon. I; Ivan Gonzalez, finance 

assessor, says even Hollywood's productions have been 

affected by the crisis. I; Mariana Carmona, says 

consumers are the most affected by the crisis. Mariate 

Ramos Reporting.

02:40 Wed 2/18/09 6:10:45 PM Children's Issues

A new center in Los Angeles is offering free preschool 

activities for low income families. V; children practicing 

activities. I; Maria Villanueva, mother, says she is very 

glad about the free services. I; Concepcion Soriano, 

mother, says this represents a great help. I; Veronica 

Mackenney, new center director, says the center offer 

essential programs for the development of children. GR; 

more info.

04:46 Wed 2/18/09 6:15:44 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A former Ice police agent revealed that immigration raids 

are conducted under certain rules of quantity that must be 

followed. V; immigrants being arrested by Ice. I; Lombardo 

Amaya, border patrol, says he was threaded once by his 

boss because he did not arrested the minimum number of 

immigrants required. I; Lombardo Amaya, border patrol, 

comments on immigration raids.

00:26 Wed 2/18/09 6:20:30 PM Latino Issues
Dozens of Mexicans were victims of fraud from a bank. V; 

people waiting to get their money,

00:36 Wed 2/18/09 6:30:57 PM Neighborhoods
An abandoned house from LA spreads a bad smell due to 

the trash. V; scene of trash inside the house.
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04:50 Thu 2/19/09 6:00:41 PM
Government, 

Politics

California legislators have signed the state budget which 

saves the jobs of over 10,000 state workers, but increases 

taxes for the residents. V; legislators meeting. I; Carlos 

Rajo, political analyst, says no one is satisfied with the 

budget. The increase will affect sales tax, vehicle 

registration and income tax among other things. V; state 

capitol, vehicles on car lot. Gr; more information. I; 

resident, commented on the tax increase. V; students in 

classroom, doctor examining baby, traffic. Many 

Californians are worried about the tax increase. V; man 

checking his mailbox. I; Tito Echeverria, commented on 

his situation. V; man watering his lawn. I; Angie 

Echeverria, resident, says she's having a difficult time 

affording her medical treatment. V; press conference. 

Roberto Lacayo and Patricia Lopez reporting.

00:16 Thu 2/19/09 6:05:31 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Albertsons will close 9 of its supermarkets in southern 

California. Vons and Ralphs have also laid off workers and 

lowered salaries. V; exterior of Albertsons supermarket.

00:17 Thu 2/19/09 6:05:47 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Dow fell over 89 points today. V; brokers on NYSE 

floor.

00:23 Thu 2/19/09 6:06:04 PM Employment
Over 5 million people are unemployed. Gr; more 

information. V; auto plant workers.

00:17 Thu 2/19/09 6:06:27 PM Neighborhoods

Los Angeles' mayor is optimistic that the city will benefit 

from the stimulus money. He will travel to Washington 

tonight to secure the city's share of the money. V; Mayor 

Villaraigosa speaking.

02:08 Thu 2/19/09 6:06:44 PM Children's Issues

Many California families are getting by because of the WIC 

program which allows them to get food and baby formula. 

V; woman shopping using WIC, children. I; Norma 

Rebollar, WIC recipient, would not be able to make it 

without WIC. V; young children. I; Claudia Diaz, WIC 

recipient, says she spends all her money on house and car 

payments. V; WIC offices. I; Yesica Hermenegildo, WIC 

store recipient, commented on how the program benefits 

families. V; cans of Enfamil and boxes of Gerber cereal. V; 

women shopping in WIC stores. Gr; more information. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:33 Thu 2/19/09 6:08:52 PM Crime & Gangs
Pasadena police shot and killed a driver. V; police at 

scene.

00:27 Thu 2/19/09 6:11:25 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police have arrested 3 people in the case of a 

7 year old who was hit by stray bullets. The child's 

stepmother is among the arrestees. Police say the woman 

and 2 others drove by the child's house and opened fire. 

V; police at scene, mobile home where crime occurred. 

Police say the incident was as a result of an argument 

over the child's custody.

00:20 Thu 2/19/09 6:11:52 PM Neighborhoods A bus crashed in Los Angeles. V; scene of crash.

00:18 Thu 2/19/09 6:12:12 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A sink hole opened up on a highway in Morieta today. V; 

construction work going on at site.
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00:12 Thu 2/19/09 6:12:30 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A water main break led to a landslide today in Wittier. V; 

emergency crew at scene, water flowing.

02:04 Thu 2/19/09 6:15:07 PM Crime & Gangs

A Santa Ana singer and business man was killed 15 years 

ago, but only one of his killers has been brought to justice. 

V; pictures of the victim. I; Soledad Martinez, victim's wife, 

commented on her husband's love for music. V; family 

portrait, house where family lived, area where the man 

was assaulted and killed. I; Louie Martinez III, Santa Ana 

detective, says the man was brutally attacked and 

murdered. One of the suspect was arrested and 

sentenced to life in prison. V; picture of one suspect, 

couple's wedding picture. Gr; police information. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

00:22 Thu 2/19/09 6:17:11 PM Latino Issues
Today is Mexican military day. V; military band performing, 

President Calderon at event.

00:17 Thu 2/19/09 6:17:33 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A report from the Mexican government states that 

immigration to the US fell by 50 percent last year. V; 

Mexicans out walking.

00:11 Thu 2/19/09 6:21:01 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Avocados are said to ignite passions. Find a list of 

aphrodisiacs at telemundo52.com. V; pictures of 

avocados.

00:19 Thu 2/19/09 6:26:28 PM Neighborhoods

Luis Miguel and Aracely Arambula are seeking couples 

therapy, because of Aracely's jealousy issues. V; Luis 

Miguel performing, Arambula, Luis Miguel's music video. 

Hola Magazine reportedly has bought the rights to the first 

photos of the couple and their 2 children.

00:48 Thu 2/19/09 6:26:47 PM Neighborhoods
A South Gate boy performed this morning on Buenos 

Diaz. V; child performing.

00:51 Thu 2/19/09 6:30:37 PM Neighborhoods

Los Angeles records show that the octuplets' grandmother 

is about to loose her house. V; Nadya Suleman with her 

older children, Nadya Suleman with newborn babies. The 

woman is receiving offers for reality shows.

02:37 Fri 2/20/09 6:00:38 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A judge ruled in favor of an immigrant worker who was 

arrested during a raid at the Microsolutions Enterprise 

plant in Van Nuys, CA last year. I; Gregorio Perez, court 

rules in his favor, is worried about his co-workers. The 

man claim that all the detainees were forced to sleep on 

the floor. V; ICE police arresting immigrants. I; Xiomara 

Corpeno, CHIRLA, says the raid was illegal. V; detainees 

relatives. Gr; statement from ICE. PC; Ahilan 

Arulanantham, ACLU director of human rights, says all the 

workers' rights were violated. Gregorio Perez's deportation 

order was cancelled. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:24 Fri 2/20/09 6:03:15 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Six people were killed in a highway accident in Los 

Angeles last night. V; emergency crew at scene of 

accident.

00:17 Fri 2/20/09 6:03:39 PM Crime & Gangs
A man crashed his vehicle into a tree after being shot. V; 

emergency crew transporting victim to hospital.

00:20 Fri 2/20/09 6:03:56 PM
Government, 

Politics

Gov. Schwarzenegger signed the budget today. V; 

governor signing budget.

00:16 Fri 2/20/09 6:04:16 PM Neighborhoods
The DMV closed its doors again today. V; drivers in DMV 

office.
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00:19 Fri 2/20/09 6:04:32 PM Employment

The San Bernardino city council has approved a 10 

percent pay cut for police officers. V; police at scenes of 

crimes.

01:39 Fri 2/20/09 6:04:51 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Westfield Company has ordered its shopping centers 

to start opening a half and hour later and closing a half an 

hour earlier in an effort to save money. V; exterior of Main 

Place shopping center, exterior of Chico's store, exterior of 

Nordstrom, exterior of Coldwater Creek store. It's not clear 

how many employees will be affected. I; Juan Barco, 

commercial center employee, commented on the 

hardships. Westfield has 24 shopping centers in California. 

I; resident, does not agree with this. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:23 Fri 2/20/09 6:08:32 PM Crime & Gangs

The Los Angeles sheriff has identified a 23 year old man 

as the suspect who kidnapped and raped a 14 year old girl 

last month. The suspect was impersonating a police officer 

at the time of the crime. V; picture of suspect, police press 

conference, area where crime occurred.

02:23 Fri 2/20/09 6:08:55 PM Crime & Gangs

A custodian was arrested in Lennox accused of sexually 

abusing 2 little girls. V; picture of suspect, students at 

school, Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary school. I; parents, 

are concerned. Dinorah Perez reporting.

01:41 Fri 2/20/09 6:13:48 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The Los Angeles Natural Museum announced the finding 

of a fossilized mammoth. V; archaeologist working to 

unearth the remains. I; Trevor Valle, lab supervisor, 

commented on the discovery. V; archaeologist working to 

clean fossilized bones, mammoth bones on display at the 

Page Museum. Other fossils were found at the site as 

well. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:21 Fri 2/20/09 6:15:29 PM International Affairs

The Mexican peso keeps loosing value as the Bank of 

Mexico tries to stop its fall. V; counting pesos, people in 

bank.

00:47 Fri 2/20/09 6:17:40 PM Neighborhoods

A picture of Rihanna's beaten and swollen face is out. V; 

picture of Rihanna courtesy TMZ. Police is investigating 

Chris Brown for the attack. Rihanna has issued a 

communication via her website saying she's doing better 

and thanking everyone for their support. More information 

at telemundo52.com. V; other picture of Rihanna. Singer 

Pablo Montero has finished his court ordered drug 

rehabilitation stint. Montero was found with cocaine in his 

car, thus the drug rehab sentence. V; Montero's music 

video.
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01:48 Fri 2/20/09 6:18:27 PM Neighborhoods

The low powered TV stations will not have to make the 

switch from analog to digital. V; people watching TV. I; 

Rafael Monzon, electronic engineer, says many of the 

digital converter boxes will not pick up the frequency from 

these stations. V; woman adjusting her TV antennae. In 

order to keep getting signal from low powered TV stations, 

viewers will need a pass-through system converter box. V; 

pass-through converter box. I; Luis Novoa, Radio Shack, 

says the pass-through box adjust to the type of signal a TV 

needs. V; TV station frequency tower. Fernando Mejia 

reporting.

01:19 Fri 2/20/09 6:28:55 PM Neighborhoods

A Nascar Autoclub 500 race will take place in California 

this weekend. V; Aarons race car, race fans. I; fan, 

commented on the event. I; Manny Poveea, Nascar sales 

manager, commented on the race. V; crew working.

02:22 Mon 2/23/09 6:00:31 PM Crime & Gangs

A mother was killed in Cheastworth and her son is the 

main suspect. V; crime scene, authorities at scene. I; 

Diana Zamora, police officer, says her son is the main 

suspect. I; Graciela Hutchinson, resident, says she feels 

very concerned about the incident. Patricia Lopez 

Reporting.

01:44 Mon 2/23/09 6:02:53 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Community health care clinics are getting more and more 

patients by the days due to the economic crisis in Los 

Angeles. I; Gloria, says she can't afford to pay a health 

insurance. V; patients being examined by doctors. I; Maria, 

says she is being very affected by the economic crisis. I; 

Ernesto Barahona, medical center, says the number of 

patients have increased due to the economic crisis. 

Mariate Ramos Reporting.

01:51 Mon 2/23/09 6:04:37 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A girl died in El Monte when a TV fell over her. V; house, 

view. I; David Smith, police officer, says this is a very 

unfortunate tragedy. V; TV's in store. Dinorah Perez 

Reporting.

00:16 Mon 2/23/09 6:06:28 PM Crime & Gangs
A man was killed by his own wife in Compton. V; victim, 

photo.

00:20 Mon 2/23/09 6:06:44 PM  
Residents of Pasadena are protesting today against police 

actions in the city. V; people protesting, police operating.

02:37 Mon 2/23/09 6:09:08 PM Latino Issues

The teen pregnancy keeps increasing among the Latin 

community. I; Nadia Garcia, says she got pregnant when 

she was 13 years old. V; family photo. I; Teodora 

Sanchez, says she has always supported her daughter. 

GR; more info.

03:56 Mon 2/23/09 6:14:05 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Today Wall Street reported mayor losses due to the lack of 

trust of investors among the recovery of United States. V; 

Wall Street. SI; Antonio Villaraigosa, LA Mayor, says the 

economic crisis will not be recovered in a short period of 

time, it will take time but it will get done completely.

02:09 Mon 2/23/09 6:18:01 PM Culture

Oscar Awards took place in United States recently. V; 

celebrities posing on the red carpet. GR; more info. Maria 

Garcia Reporting.
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00:54 Mon 2/23/09 6:30:32 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A dangerous toy has been taken away from the market in 

United States. V; photo of toy. GR; more info.

02:38 Wed 2/25/09 6:00:36 PM Crime & Gangs

A mother is still looking for her daughter 15 years after she 

went missing. V; picture of child. I; Francis Garcia, mother, 

wants her child back. V; Francis at a meeting, area where 

child went missing. The girl lived with her grandparents at 

the time she went missing, but was never reported as a 

missing person. Francis has managed to get the Los 

Angeles sheriff department to investigate the case. V; age 

progression picture. I; Det. Joe Espino, LA's sheriff dept., 

commented on the case. V; family picture. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:23 Wed 2/25/09 6:03:14 PM Crime & Gangs
A Burbank woman was killed today. Police are 

investigating. V; police at scene.

00:39 Wed 2/25/09 6:03:37 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police have intensified the manhunt for a 

serial killer who murdered 11 people, most of whom were 

prostitutes in Southern California. V; detectives at press 

conference, police at scene of a crime. Authorities are 

trying to identify a man who made a mysterious call telling 

police he saw a suspect dumping a body in an alley. V; 

picture of similar vehicle used to transport one victim's 

body according to mystery caller, billboard with victim's 

photos, press conference.

02:30 Wed 2/25/09 6:04:16 PM Education

Woodland Hills authorities and the Los Angeles Unified 

School District authorities are investigating an initiation 

ritual which took place at Taft high school last month. V; 

students at school. I; David Holmquist, LAUSD, says the 

incident could be considered child abuse. I; parent, is 

concerned. Six school employees have been fired and 4 

students suspended. V; LAUSD administrative office. I; 

student, is upset that the principal was fired. Dinorah 

Perez reporting.

00:44 Wed 2/25/09 6:06:46 PM Crime & Gangs
Hundreds of suspects linked to Mexican drug traffickers 

were arrested in the US. V; confiscated drugs and money.

02:40 Wed 2/25/09 6:07:30 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The Mexican consulate in Santa Ana has added more 

personnel in order to serve more immigrants. V; 

immigrants in consulate office. I; Jose Gaeta, received 

help transporting a loved one's body back home. I; Rafael 

Vejar, received immigration information. V; people working 

in consulate office. I; Agustin Pradillo, media consulate, 

commented on the services offered. Gr; more information. 

V; immigrants in office. I; Roberto Laurean, president of 

the Federacion de Michoacanos, commented on getting 

help with paperwork. The consulate also operates the 

JuriMex program which provides legal assistance. V; 

JuriMex poster. Gr; more information. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.
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01:46 Wed 2/25/09 6:12:10 PM Neighborhoods

Dr. Phil says that Nadya Suleman fears hospital authorities 

will not release her octuplets until she can prove she has 

the material resources enough to take care of them. V; Dr. 

Phil on his show, Nadya with her newborn children. Dr. 

Phil says he did not receive any such information from the 

hospital. Gr; statement from Kaiser Permanente where the 

children were born. V; home where Nadya's other 6 

children lives. I; neighbor, did not realize the woman lives 

in his neighborhood. V; paparazzi outside the house, 

Nadya's father entering home, neighbor who's trying to 

help the family. The department of social services is willing 

to help the woman with her children. A pornography movie 

company has offered the woman a million dollars and 

health insurance for her children in exchange for her 

performance in one of its movies. V; exterior of Vivid 

Entertainment Plaza, man working on computer. I; Steven 

Hirsch, president of Vivid Entertainment, says he hopes 

Nadya will consider his offer to film the movie. Mariate 

Ramos reporting.

00:27 Wed 2/25/09 6:13:56 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

According to a study by UCLA many elderly residents in 

Los Angeles have to choose between buying medicine or 

food. V; elderly residents playing cards.

00:29 Wed 2/25/09 6:16:57 PM Neighborhoods

Los Angeles was ranked number one, for the second year 

in a row, as the city with the most traffic congestion in the 

country. V; traffic.

00:42 Wed 2/25/09 6:17:26 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The We Connect campaign ran by Maria Shriver is offering 

free tax preparation services tomorrow. V; Magnolia Place 

Family Center where the event will take place. V; couple 

getting tax prepared. I; Esmeralda Jordan, Magnolia Place 

spokesperson, commented on what people need to bring. 

Gr; more information.

00:31 Wed 2/25/09 6:18:08 PM Crime & Gangs

Mexican authorities carried out a second day of the guns 

for money campaign in Mexico city today. V; people 

turning over their weapons, authorities destroying 

weapons.

01:47 Wed 2/25/09 6:20:00 PM Neighborhoods

Singer Ricardo Montaner has a new CD out entitled Las 

Cosas Son Como Son. V; scene from one of Montaner's 

music video. I; Ricardo Montaner, singer, says the world 

can do with less pessimism. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:25 Wed 2/25/09 6:30:54 PM Neighborhoods

The Burbank, CA police department honored a 9 year old 

boy today for turning in thousands of dollars worth of gold 

jewelry he found. V; little boy, jewelry, police officer.

02:11 Thu 2/26/09 6:00:34 PM Education

Porter high school authorities are accused of catching a 

student selling drugs by sending a 12 year old undercover. 

V; students on campus. I; parents, are concerned. Taft 

high school was in the news earlier this week for an 

initiation ritual involving a volleyball team. V; Taft high 

school. I; David Holmquist, LAUSD chief of operations, 

says they are putting students' safety first. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.
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00:19 Thu 2/26/09 6:02:45 PM Education
Seven parents have been charged because their children 

have not been in school. V; police officers out, students.

00:21 Thu 2/26/09 6:03:04 PM Crime & Gangs

The man suspected of kidnapping and sexually abusing an 

8 year old Van Nuys boy has been identified. V; police 

press conference, picture of suspect.

00:18 Thu 2/26/09 6:03:25 PM Crime & Gangs
A Riverside woman is facing charges for her 17 month old 

child's death. V; suspects in court.

00:18 Thu 2/26/09 6:03:43 PM Crime & Gangs
Police have arrested a suspect in the shooting death of a 

Burbank woman. V; police at scene, press conference.

01:53 Thu 2/26/09 6:04:01 PM Neighborhoods

The owner of the Mercadito shopping center is trying to 

extend his liquor license to be able to sell more than wine 

and beer. Many residents are against this, saying the man 

already has problems controlling drinkers in his 

establishment. V; singer performing in el Mercadito, man 

eating, people shopping, community meeting. I; neighbor, 

disapproves. I; Pedro Rosado, owner of El Mercadito, says 

his establishment is a family place. I; Xavier Angulo, 

member of planning commission, commented on the 

meeting. V; people shopping in El Mercadito. The 

commission finally agreed to allow the man to request an 

extension on his liquor license provided he followed some 

requests. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:21 Thu 2/26/09 6:05:54 PM Employment
Close to 700,000 people filed for unemployment benefits 

last week. V; people out walking, construction workers.

01:42 Thu 2/26/09 6:06:15 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigrant laborers are truly suffering the economic crisis, 

but a local organization is helping them get through it. V; 

laborers. I; laborer, commented on his hardship. I; Luis 

Orizaba, president of JUNAL, commented on the crisis. 

Many of these laborers say that they are treated poorly by 

employers. I; laborer, says many times employers do not 

want to pay them. I; Ivan Gonzalez, financial analyst, says 

only an end to the housing crisis will make things better for 

these laborers. V; exterior of Home Depot store. Patricia 

Lopez Freer reporting.
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02:16 Thu 2/26/09 6:10:19 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The San Isidro border is heavily guarded by border agents 

and members of the national guard. US authorities fear 

that the drug violence in Mexico will seep across the US 

borders. V; along the San Isidro border. I; Enrique Morons, 

president of Border Agents, says guarding the border is 

not the answer. Janet Napolitano, homeland security 

secretary, has proposed establishing more communication 

with the Mexican government as a way to stopping the 

trafficking of weapons across the border. I; Juan Martinez, 

DEA spokesperson, says the government needs to focus 

on Mexican drug cartels operating in the US. V; 

confiscated money and drugs. The DEA just announced 

the arrests of hundreds of drug traffickers. V; suspects in 

police custody. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:22 Thu 2/26/09 6:12:35 PM Crime & Gangs

Four police officers were killed when a grenade exploded 

in their vehicle in Mexico. The incident occurred while the 

officers were chasing a group of suspects. V; scene of 

crime.

00:18 Thu 2/26/09 6:12:57 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A security meeting took place in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. 

V; armed soldiers on patrol.

02:07 Thu 2/26/09 6:15:53 PM Crime & Gangs

A young man was shot and killed in front of his house last 

year, but his killer is still on the loose. V; picture of victim, 

victim's friends, police press conference. I; Maria Negrete, 

victim's mother, commented on her son's murder. V; 

pictures of victim. Gr; more information. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:21 Thu 2/26/09 6:18:00 PM Crime & Gangs

Murrieta authorities are warning residents of a couple 

who's been trying to sell people a phony gold bar. V; 

CCTV images of suspects, phony gold bar.

00:10 Thu 2/26/09 6:21:44 PM Neighborhoods

Viewers can download images of Juanes and Joan 

Manuel Serat at the Vina Del Mar event. V; picture of 

Juanes.

00:33 Thu 2/26/09 6:30:11 PM Neighborhoods

An octopus opened its tank at the Santa Monica Aquarium 

spilling hundreds of gallons of water. V; pictures of clean 

up, Octopus.

00:40 Thu 2/26/09 6:30:44 PM Neighborhoods

Germain De La Fuente former lead singer of Los Angeles 

Negros visited the Buenos Diaz studio today. V; De La 

Fuente performing.

01:57 Fri 2/27/09 6:00:30 PM Crime & Gangs

LA police is looking for a man who pretends to an 

immigration agent to threaded victims. V; sketches of 

suspect. I; Bert Mora, police officer, says he is a 

dangerous and armed man. Patricia Lopez Reporting.

02:20 Fri 2/27/09 6:02:27 PM Education

A massive protest is taking place in front of a school in Los 

Angeles. V; people protesting. I; Allen, says the school 

members must be put back on place. I; Gloria Saucedo, 

teacher, comments on the School District. I; David 

Holmquist, comments on the parents and teachers. 

Mariate Ramos Reporting.

00:30 Fri 2/27/09 6:04:47 PM Crime & Gangs
A man was assaulted today in Los Angeles by gang 

members. V; victim on the ground. V; police at scene.

00:21 Fri 2/27/09 6:05:17 PM Crime & Gangs
A dozen of cars were vandalized in Azusa. V; vandalized 

cars, police at scene.
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02:30 Fri 2/27/09 6:06:01 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama ordered the release of troops by August 

of 2010. V; President Obama speaking. V; troops in Iraq. I; 

Susan Adelman, says she agrees with the release of 

troops. I; Julio Giron, Republican, says he does not 

support the release of troops. GR; more info. Roberto 

Lacayo Reporting.

02:54 Fri 2/27/09 6:10:35 PM Crime & Gangs

Crimes and violence keep increasing in Mexico. I; Ruben 

Ibarra, LA police officer, says they are sending new 

objects to Mexico to combat against crimes. I; Claudia 

Alvarez, Vice Mayor of Santa Ana, says this donation will 

help combat the violence in Mexico. V; confiscated 

weapons. Martin Placensia Reporting.

00:37 Fri 2/27/09 6:15:59 PM
Environmental 

Issues

California was declared into an state of emergency for the 

lack of water. V; water. V; CA Governor speaking.

02:04 Fri 2/27/09 6:18:12 PM Culture

Guatemala brings antique and unique images and objects 

from ancient times. V; people walking on streets. V; 

antique buildings and statues. I; Juan, says Guatemala is 

one of the best countries of Latin America.

01:30 Fri 2/27/09 6:20:16 PM Neighborhoods

The digital TV change will take place in June in United 

States. V; TV's and electronics. V; people watching TV. 

Fernando Mejia Reporting.

00:26 Fri 2/27/09 6:30:46 PM Neighborhoods
A video shows images of a fatal accident. V; video 

showing the images.

02:51 Mon 3/2/09 6:00:37 PM Crime & Gangs

In Westlake, a food vendor was murdered by gang 

members. Reporter talks about the family of the food 

vendor. I; Woman, says there is no forgiveness for the 

people who murdered her husband. V; Photo, stretcher, 

paramedics. I; Jesus Carmona, Cousin of the Victim, talks 

about his cousin murder. Man had fifteen years selling 

tamales on the street. I; Jose Garcia, Neighbor, talks 

about the victim. Food vendor received four gun shots. I; 

Mario Mota, LAPD-Los Angeles Police Department 

Detective, says witnesses say the victim new the gang 

member who shot him. V; Flowers and candles. Reporter 

says gang members charge food vendors a quote to let 

them sell their food around the neighborhood. Neighbors 

talk about the consequences when they refuse to pay the 

gang members a quote. V; Photo. I; Edwin Marcial, Cousin 

of Victim, talks about the kids of the victim. I; Hermelinda 

Marcial, Sister of the Victim, ask the help of viewers and 

asks for justice. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:26 Mon 3/2/09 6:03:56 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Dow Jones had another downfall. This was a historic 

downfall. V; Historic Downfall. Reporter talks about AIG-

American International Group. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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02:14 Mon 3/2/09 6:04:22 PM Education

A student talks about her debt and the economy. V; 

Woman organizing a cabinet, woman reading, students. I; 

Diana Pinedo, University Student, likes the dollar menus at 

several restaurants. Reporter talks about the debt of Diana 

and her bank account. I; Diana, says she always asks 

herself how is she going to pay her debts and is there 

going to be job openings when she graduates. V; Credit 

cards, Visa logo. Reporter talks about the only income the 

student has and the amount she owes in student loans. 

Reporter talks about the average amount most students 

owe in student loans. V; dinorah.perez@nbcuni.com. 

Reporter talks about the unemployment among the recent 

graduates. I; Dr. Allen Martin, Professor at Northridge 

University, says several students are going through a hard 

time with their finances. Dinorah Perez reporting.

01:54 Mon 3/2/09 6:06:36 PM Employment

People talk about labor abuse. V; Operator. Reporter talks 

about people who are not paid when working overtime. I; 

Priscilla Garcia, Spokeswoman for the Department of 

Labor, says many people are afraid of loosing their job and 

they tolerate abuse at work. V; Man. I; Joaquin Robles, Ex 

Construction Employee, says he tolerates labor abuse 

because his afraid of loosing his job. Recently, the federal 

department of labor gave a fine to the Plastery and 

Orange company due to labor abuse. Company was not 

paying their employees their overtime. I; Priscilla, says 

companies should be aware of labor laws. The company 

who was fine did not want to comment on the fine giving. 

V; Job Program, phone number. Reporter talks about the 

job program. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:39 Mon 3/2/09 6:10:24 PM Neighborhoods

In Sylmar, a bomb threat was reported. V; Scenes of the 

bomb threat. Reporter talks about the bomb threat. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:27 Mon 3/2/09 6:11:03 PM Neighborhoods

A cleaning crew cleaned a house due to excessive trash. 

Neighbors called the city to have a cleaning crew pick up 

the trash of a house. Reporter talks about the trash in a 

house. V; Scenes of people cleaning up a house. Azalaea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:17 Mon 3/2/09 6:11:30 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Twenty two Mexican immigrants were intercepted at sea 

near San Diego. V; Scenes of the raid at sea. Reporter 

talks about the raid. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:14 Mon 3/2/09 6:11:47 PM Neighborhoods

A truck caught fire on highway 605. V; Scenes of the truck 

accident, traffic. Reporter talks about the truck accident. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:56 Mon 3/2/09 6:12:01 PM
Government, 

Politics

A political analyst talks about the candidates for mayor and 

Antonio Villaraigosa. Reporter talks about the candidates 

for the elections. I; Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, talks 

about the candidates for mayor. V; Antonio Villaraigosa. 

Reporter talks about the record of Antonio Villaraigosa. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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00:26 Mon 3/2/09 6:15:23 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Pro immigrant organizations say immigrants are afraid due 

to the amount of immigration officers on the street. V; 

People arrested, people having their finger print taken. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:02 Mon 3/2/09 6:15:49 PM Latino Issues

A news producer talks about the important quality in 

Hispanic communities. SI; Brian Williams, Producer of 

Nightly News, talks about the most important thing in 

Hispanic Communities. V; NBC Nightly News. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:50 Mon 3/2/09 6:16:51 PM Neighborhoods

A nun talks about her story of wanting to be a nun. V; Nun 

on a wheelchair. Reporter talks about a nun. I; Patrocinio 

Gonzalez, Nun, talks about her story of always wanting to 

be a nun. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:25 Mon 3/2/09 6:20:57 PM Neighborhoods

Anchor talks about their web site. V; 

www.telemundo52.com. Anchor also talks about the new 

date for Digital TV broadcast.

01:53 Mon 3/2/09 6:29:35 PM Latino Issues

Entertainment, highlights. A director talks about a soap 

opera. I; Miguel Varoni, Director of the soap opera Sin 

Senos No Hay Paraiso , talks about the story of the soap 

opera. V; Scenes of the soap opera, Soap Opera schedule 

of Telemundo. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

03:15 Tue 3/3/09 6:00:40 PM
Government, 

Politics

Today is election day in Los Angeles, but voter turn out 

has been low. V; empty poll. I; Alfonso Avila, election 

employee, commented on low turn out. V; residents out. I; 

residents, commented on the reason they did not go vote. 

I; Carlos Rajo, political analyst, commented on the lack of 

interest. Not even the controversial solar measure which 

could increase the cost of electricity sparked voters' 

interest. V; installing solar panel. Mayor Villaraigosa is a 

favorite candidate. V; mayor. Gr; mayoral candidates. V; 

mayoral candidates out campaigning. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

01:59 Tue 3/3/09 6:03:55 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A California state senator has proposed a bill which would 

allow the Matricula Consular to be more widely accepted 

in the state. V; Mexicans renewing their Matricula 

Consular ID card. I; Raul Sanchez, Mexican, says he was 

able to use the Matricula to purchase a car and open a 

bank account. I; Sen. Lou Correz, commented on how this 

would benefit families. V; woman getting ID card picture 

taken. Those who oppose the use of the Matricula 

Consular does so because of security issues. I; Agustin 

Pradillo, Santa Ana consulate, says the Matricula Consular 

is safe. V; immigrants in bank. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.
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01:45 Tue 3/3/09 6:05:54 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The president will announce more information on the 

housing plan tomorrow. V; man out walking. I; Francisco 

Martinez, loosing his home, says his mortgage payment is 

close to 3,000 dollars a month. V; homes for sale. 

Citigroup has offered to reduce the mortgage payments for 

unemployed homeowners over the next 3 months. V; 

financial advisor in classroom. I; Louis Barajas, financial 

advisor, says this offer will not help everyone. I; Luz Maria 

Gomez, MHDC mortgage advisor, commented on how 

what homeowners need to do moving forward. V; houses 

for sale. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:23 Tue 3/3/09 6:09:42 PM Crime & Gangs

A man attacked his wife and children with a knife. The 

crimes occurred at a local motel. V; exterior of Red Roof 

Inn.

00:19 Tue 3/3/09 6:10:05 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Police discovered 18 immigrants in a house in Watts. V; 

house where immigrants were staying.

00:15 Tue 3/3/09 6:10:24 PM  
A man's body was found in Long Beach. V; police at 

scene.

01:54 Tue 3/3/09 6:10:39 PM Education

The Cal State Los Angeles career center is receiving more 

and more students looking for work. Competition is so 

high, that even recent graduates are having a hard time 

finding work. V; students in career center. I; Livier 

Portugal, university student, says he best option is to stay 

in school. V; students on campus. I; Zeidy Cabrera, Cal 

State Los Angeles, says this has gotten many students 

down. V; restaurant workers. I; Evelyn Alvarez, education 

major, finds it frustrating. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:30 Tue 3/3/09 6:12:33 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Authorities from the National Transportation Safety Board 

says the train operator involved in the deadly crash last 

September in Chatsworth was sending text messages and 

under the influence of the marijuana. V; scene of crash.

02:35 Tue 3/3/09 6:15:42 PM Culture

The Plaza De La Raza offers art classes to East Los 

Angeles students. V; girl singing, students playing violin. I; 

Lupita Espinoza, art student, wants to be a famous singer. 

V; students dancing, students on stage. I; Araceli 

Espinoza, child studies music, praised the center and the 

teachers. V; children working on art projects. I; Martha 

Jimenez, Plaza De La Raza spokesperson, commented on 

the price of the classes. V; kids in music class. Gr; more 

information. Azucena Gomez reporting.

01:54 Tue 3/3/09 6:29:48 PM Neighborhoods

Actress Catherine Siachoque talks about working with her 

husband on the soap Sin Senos No Hay Paraiso. I; 

Catherine Siachoque, actress, says working with her 

husband was the biggest challenge for her. V; scenes from 

the soap.
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05:16 Wed 3/4/09 6:00:31 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Homeowners will be able to refinance their mortgage 

under the new housing plan starting today. V; houses for 

sale. PC; President Obama, commented on the Making 

Homes Affordable plan. Gr; more information. SI; Carter 

Hernandez, financial analyst, says only loans from Freddie 

Mac and Fannie Mae are eligible to be refinanced. V; bank 

workers, people out walking, homeowners in an 

information workshop. I; Carmen Coto, lost her job and fell 

behind on her mortgage payments. Coto says her loan 

was through Wachovia and when Wells Fargo purchased 

Wachovia they decided they would not refinance her loan. 

I; David Castaneda, says his problem has snowballed. I; 

Luz Maria Gomez, Montebello Housing Development 

Corporation, say the plan will help many families. Maria 

Garcia reporting.

02:38 Wed 3/4/09 6:05:47 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Many residents who have been able to keep up with their 

mortgage payments are still out there trying to find ways to 

keep moving forward. I; Miguel Lupercio, WAMU client, 

says he's been trying to stay ahead of the crisis. 

Washington Mutual which was bought by Chase has 

created a program to refinance its clients' loans. V; 

homeowner in Chase bank. I; Estela Rossitto, Chase 

financial advisor, commented on the program. Loans from 

Chase, Washington Mutual and AMC will be re-evaluated 

through the program. Gr; more information. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

01:49 Wed 3/4/09 6:10:23 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Homeowners have many questions about the new housing 

plan passed by the white house. SI; Carter Hernandez, 

financial expert, says it does not cost any money to 

refinance a loan. V; homes for sale. Gr; more information.

00:30 Wed 3/4/09 6:12:12 PM Crime & Gangs
At least 20 inmates were killed in a prison riot in Juarez, 

Mexico. V; riot police entering prison.

00:20 Wed 3/4/09 6:15:05 PM
Government, 

Politics

Antonio Villaraigosa has been re-elected mayor of Los 

Angeles. V; mayor at a meeting with parents of Hollenbeck 

students.

01:53 Wed 3/4/09 6:15:25 PM Children's Issues

Many children are living on the streets in Skidrow. V; 

homeless on the street. I; Esteban Martinez, School on 

Wheels, says many of these homeless students live in 

their parents' vehicles or on the streets. The School on 

Wheels program offers education to homeless children 

living in Skid Row. V; homeless students in School on 

Wheels classes. I; homeless student, says her mother 

does not have enough money to rent an apartment. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:10 Wed 3/4/09 6:21:25 PM Neighborhoods
Viewers can download images and information of Britney 

Spears' Circus tour. V; pictures of Britney.

01:29 Wed 3/4/09 6:29:41 PM Neighborhoods

Actress Carmen Villalobos says she's very embarrassed 

when she and her parents watch her sex scenes on the 

soap Sin Senos No Hay Paraiso. I; Carmen Villalobos, 

actor, says she leaves the room when the steamy scenes 

come on. V; scenes from the soap.
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02:05 Thu 3/5/09 6:00:33 PM
Government, 

Politics

The California supreme court today listened to arguments 

for and against proposition 8, the measure which makes 

gay marriages illegal in the state. V; court hearing, gay 

couples getting married. I; Kai Claudia Valenzuela, 

lesbian, says the measure is not fair. V; Vlanezuela with 

her partner. I; unidentified resident, says God does not 

approve of gay unions. V; press conference. I; Monica 

Transades, Gay and Lesbian alliance spokesperson, says 

the measure is discriminatory. I; Netz Gomez, Protect 

Marriage CA, says the measure seeks to protect the 

definition of marriage. V; people out walking. Gr; more 

information. Mariate Ramos reporting.

02:28 Thu 3/5/09 6:02:38 PM Education

Parents and students protested against the possible 

closure of 3 schools in Chino Valley. V; parents protesting. 

I; parents, are concerned the children would not have 

transportation to travel to schools further away. V; 

students in classroom. I; Julie Gobin, Chino Valley Unified 

School District, says the proposal also includes laying off 

teachers. V; El Rancho Elementary School, Gird 

Elementary schools. I; Claudia Valleroy, teacher, says she 

and her husband are teachers at the closing schools. I; 

parent, is upset. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:26 Thu 3/5/09 6:05:06 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

General Motors is on the brink of bankruptcy. V; GM 

headquarters. Thousands of workers are in danger of 

loosing their jobs.

00:23 Thu 3/5/09 6:05:32 PM Employment
Northrop is about to lay off hundreds of administrative 

workers. V; Northrop plant, exterior of plant.

01:48 Thu 3/5/09 6:05:55 PM Crime & Gangs

Many criminals are using the news of the stimulus 

package to commit fraud. V; man in office. I; Salomon 

Ramirez, resident, says he's heard of people calling and 

offering money to residents from the stimulus package. 

The Federal Trade Commission is warning consumers to 

be on the look out for such calls as well as e-mails and 

mail offers. V; Vaio notebook. I; Maria Ochoa, advisor, 

says many people are falling victims to false information. 

V; residents in tax preparation office. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:38 Thu 3/5/09 6:09:59 PM Neighborhoods

A 911 call where Nadya Suleman threatens to kill herself if 

she did not find one of her children missing at the time, is 

raising eyebrows. Suleman recently gave birth to 

octuplets. V; Nadya Suleman at home with her children 

images courtesy TMZ.
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02:14 Thu 3/5/09 6:10:37 PM Education

Many young people have lost their jobs due to the 

economic crisis. V; job seekers in Neighborhood Project 

classroom. I; Jose Banda, unemployed, commented on 

loosing this job. The Neighborhood Project is helping 

young people learn how to effective look for and find 

employment. I; Alba Carabantes-Acuna, unemployed, 

commented on her family's hardships. I; Luz Alvarado, 

Neighborhood Project, says many job seekers do not have 

opportunities to learn computers. Gr; more information. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.

02:10 Thu 3/5/09 6:15:28 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for a man who stole a 

vehicle with 3 children inside. The owner of the vehicle 

was filling up at a gas station when the man drove off with 

the vehicle. V; drivers filling up at a Shell gas station, 

picture of suspect. The suspect drove to a Costco parking 

lot and abandoned the triplets in the bed of a pick up truck. 

I; Sgt. Andrew Birozy, Tustin police, says the man has a 

criminal past. V; exterior of Costco. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:29 Thu 3/5/09 6:17:38 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

President Calderon says he will not negotiate with drug 

traffickers. V; Calderon speaking, Mexican police 

conducting drug operation, officers opening packages of 

cocaine, armed soldiers guarding confiscated drugs.

00:14 Thu 3/5/09 6:20:54 PM Crime & Gangs

Viewers can download images and information of Rihanna 

and Chris Brown. Brown is accused of hitting her, but 

Rihanna has forgiven him. V; picture of couple.

01:37 Thu 3/5/09 6:29:09 PM Neighborhoods

The soap Sin Senos No Hay Paraiso is filled with betrayal, 

but what would the actresses forgive. I; Carmen Villalobos, 

actress, does not forgive betrayal. I; Maria Fernanda 

Yepes, actress, says she would remove herself from a 

situation where she felt she was falling for a friend's man. 

V; scenes from the soap.

00:40 Thu 3/5/09 6:30:46 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A drink made from cow pee is about to be distributed in 

India. The drink is said to have curative properties. V; 

pouring drink, people drinking.

00:30 Fri 3/6/09 6:00:34 PM Employment
The unemployment rate rose to over 8 percent last month. 

V; job seekers. Gr; more information.

01:55 Fri 3/6/09 6:01:04 PM Employment

Riverside is one of the California counties hardest hit by 

unemployment. Many businesses in Riverside are hurting. 

V; around the city, traffic. I; resident, says many people 

are returning to Mexico, because they cannot find work. V; 

lady selling tamales, vacant storefronts. Riverside is 4th on 

the list of areas with the most foreclosures in the country. 

V; houses for sale. The circus seems to be the only 

business in town not hurting from the economic crisis. V; 

performer practicing. I; Atayde Brothers circus 

representative, says they cannot complain. V; circus 

animals, motorcycle performer. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:17 Fri 3/6/09 6:02:59 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The state of California will start sending out income tax 

checks. V; people getting taxes prepared.
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00:22 Fri 3/6/09 6:03:16 PM Employment
One hundred Fifty Anaheim School District employees are 

loosing their jobs. V; students, school board meeting.

02:53 Fri 3/6/09 6:03:38 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Many consumers are buying used tires in order to save 

money. V; mechanic working. I; Oscar, shopping for used 

tires. I; mechanic, says many people are buying used tires. 

Consumer groups argue that used tires are not submitted 

to safety testing. I; mechanic, says used tires are safe. V; 

used tires. I; Noel, says he made the sacrifice and bought 

new tires for his wife's car. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:19 Fri 3/6/09 6:06:31 PM Crime & Gangs

A former Riverside mechanic has been charged with 5 

counts of murder. The man is accused of setting several 

fires. V; suspects in court, fire.

00:17 Fri 3/6/09 6:06:50 PM Crime & Gangs

The woman who barricaded herself in her Sunvalley home 

and threatened to kill her family, died today. Police shot 

the woman yesterday during the standoff. V; police at 

scene.

02:36 Fri 3/6/09 6:09:23 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

An immigrant man living in Los Angeles is facing 

deportation, because of a crime he committed years ago. 

I; Saul Maldonado, immigrant, says he was caught with an 

unregistered firearm 15 years ago. V; newspaper story, 

letter from immigration, immigration attorney in her office. 

I; Alma Rosa Nieto, immigration attorney, says how long 

ago the crime was committed does not matter. Gr; more 

information. V; man looking at ultrasound pictures of his 

unborn child. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:30 Fri 3/6/09 6:11:59 PM
Government, 

Politics

Rosario Marin resigned her position as director of 

California's Consumer Service Agency after authorities 

discovered that she was paid to speak at private 

companies. V; Marin speaking, woman in her office. Some 

are asking for the woman to be tried in court.

00:30 Fri 3/6/09 6:15:01 PM Crime & Gangs
A Michigan student is facing charges for beating a school 

bus driver. V; CCTV footage of child punching the driver.

00:23 Fri 3/6/09 6:15:31 PM International Affairs
The Mexican army will take control of Ciudad Juarez. V; 

soldiers arriving in town.

01:54 Fri 3/6/09 6:15:54 PM Education

There is money for college, even in these tough economic 

times. V; student working on a computer, students on 

campus. I; Gabriela Martinez, USC student, won 2 

scholarships. I; Domenika Lynch, USC scholarship 

advisor, says there are lots of grants, scholarships and 

work study money available. I; Felipe Garcia, USC 

student, commented on the help he received. Mariate 

Ramos reporting.

00:27 Fri 3/6/09 6:19:41 PM Culture

Pedro Infante Jr. is gravely ill. V; scenes from the man's 

movie. Doctors have recommended that he be 

disconnected from machines keeping him alive.

01:26 Fri 3/6/09 6:29:55 PM Neighborhoods

Actor Arap Bethke who stars in Dona Barbara talks about 

filming love scenes. I; Arap Bethke, actor, says those 

scenes are complicated and uncomfortable to film. V; 

scenes from the soap.
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02:26 Mon 3/9/09 6:00:23 PM Crime & Gangs

People talk about an injured eight year old during a 

shooting. Reporter talks about a shooting between the 

police and drug suspects and how a stray bullet injures an 

eight year old. V; Scenes of the shooting, photos, 

investigation site. I; Karina Ramirez, Blurry Title, talks 

about the eight year old getting shot. I; Ramirez, continues 

to talk about the words of the eight year old while she was 

shot. V; Los Angeles Police Department Command Post 

truck. Reporter talks about the shooting. V; Security 

camera, street signs. I; Ramirez, says eight year old told 

her she didn't want to die. The eight year old survived the 

shooting. Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:18 Mon 3/9/09 6:02:49 PM Crime & Gangs

In Watts, the sheriff found an injured taxi driver. Reporter 

talks about the injured taxi driver. V; Street sign. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:25 Mon 3/9/09 6:03:07 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Tax payers have paid twelve million dollars in street 

cleaning. V; Photos of trash on the street. Reporter talks 

about the issue of littering and cleaning the streets. V; 

Phone number. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:23 Mon 3/9/09 6:03:32 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A study says the economic stimulus will open more jobs 

for the immigrant workers. V; Construction workers. 

Reporter talks about the study and comments made by 

CHIRLA-coalition of human immigrant rights of Los 

Angeles. Azalea Inigugez reporting.

02:09 Mon 3/9/09 6:03:55 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People talk about immigrants returning home due to the 

economic crisis. Reporter talks about an immigrant who is 

returning to his homeland, Mexico. I; Bernardo Martinez, Is 

Returning to Mexico, says he wasn't able to afford to pay 

his basic bills. V; People on a bus. I; Martinez, says he has 

no option but to return to his family. V; Tres Estrellas de 

Oro sign. I; Guadalupe Guzman, Tres Estrellas De Oro 

Representative, says she's seen many Mexican 

immigrants returning home. Reporter says most 

immigrants are returning home due to the economic crisis. 

I; Agustin Pradillo, Mexico Consul, talks about the 

transportation sites where immigrants are using to return 

home. GR; Mexico Consul Information in Santa Ana 

Source-Mexico Consulate of Santa Ana. I; Martinez, says 

he did not have the American Dream and immigrants 

suffer a lot. Martin Plascencia reporting.
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01:41 Mon 3/9/09 6:06:04 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about the stem cell research and its 

controversy. V; President Obama. President Obama to 

continue an investigation on stem cells. V; Microscope, 

scientist in a lab. I; Monica Alvarado, Genetics Counselor, 

talks about the stem cells research. Reporter talks about 

the research. V; Scenes of a surgery. I; Johannes Von 

Habsburg, Guadalupe Radio, says some people oppose to 

the research because an embryo has to be killed to 

continue with the stem cells research. Reporter talks about 

the controversy of testing young and adult stem cells. I; 

Habsburg, says life begins at conception. I; Alvarado, says 

everyone has their opinion on this issue. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

01:58 Mon 3/9/09 6:09:46 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Real Estate expert talks about mortgage modification. V; 

Houses, president Obama. I; Carter Hernandez, Real 

Estate Expert, talks about the requirements to qualify for a 

mortgage modification. V; Century 21 sign, Mortgage 

Modification, Reduce Monthly Mortgage Payment. 

Reporter talks about the benefits of modifying mortgage. 

V; Signs. I; Hernandez, says people should understand 

why they pay an expert to help them on a mortgage 

modification. Reporter talks about the process of 

modification. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:19 Mon 3/9/09 6:11:44 PM Employment

The unemployment department has spent four million 

dollars due to the amount of calls received from people 

being laid off. V; Phone operators. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:18 Mon 3/9/09 6:14:33 PM Neighborhoods

Mexico news, highlights. In Juarez, the dead bodies do not 

fit in any morgue company due to the excess amount of 

dead bodies they have. V; Scenes of a morgue. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

02:49 Mon 3/9/09 6:14:51 PM Culture

A nun talks about her story. Reporter talks about the life of 

a nun. V; Nun. V; Photos. I; Patrocino Gonzalez, Nun of 

the Camelita Ordaine, says most people tend to need love. 

I; Gonzalez, talks about an experience she had while 

helping a person in need. I; Gonzalez, talks about her life 

as a nun in Mexico. I; Gonzalez, says she knew she 

wanted to be a nun since she was seven years old. V; Nun 

on a scooter. I; Gonzalez, says to serve God is a 

priveledge. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:35 Mon 3/9/09 6:18:51 PM
Environmental 

Issues

In Pomona, students talk about water awareness. V; Kids 

in a class. Reporter talks about a school who is working on 

a water awareness project. V; Creating Water Awareness 

t-shirt. Reporter talks about a school water project. I; 

Nicole Centeno, Student, says she feels sad due to the 

water crisis in California. I; Henry Aguilar, Student, says 

people should know how to save water. I; Centeno, says 

people should be aware of not wasting water. Ericka Pino 

reporting.

00:29 Mon 3/9/09 6:30:18 PM
Environmental 

Issues

In California, a whale visits the water of California. Five 

gray whales appeared near the beach of Long Beach. V; 

Whales. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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02:36 Tue 3/10/09 6:00:37 PM Employment

Close to 9,000 LAUSD employees may be laid off. 

Teachers and parents protested today. V; protestors 

entering school board meeting. I; Eduardo Weber, 

teacher, says lay offs will lead to overcrowded classrooms 

that will eventually hurt students. I; Julia, parent, is against 

lay offs. I; Joshua Pechthalt, UTLA vice president, says 

the district does not have any reason to lay off so many. 

Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:20 Tue 3/10/09 6:03:13 PM Education

Riverside School District may be laying off hundreds of 

students. V; students in classroom. Moreno Valley and 

Chino Hills school districts will also be laying off.

00:18 Tue 3/10/09 6:03:33 PM Crime & Gangs

Criminal charges were brought against the boyfriend of a 

young woman whose body was found in the man's car 

trunk. V; picture of victim, police at scene where body was 

discovered. The woman was killed with a hammer.

01:55 Tue 3/10/09 6:03:51 PM Crime & Gangs

Many Los Angeles residents keep dumping garbage all 

over the city. V; garbage on the side of the road. I; 

Winston, says people are dumping dead animals and 

furniture. I; Tomas Caraballo, public works dept., says he 

wants residents to call them if they see people illegally 

dumping. I; resident, says things seem to be improving in 

his neighborhood. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:16 Tue 3/10/09 6:05:46 PM Crime & Gangs

A Santa Barbara woman accused of stealing a baby from 

a Santa Barbara hospital appeared in front of a judge 

today. V; picture of suspect, CCTV footage of suspect in 

hospital. The baby was found safe and sound.

02:38 Tue 3/10/09 6:06:02 PM Children's Issues

Over 2,000 children are reported missing each day across 

the country. Santa Ana parents attended an event today to 

learn how to keep their kids safe. Parents also received 

safety packets which included their children's fingerprints 

and other information. V; parents and children at event. I; 

Mirella Fuentes, says she got a package with her 

children's fingerprint. I; Michael, commented on getting his 

fingerprints taken. V; children getting their fingerprints 

taken. So far 10,000 children have gotten their fingerprints 

taken in Orange County thanks to this initiative. I; Sen. 

Lou Correa, started the initiative, commented on the 

dangers for kids. Gr; more information. I; parent, 

commented on acquiring this knowledge. V; My child's 

safety packet. Martin Plascencia reporting.
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01:54 Tue 3/10/09 6:10:41 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

California is one of the states hardest hit by the housing 

crisis, but there are still ways for residents to keep from 

loosing their homes. V; man entering the Montebello 

Housing Development Center. I; Reginaldo Duarte, 

seeking help, commented on the possibility of loosing his 

home. V; people in center, exterior of city National Bank. I; 

Luz Maria Gomez, lending officer, says there are many 

HUD certified agencies that can provide assistance. Banks 

like Chase are also helping. Chase recently opened 

special offices to help home owners having trouble paying 

their mortgage. V; Chase office. I; Angelica Arredondo, 

Chase Bank, says homeowners need to call the bank. 

There's even more help available now that the president 

has signed the housing bill. V; president signing bill. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:32 Tue 3/10/09 6:12:35 PM  
Students protested against immigration raids today in Los 

Angeles. V; students protesting.

00:42 Tue 3/10/09 6:13:07 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The deportation of immigrants is having an effect on 

children. V; family who was affected by deportation. I; 

Yolanda Mendez, says her father was arrested.

00:25 Tue 3/10/09 6:16:13 PM Crime & Gangs

Five decapitated bodied were found in Guadalajara, 

Mexico. V; containers containing heads, investigators at 

scene.

00:27 Tue 3/10/09 6:16:38 PM Neighborhoods
Guns and other items used by drug traffickers are on 

display in Mexico. V; guns and other items on display.

00:21 Tue 3/10/09 6:17:05 PM Crime & Gangs

Redlands authorities say they will crack down on raves 

taking place at the Pharaoh's Lost Kingdom park in Inland 

Empire. V; entrance of park, people dancing.

02:04 Tue 3/10/09 6:17:26 PM Neighborhoods

The Van Nuys YMCA provides several family oriented 

programs. V; kids walking to center, kids exercising. I; Ana 

Evora, parent, wants her kids to be involved. V; people 

exercising, kids practicing martial arts. I; Diana 

Hernandez, YMCA daycare director, says kids can receive 

help with their homework at the Y. V; family entering the Y. 

The Y does not turn away any families and they will work 

with families who cannot afford to pay the full membership. 

V; kids swimming. Gr; more information. Azucena Gomez 

reporting.

00:12 Tue 3/10/09 6:21:51 PM Neighborhoods
Viewers can find information on different phobias at 

telemundo52.com. V; picture of woman at dentist.

00:20 Tue 3/10/09 6:30:17 PM Crime & Gangs

Inglewood police confiscated several weapons believe to 

belong to members of organized crime groups in Mexico. 

V; pictures of guns.

00:33 Tue 3/10/09 6:30:37 PM Education

CALTech students launched swimming robots in the pool 

today during their engineering competition. The goal was 

for the robots to retrieve items from the water and return to 

shore. V; students launching robots into water, robot 

retrieving item from pool.
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03:47 Thu 3/12/09 6:00:38 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Vasquez are loosing their Pacoima home. V; family at 

home last year. I; Raymundo Vasquez, homeowner, 

commented on their ordeal. Mr. Vasquez's wife is very ill 

and the family can no longer afford home loan, medical 

bills and babysitter. The family was having a difficult time 

refinancing the loan in order to keep the house. EMC 

which was bought by JP Morgan was the loan holder. V; 

EMC website, JP Morgan website. Gr; statement from 

EMC. V; fax sent to EMC. EMC never responded to the 

family's request to refinance. The home loan was sold to 

another bank and the family has been ordered to leave the 

their home. I; Mr. Vasquez, says they have no other 

choice. Gr; more information. Maria Garcia reporting.

02:17 Thu 3/12/09 6:04:25 PM Education

Anaheim parents and teachers are protesting against lay 

offs. V; parents protesting. I; parents, are worried about 

how the cuts will affect their children. Gr; more 

information. V; teachers getting ready for a protest 

tomorrow. I; Susan Mercer, SA teachers' representative, is 

asking for the public's support. V; school kids. I; students, 

do not want their teachers to loose their jobs. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

00:26 Thu 3/12/09 6:06:42 PM
Government, 

Politics

A Sacramento judge could permit Gov. Schwarzenegger 

to cut the pay of over 15,000 state workers. V; state 

workers, drivers filling up at the pump.

00:26 Thu 3/12/09 6:07:08 PM Crime & Gangs
A driver was shot and killed after leading Los Angeles 

police on a chase. V; scene of shooting.

00:18 Thu 3/12/09 6:07:34 PM Crime & Gangs

The department of justice is investigating the Inglewood 

police department for abuse of power. V; Inglewood police 

officers.

00:19 Thu 3/12/09 6:09:56 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama is getting ready to visit California next 

week. V; president in Washington.

02:00 Thu 3/12/09 6:10:15 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Yelp.com publishes reviews by consumers of the best and 

worst stores and supermarkets in the state. V; yelp.com, 

people shopping for fruit. Consumers wrote that the Handy 

Market is great and that Top Value Market is very 

affordable. Consumers on yelp.com gave Super King 

Markets in San Fernando 4.5 stars. V; woman shopping 

for produce. I; Pia Franco, Super King Markets customer, 

says the produce is always fresh. Gefer Farms Market in 

Burbank received 4.5 stars and Golden Farms in Glendale 

received 4 stars. V; people shopping for groceries. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:40 Thu 3/12/09 6:14:47 PM Crime & Gangs

A Mexican merchant was rescued from his captives. V; 

dark video of the rescue, blindfolded victim, confiscated 

weapons and items.
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02:26 Thu 3/12/09 6:15:27 PM Crime & Gangs

A young man was shot and killed after a fight at a pool 

party 3 years ago. His killer is still on the run. V; picture of 

victim, pictures of suspect, pictures of pool party. I; Sgt. 

Richard Biddle, Los Angeles sheriff, says the murder was 

senseless. I; Rosalba Chagollan, mother, commented on 

the tragedy. V; woman lighting candle on makeshift alter. 

The young man was the first in his family to attend college 

and he was part of a group who travelled to Hawaii as gift 

for graduating high school from Father Gregory Boyle. V; 

picture of young man in Hawaii. The suspect fled to 

Mexico after the murder. V; picture of victim. Gr; more 

information. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:56 Thu 3/12/09 6:17:53 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A 60 pound Los Angeles woman is pleading for help in 

order to escape the trap her own body has become. I; 

Lupe Samano, morbidly obese, says MediCAL will not pay 

for an ambulance to transport her to the hospital. Lupe 

was a fat child and she says that she drowned herself in 

drugs, food and gang activities after her grandmother died 

when she was 13 years old. V; Lupe reading in bed at 

home, picture of Lupe at 15 years old, Lupe exercising in 

bed, picture of the size Lupe wants to be. Lupe has taken 

control of her life. She's been eating healthy and 

exercising and has lost 80 pounds, but needs more help in 

order to have a normal life. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:22 Thu 3/12/09 6:22:05 PM Neighborhoods
Viewers can download images of the octuplets' new home. 

V; picture of house.

00:29 Thu 3/12/09 6:30:20 PM Neighborhoods

Two Riverside teens on their way to school saved a 

woman and her child from an apartment fire. V; teens, 

apartment where the fire occurred.

00:15 Thu 3/12/09 6:30:49 PM Neighborhoods

Federal and local authorities will allocate 1.5 million dollars 

to clean up a mobile home park that was destroyed by fire 

last year in Sylmar. V; officials at mobile home park.

00:28 Thu 3/12/09 6:31:04 PM Neighborhoods
A bulldog named Tyson has learned how to skateboard. V; 

Tyson skateboarding as his owner looks on.

02:33 Fri 3/13/09 6:00:41 PM Education

Teachers across California protested today against lay 

offs. V; teachers dressed in pink at protests. I; teacher, 

says they dressed in pink because they've gotten their 

pink slips. V; teacher in class. I; Paula Rafael, 

kindergarten teacher, says the children will be affected. I; 

Dean E. Vogel, CTA vice president, says there is not 

enough money in the system. Teachers in Orange County 

protested too. V; OC protest. Mariate Ramos reporting.

02:37 Fri 3/13/09 6:03:14 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Vasquez family has lost their home. V; Mr. Vasquez 

packing up their stuff, Mr. Vasquez's wife and children. I; 

Raymundo Vasquez, says he is leaving many memories in 

his home. The Vasquez got their home loan from EMC, 

but was not able to refinance their debt. V; Mr. Vasquez 

packing boxes into his truck. Maria Garcia reporting.
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00:21 Fri 3/13/09 6:05:51 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Pawn shop owners have seen their business increased 

during these difficult financial times. V; people in pawn 

shops.

02:07 Fri 3/13/09 6:06:12 PM Employment

Those receiving unemployment benefits will see an 

increase in their checks thanks to the stimulus package. I; 

Juan Gutierrez, unemployed, commented on receiving 

unemployment money. V; unemployed in unemployment 

office. I; Cesar Valladares, EDD spokesman, commented 

on those who qualify. Gr; more information. Lorena 

Dominguez reporting.

01:45 Fri 3/13/09 6:09:56 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Salvadorians will go to the polls on Sunday to elect a new 

president. Thousands of Salvadorians have traveled from 

Los Angeles to take part in the election. V; voters at 

campaign rallies. I; voters, commented on the election. V; 

Salvadorian immigrants in their consulate office. I; William 

Jarquin, Salvadorian consulate, has seen an increase in 

application for passports during the election season. The 

owner of Los Chorros restaurants in Inglewood will hook 

up his TV monitors to the Internet so that his patrons can 

watch the election unfold. V; owner in restaurant. I; Jose 

Cucufate, restaurant owner, says Salvadorians are proud. 

V; voters registering. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:31 Fri 3/13/09 6:11:41 PM Neighborhoods

The Mexican government is upset that Forbes Magazine 

included drug trafficker El Chapo Guzman on their list of 

wealthiest men. V; newspaper headlines, President 

Calderon speaking.

02:15 Fri 3/13/09 6:14:22 PM Neighborhoods

The LA's Prom Closet in Carson has received 800 donated 

prom dressed to hand out to low income girls. I; Natalie 

Torres, Prom Closet founder, commented no how she 

founded the organization. V; Natalie transporting dresses, 

girls looking for the right dress. The girls also receive 

jewelry and lessons in how to act like a princess. V; 

reporter getting measured for a dress. I; Reina Torres, 

Natalie's mother, says the girls receive etiquette training 

and make up lessons. Gr; more information. Dinorah 

Perez reporting.

00:27 Fri 3/13/09 6:16:37 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The Los Angeles Unified School District has decided to 

close 2,000 taps in over 600 schools because of the high 

concentration of lead. V; students drinking water, kids 

playing.

00:37 Fri 3/13/09 6:18:58 PM Crime & Gangs

Ana Nicole Smith's former boyfriend Howard Stern and 2 

of her doctors are accused of administering the drugs that 

killed her. V; Smith on red carpet, press conference. 

Viewers can download images of Ana Nicole at 

telemundo52.com. V; picture of Ana.
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02:32 Fri 3/13/09 6:27:44 PM Neighborhoods

A young Salvadorian woman is a contestant on Fox's 

American Idol. V; young woman performing at her sister's 

wedding and at an event for sick kids. I; Carlos Lopez, fan 

club founder, says Allison's voice is like that of an angel. I; 

fan, says Allison has an incredible talent. V; Allison 

performing on American Idol. Fans can vote for Allison via 

their cell phone. Allison was the winner of the Telemundo 

show Quinceanera. V; scenes from Quinceanera. Dinorah 

Perez reporting.

02:37 Mon 3/16/09 6:00:38 PM International Affairs

People talk about the elections and the new president in El 

Salvador. V; Video. Reporter talks about the victory of 

Mauricio Funes as the new president of El Salvador. 

Salvadorians comment on Funes victory. I; Israel Lemus, 

Spokesman of FMLN in Los Angeles, says El Salvador 

has a similarity with Obama. I; William B. Jarquin, Consul 

of El Salvador in Los Angeles, talks about changes in El 

Salvador. Reporter talks about the Salvadorian political 

parties. Mariate Ramos reporting.

02:53 Mon 3/16/09 6:03:15 PM International Affairs

A political analyst talks about politics in El Salvador. SI; 

Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, says its a historic time El 

Salvador is living. SB; Mauricio Funes, Elected President 

of El Salvador, talks about his political party and 

democracy. Reporter comments on the interview made to 

Funes. SI; Rajo, talks about El Salvador. SI; Rajo, talks 

how Obama made many Salvadorians forget about their 

fear. V; Preview, El Contexto. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:30 Mon 3/16/09 6:06:08 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

President Obama is going to prevent executives from 

getting a bonus. V; President Obama, American 

International Group. The bail given from the government 

wants to be used to give AIG executives a bonus. 

President Obama rejects to this. Ruben Luengas 

reporting.

01:56 Mon 3/16/09 6:06:38 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

People talk about the case of deportation of a dead 

immigrant I; Blanca Ramirez, Frustrated With This Case, 

talks about immigration wanting to deport a dead illegal 

immigrant. V; Photos. I; Ramirez, talks about the plans 

she had with her husband. V; Certificate of Death. 

Immigration wants to deport him. I; Alberto Lopez, 

Attorney, talks about the controversy of the Ramirez case. 

GR; Announcement, source ICE-immigration and customs 

enforcement. V; Photo. I; Attorney, talks about the date of 

the next court hearing. I; Ramirez, talks about putting and 

end to the case. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:18 Mon 3/16/09 6:08:34 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Border patrol agents rescued several illegal immigrants 

from a tunnel. V; Photos. Immigrants were using a tunnel 

to cross the USA border. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:28 Mon 3/16/09 6:08:52 PM Education

Members of the united teachers union protest due to the 

teachers cut. V; Scenes of a protest. Reporte talks about 

the purpose of the protest. Ruben Luengas reporting.
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00:23 Mon 3/16/09 6:09:20 PM Education

In Sacramento, college students protest outside the state 

capitol due to the increase in college fees. V; Scenes of a 

protest. Reporter talks about the increase of college fees. 

Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:29 Mon 3/16/09 6:11:48 PM Crime & Gangs

A group of girls were beaten by gang members at Catalina 

Island. V; Boats, photos. Reporter talks about the gang 

members. Ruben Luengas reporting.

02:09 Mon 3/16/09 6:12:17 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People talk about issues of foreclosure. I; Estela Astudillo, 

Affected Renter, says the house which they rent is about 

to be taken away. I; Astudillo, says the owner never told 

them nothing about loosing the house. Astudillo, has to 

look for another place to live. I; Claudia Medina, Eviction 

Defense Net, talks about the increase in foreclosure on 

property which is being rented. V; Foreclosure. I; Astudillo, 

says now she has to pay to the bank. V; Community Help, 

phone number, www.telemundo52.com. Dinorah Perez 

reporting.

00:33 Mon 3/16/09 6:16:53 PM International Affairs

Mexico news, highlights. In Juarez, more soldiers arrive to 

protect the city of the drug trafficker. V; Mexican soldiers. 

Ruben Luengas reporting.

02:30 Mon 3/16/09 6:17:26 PM Children's Issues

A woman talks about a theater for disabled kids. V; Kids. I; 

Carlos Chimil, Student of Yolanda Hernandez, says he's a 

dinosaur. V; Kids moving. I; Yolanda Hernandez, Founder 

of the Illusion Theater, talks how she started her theater. I; 

Freddie Lobos, His Son Has Autism, talks about the 

improvements his son has made due to the theater. I; 

Hernandez, talks her biggest satisfaction as a teacher. V; 

Photos, Illusion Theater, phone number. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:30 Mon 3/16/09 6:21:27 PM Neighborhoods

Nadya Suleman prepares her home to bring the rest of her 

children home. V; Boo Boo Busters, 

www.booboobusters.com. Reporter talks about Suleman's 

house. Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:38 Mon 3/16/09 6:30:44 PM International Affairs

In London, the social security office is using a new lie 

detecting test on their employees. V; Operators. This will 

help to identify if employees lie when calling in sick. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.

02:11 Tue 3/17/09 6:00:37 PM Neighborhoods

Thousands of people lined up in Costa Mesa in hopes of 

getting a ticket to listen to President Obama speak during 

his first post election trip to California. V; people waiting for 

tickets. I; Miguel Garcia, will attend event, says he needs 

for the president to hear them. V; people waiting in line, 

people signing up for tickets. I; residents, commented on 

what they want to say to the president. I; Veronica Perez, 

will attend event, says it's important for her daughter to be 

a part of this event. I; Callista, says she wants to see 

Obama. Martin Plascencia reporting.
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02:16 Tue 3/17/09 6:02:48 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Residents in one Boyle Heights community are 

demonstrating demanding that local authorities do 

something about a dangerous intersection that has been 

the scene of many accidents. V; emergency vehicles going 

by. I; residents, commented on the dangerous intersection. 

V; students crossing street, people demonstrating. I; 

Leonardo Vilchis, Neighbors Union, says authorities are 

favoring traffic over pedestrians. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:17 Tue 3/17/09 6:05:04 PM Crime & Gangs
Rancho Mirage police are investigating a man's death. V; 

police at scene.

00:20 Tue 3/17/09 6:05:21 PM Crime & Gangs

San Bernardino detectives and the family of a murdered 

man are asking for the public's help in capturing the killers. 

V; family at press conference, picture of victim, CCTV 

footage of area where the man was killed.

00:21 Tue 3/17/09 6:05:41 PM Neighborhoods
Los Angeles Cardinal testified today in a priest sex abuse 

case. V; cardinal leaving court.

03:29 Tue 3/17/09 6:06:02 PM International Affairs

Mauricio Funes, the new president elect of El Salvador, 

spoke to Ruben Luengas yesterday on En Contexto. V; 

Funes delivering victory speech. SB; Mauricio Funes, 

president elect, says the accusation that he will turn El 

Salvador into a communist country is unfounded. V; 

people out walking in El Salvador, Funes' supporters, 

pictures and funeral footage of a murdered priest who 

Funes' cited many times during his campaign.

00:20 Tue 3/17/09 6:12:07 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

MDA Dataquick reported that the sale of houses has 

increased by 41 percent in California. V; houses for sale.

02:05 Tue 3/17/09 6:12:27 PM Terrorism

Some businesses have kept on growing despite the 

economic crisis. One such business is the Ochoa sausage 

shop in Santa Ana. V; people buying sausage. I; Salvador 

Ochoa, sausage producer, says the demand for sausage 

is growing. I; Aurora Romero, creator of Chorizo Casero, 

commented on how she started her business. V; young 

woman bagging sausage. I; Salvador Ochoa Jr. helps with 

the business, commented on why sausage is so popular. I; 

Salvador, customer, commented on buying sausage. The 

Ochoa family will be moving their sausage business out of 

their garage to a new and bigger location. V; interior of 

new location. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:23 Tue 3/17/09 6:16:58 PM Crime & Gangs

Eleven tourists including 7 Americans were killed in an 

accident in Mexico. V; emergency crew at scene of 

accident, bodies scattered on ground.
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02:05 Tue 3/17/09 6:17:43 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The Los Angeles County Department of Health Services 

provides free medical check ups to women. V; woman in 

doctor's office, health services mobile clinic. I; Esther Arias 

McDowell, LA public health department, says many people 

have lost their jobs and their health insurance. V; phone 

operators taking calls from patients. Gr; more information. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.

00:30 Tue 3/17/09 6:19:48 PM Employment
The IRS is recruiting workers. V; IRS office workers. Gr; 

more information.

00:17 Tue 3/17/09 6:30:54 PM Neighborhoods
Paulina Rubio and Don Omar will perform at the Billboard 

Awards next month. V; Paulina Rubio performing.

00:35 Tue 3/17/09 6:31:11 PM Neighborhoods
The 100 new Iphone features have been unveiled. V; 

Iphone on screen at press conference.

02:46 Wed 3/18/09 6:00:34 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama visited California today for the first time 

since the election. The president talked about the stimulus 

package and took 8 questions from the audience. I; 

unidentified student, is satisfied with the president's 

answer to his question concerning immigration. I; 

unidentified teacher, commented on the answer to her 

question about lay offs in the California school system. I; 

resident, is hopeful Obama will turn the economy around. 

V; president speaking. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:08 Wed 3/18/09 6:03:20 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

President Obama met with Hispanic legislators today 

before travelling to California. These legislators are 

confident the president will make good on his immigration 

reform promise. V; COFEM press conference. I; Ricardo 

Sanchez Mandril, La Raza radio personality, says political 

agendas is getting in the way of the immigration issue. V; 

Sec. of Labor Hilda Solis at a meeting. I; Sec. Hilda Solis, 

says the president is doing all he can for the Hispanic 

community. I; unidentified man, commented on the 

immigration issue. Maria Garcia reporting.

02:34 Wed 3/18/09 6:05:28 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama visited California today where he talked 

about the immigration issue. I; Rep. Loretta Sanchez, 

California, says it means a lot that the president visited 

Costa Mesa. V; president speaking. Ruben Luengas 

reporting.
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02:22 Wed 3/18/09 6:10:05 PM Crime & Gangs

Two Southern California Gas Company employees were 

found dead within hours of each other. The first was found 

shot to death in his car in the parking lot of the gas 

company in Anaheim. V; exterior of The Gas Company. I; 

Sgt. Tim Schmidt, Anaheim police dept., says the man 

worked at the company for 6 or 7 years. V; police arriving 

at scene. Police found out hours later that one of the gas 

company's supervisors was murdered at his home in 

Pomona. V; police at the house where the crime occurred. 

I; neighbor, says the man was a good man. V; relatives 

leaving the home, police taping off the area. Police are 

working to solve the crimes. SB; Raul Gordillo, Southern 

California Gas Company, commented on the tragedy. 

Police say the men knew each other. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

00:14 Wed 3/18/09 6:12:27 PM Crime & Gangs

A jury has recommended the death sentence for the 

California man who started the fire which killed 5 

firefighters. V; suspect in court.

00:21 Wed 3/18/09 6:15:18 PM Education
The Dream Act was approved in the senate education 

committee today. V; students on campus.

00:23 Wed 3/18/09 6:15:39 PM International Affairs
President Obama will visit Mexico next month. V; armed 

soldiers on the street in Mexico.

00:22 Wed 3/18/09 6:16:02 PM International Affairs

The Mexican government will increase taxes on US 

products sold in that country as pay back for US officials 

suspending the permit which allows Mexican cargo trucks 

to enter the US. V; traffic, residents in produce market.

02:08 Wed 3/18/09 6:16:24 PM Neighborhoods

The Aztecs Rising program in Los Angeles has rescued 

many young people from a possible life of crime. The 

program gives the youth an opportunity to train to become 

firefighters. V; teens in program meeting, firefighters 

battling flames. I; Enrique Hurtado, Aztecs Rising 

coordinator, says he was going down the wrong path 

before finding the program. V; young men training. I; 

Cesar Alonzo, firefighter, commented on the endurance 

test the young people have to pass. V; young men hiking 

during training, Aztecs Rising volunteers out looking for 

young people in need, young people in training. Gr; more 

information. Vicky Gutierrez reporting.

00:24 Wed 3/18/09 6:18:32 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The city will fine those residents who waste water. V; 

sprinklers going off.

02:00 Wed 3/18/09 6:20:09 PM Neighborhoods

Jose, Graciela and Anita are siblings looking for a loving 

home. V; kids attending a magic show. I; Jose, Anita and 

Graciela, commented on wanting a home. Gr; more 

information.

00:13 Wed 3/18/09 6:22:26 PM Latino Issues

Paulina Rubio will present an award at the Billboard award 

ceremony. V; picture of Paulina. More information at 

telemundo52.com.

00:50 Wed 3/18/09 6:30:51 PM Neighborhoods

Dozens of paparazzi surrounded Nadya Suleman's vehicle 

as she brought 2 of her 8 babies home from the hospital 

last night in Alhambra, CA. V; paparazzi surrounding 

vehicle. The other 6 are still at Kaiser Permanente.
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02:51 Thu 3/19/09 6:00:36 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama continues his visit in California. V; 

crowded auditorium. I; Ethan Lopez, 8 year old, asked 

what would happen to his teacher if the school did not get 

the money it needed. PC; President Obama, says the 

federal government will give money to the states to help 

the schools. Dinorah Perez reporting.

01:46 Thu 3/19/09 6:03:27 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Pro immigration groups protested today in front of the 

venue where the president spoke. V; immigration protest. 

I; Gloria Saucedo, Hermandad Mexicana, wants an 

immigration reform. I; Genesis Lopez, father deported, 

wants the deportations to stop. I; Angelica Salas, CHIRLA, 

commented on the reform. I; Enrique Morones, Border 

Angels, wants the president to keep his promise to 

approve an immigration . V; child reading a letter he wrote 

to the president. I; Kevin Prada, his dad was deported. I; 

Ron Gochez, Union Del Barrio, says the president can 

stop the immigration raids if he wanted to. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

00:19 Thu 3/19/09 6:05:13 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama visited the Southern California Edison 

electric car plant today. V; president in car plant.

02:12 Thu 3/19/09 6:05:32 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama visited the Tonight Show with Jay Leno. 

V; Obama on show. Hundreds of people camped out in 

hopes of getting tickets to the Jay Leno show. V; people 

camped out. I; residents, commented on how long they've 

been waiting to see the president. V; handing out tickets. I; 

residents, commented on getting their tickets. Dunia Elvir 

reporting.

00:32 Thu 3/19/09 6:09:43 PM Crime & Gangs

Palmdale police are investigating the murder of an 18 

month old baby. The mother claims the baby was stolen 

from her car. The child's body was found in Mission Hills. 

V; picture of child, police searching for body.

00:17 Thu 3/19/09 6:10:15 PM Crime & Gangs

Police have arrested a suspect in the murders of 2 

Southern California Gas Company employees. V; police at 

scene, picture of suspect, exterior of gas company.

01:44 Thu 3/19/09 6:10:32 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The migration of pigeon from Argentina to San Juan 

Capistrano Mission has decreased considerably. I; Irma, 

remembers the hundreds of pigeons that use to migrate to 

the area. V; woman showing picture of pigeon on her Fuji 

camera, plastic birds decorating the church. I; Maria, says 

she's seen only 2 pigeons. The birds usually arrived on St. 

Patrick's day. I; Elisabeth Willback, volunteer, says the 

birds used to travel because of the weather. V; tourists out 

visiting the mission. Martin Plascencia reporting.
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02:04 Thu 3/19/09 6:14:48 PM Crime & Gangs

Juan Munoz is a former gang member who was murdered. 

V; pictures of victim. I; Det. Quilmes Rodriguez, sheriff 

office, says its hard to escape gang life. V; Food 4 Less 

grocery store where the suspects met the victim, CCTV 

images of the suspects. I; unidentified officer, says the 

man was trying to get away from the gangs at the time of 

his murder. V; Tam's restaurant where the man was killed. 

Gr; more information. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:30 Thu 3/19/09 6:16:52 PM International Affairs

Mexican soldiers rescued 55 undocumented immigrants 

who were being held hostage in Tamaulipas. V; soldiers 

conducting operation.

00:19 Thu 3/19/09 6:17:22 PM Crime & Gangs
Mexican authorities captured the son of drug lord Ismael 

Zambada. V; suspect in custody.

02:06 Thu 3/19/09 6:17:41 PM Neighborhoods

MEND provides free food and clothing to residents. V; 

volunteer sorting food, box of Cheerios, box of Special K 

cereal, needy residents in MEND headquarters, man 

looking for clothing. I; Maria Salmeron, donation 

department director, commented on what residents need 

in order to get help. I; Mellie Garcia, packing coordinator, 

says things are really bad right now. I; Fabiola, has 8 kids, 

gets help from MEND. MEND volunteers delivers to the 

homes of shut ins like Ernesto who is suffering from 

cancer. V; picture of Ernesto, volunteer delivering food to 

Ernesto's house. I; Ernesto, says he was asked no 

questions and received help. Gr; more information. Gabriel 

Huerta reporting.

00:08 Thu 3/19/09 6:22:24 PM Neighborhoods
Residents can download more information on the soap 

Dona Barbara at telemundo52.com. V; picture of actors.

00:28 Thu 3/19/09 6:30:40 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

An event was held today to inform elder Hispanic residents 

of the SCAN medical program. V; elderly residents at 

event.

03:53 Fri 3/20/09 6:00:40 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Many families have become desperate due to the housing 

crisis. V; Larios family at home. I; Martha Larios, wife, is 

about to loose her home. I; Mauricio Larios, husband, says 

he's thought about suicide as a way out of his situation. 

One in every 11 families in the country is having problems 

paying their mortgage. V; protestors. I; Gloria Saucedo, 

Hermandad Mexicana, says the mortgage lender can help 

if they want to. Gr; more information. Vicky Gutierrez 

reporting.

00:20 Fri 3/20/09 6:04:33 PM Employment
The unemployment rate has risen to 10.5 percent in 

California. V; job seekers. GR; more information.

00:23 Fri 3/20/09 6:04:53 PM Employment
The USPS announced that it will offer early retirement 

packages to 50,000 workers. V; mail workers sorting mail.

00:25 Fri 3/20/09 6:05:16 PM Neighborhoods

Two workers were killed in a plastic plant explosion in 

Rancho Santa Margarita. V; scene of accident, pictures of 

victims.
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00:21 Fri 3/20/09 6:05:41 PM Crime & Gangs

A local woman has confessed to killing her 18 month old 

daughter. The woman confessed to lying about the child 

being kidnapped. V; police station, police searching area 

where body was found, picture of baby.

01:42 Fri 3/20/09 6:06:02 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A 15 year old cypress student used his training to save the 

life of his teacher after she started choking on an almond. 

V; teacher in classroom. I; Judy Rader, substitute teacher, 

says she was terrified. I; Sam Barrera, heroic student, 

described how he helped his teacher. V; Sam 

demonstrating how he performed the Heimlich maneuver. 

I; Mariana Lopez, teacher, is proud of the student. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

01:37 Fri 3/20/09 6:09:46 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Many people have started planting their own fruit and 

vegetables in order to save money. V; garden behind 

mobile home. I; Brigitte Dollarhide, plants her own garden 

because she was tired of paying for organic produce. V; 

woman in her garden. The National Gardening Association 

reports that a family can save by planting their own 

vegetables. V; people in community garden. I; Danny 

Wagner, plants tomatoes, says more people are turning to 

self gardening because of the recession.

00:29 Fri 3/20/09 6:11:23 PM International Affairs

Mexican authorities say they are open to discussion about 

the suspension of the measure which prevents Mexican 

cargo trucks from entering the US. V; trucks on the road.

00:24 Fri 3/20/09 6:11:52 PM Minority Concerns

The fattest man in the world went for a ride today in a 

special vehicle made to support his weight. The man has 

been on a strict diet and has lost over 500 pounds. V; 

Manuel Uribe riding in his special made mobile.

02:07 Fri 3/20/09 6:14:44 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The AARP in conjunction with the IRS has created a free 

tax filing program to help elder residents. V; people getting 

taxes filed. I; Amelia Gonzalez, commented on getting her 

taxes filed for free. I; Gracia Rubio, AARP, commented on 

how the program works. Gr; more information. I; Esther 

Reynoso, tax preparer, commented on putting a wrong 

social security number of the tax return. Gr; more 

information. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

01:13 Fri 3/20/09 6:16:51 PM Education

Anchorwoman Azalez Iniguez spent the day at Jefferson 

high school today in the role of principal. V; Azalea in a 

meeting, Azalez touring the at school. I; Juan Flecha, 

Jefferson high principal, says the school increased its 

scores on state exams.

02:06 Fri 3/20/09 6:18:04 PM Neighborhoods

Sin Nombre produced by Diego Luna and Gael Garcia 

Bernal opens this weekend. V; scenes from the movie 

courtesy Focus Features. I; Diego Luna, executive 

producer, commented on the movie. I; Gael Garcia Bernal, 

executive producer, commented on the immigration issue 

the movie deals with. Sin Nombre was a big winner at the 

Sundance Film Festival. Victor Cordero reporting.
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00:27 Fri 3/20/09 6:24:56 PM Crime & Gangs

Suspects running from police in Los Angeles threw 17,000 

dollars out the window of their car. V; chase, police picking 

up money.

00:52 Fri 3/20/09 6:30:43 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Hundreds of brides raced to buy wedding dresses at 90 

percent off today. V; women rushing into the store, women 

fighting over a dress.

02:22 Mon 3/23/09 6:00:44 PM Education

A Hispanic mother reported a few illicit activies that are 

going on at her children's school. I; Mother, says she 

worries her daughters will start having intimate relations 

but she knows this is inevitable, the school promotes drug 

use and prostitution, children are using drugs inside the 

classroom while teachers simply open the door to let the 

smoke out of the room, her 14 year old daughter used 

drugs in the middle of the classroom. V; Santa Ana Unified 

School District. Martin Plascencia reporting

01:42 Mon 3/23/09 6:03:37 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A child was reported to be sick with Tuberculosis. V; 

school. I; Parents, say this is a serious disease. V; 

Woodrow Wilson school. I; Robert Tagorda, Scholar 

District, says this is a serious matter, a girl from school 

was diagnosed with Tuberculosis, they continue the 

investigations. V; Students. V; Dinorah Perez reporting

00:19 Mon 3/23/09 6:05:19 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Dow Jones continue to increase points, V; Wall street

00:18 Mon 3/23/09 6:05:38 PM Minority Concerns
The public transportation announced more cut backs. V; 

Bus stops.

01:35 Mon 3/23/09 6:05:56 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A digital mannequin is being used for medical students to 

deal with labor. V; Mannequin. I; Jennfer Astasio, trainer, 

says the manneguin can bleed to death, the mannequin 

can let them know when her water brakes, V; Child 

mannequins. I; Mariate Ramos says this digital 

mannequins are so real a person is able to feel what they 

are feeling, they talk, open their eyes, they tell when 

something hurts them, students can check their blood 

pressure, cardiac rhythm. I; Silvia Jourdan, nurse, says 

this program helps them develop trust in themselves. V; 

Mariate Ramon reporting

01:16 Mon 3/23/09 6:10:04 PM Culture

Mexicans have made their own churches and temples. V; 

Temples. I; Professor Zizifus, says this temples are a way 

of expression, Mexicans pray to 2 Saints that are not 

recognized by the Catholic Church. V; Mayor of Tijuana. 

The militia in Mexico destroyed a large number of these 

temples.

00:25 Mon 3/23/09 6:11:20 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Hundreds of people in Mexico protested against the Diesel 

prices. V; Images of the protest.

01:25 Mon 3/23/09 6:15:56 PM Neighborhoods

Singer Ximena participated in an event where the 

protagonists were the residents. I; Ximena, invited 

everyone to participate in the Billboards event. This event 

is sponsored by State Farm. V; State Farm logo. I; 

Residents, expect to see singers such as Vicente 

Fernandez, Juanez, Paulina Rubio.
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01:40 Mon 3/23/09 6:17:21 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The relationship between a doctor and patient is very 

important. I; Haydee Muse, doctor, says patients must 

choose a doctor they feel confortable talking with, V; 

patients. GR; Reccomendations.

00:24 Mon 3/23/09 6:30:53 PM Education

200 students were recently arrested at a college in CA. V; 

School. Legislators proposed a new law that prohibits 

raids on campus. V; students.

00:45 Tue 3/24/09 6:00:29 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama announced his budget tonight claiming it 

will create jobs and boost the economy. V; president at 

press conference. Gr; more information.

02:28 Tue 3/24/09 6:01:14 PM Education

The Los Angeles Unified School District is facing the lay 

off of thousands of teachers. V; teachers protesting. I; 

Ivette Rodriguez, parent, says it's not necessary to lay off 

teachers. V; school board meeting. I; unidentified school 

official, commented on the plans to cut. I; Blanca 

Gallegos, SEIU spokesperson, commented on what 

teachers want. V; students protesting. Dunia Elvir 

reporting.

02:21 Tue 3/24/09 6:03:42 PM Education

A local mother reports that her daughter's school is 

plagued by drug dealing and prostitution. V; unidentified 

students. I; unidentified parent, says school officials are 

not doing anything about what is taking place at the 

school. V; Santa Ana high school, kids at school, principal 

in a meeting. I; Julie Infante, Santa Ana high school 

director, says they are working to fix the problem. I; Sylvia 

Avila Molina, assistant principal, says they need facts on 

which to go off of. This parent claims her daughter 

confessed to getting high on compressed air during one of 

her classes. V; unidentified student holding an aerosol 

can, students on campus. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:15 Tue 3/24/09 6:06:03 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama announced his plan to spend million of 

dollars to protect the US border from drug violence which 

is already plaguing Mexico and Canada. V; president 

speaking, border patrol agent on duty, removing body from 

scene of crime. Thousands of people have been killed in 

Mexico since the start of the year. I; Paul P. Magallanes, 

former FBI agent, says hired killers are crossing the border 

into the US to collect money owed to Mexican drug 

traffickers. V; scenes of crimes. Gr; area of violence in 

Canada and US. Los Angeles' mayor says the drug 

violence has not reached the city yet. I; Antonio 

Villaraigosa, LA's mayor, says the city needs to be 

prepared. V; detained suspects, confiscated weapons, 

president speaking to other officials, suspects in custody. 

Mariate Ramos reporting.
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02:22 Tue 3/24/09 6:10:32 PM Crime & Gangs

Equations Market Solutions is accused of committing mail 

fraud. A local man claims the company sent him a check in 

the mail that he was supposed to deposit in his bank 

account and use a portion to send to someone in the mail. 

He was to then fill out a survey about the money wiring 

business he used. I; Alfredo Uyeda, unemployed, says he 

fell victim while trying to make an easy buck. V; Equations 

Market Solutions website, checks, survey forms. Mr. 

Uyeda's neighbor lost all his savings in the same scam. V; 

man showing all the paperwork he received in the mail. I; 

Mohammed Haque, Mr. Uyeda's neighbor, says he could 

not get his money back. Gr; more information. Maria 

Garcia reporting.

01:50 Tue 3/24/09 6:15:27 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

There are organizations in every state that provides 

medical insurance for low income individuals. V; people 

out walking, patients in hospital. I; Dr. Haydee Muse, says 

people need to be covered in the case of accidents. V; 

doctors' examining patients. There is also coverage for 

students. V; students in classroom.

02:20 Tue 3/24/09 6:17:17 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The Arc Center in Downey helps mentally handicapped 

residents. V; mentally handicapped residents working on 

computer. I; Mercedes Gonzales, Arc, says the program 

teaches these students various vocations. V; mentally 

handicapped in Arc classes. I; Douglas Casillas, Arc 

student, has made friendships at Arc. I; Elizabeth Trujillo, 

Arc student, says the center is like her second home. V; 

students learning how to pack boxes and work in a 

supermarket. Gr; more information. Dinorah Perez 

reporting.

00:25 Tue 3/24/09 6:30:17 PM Employment

The California senate has approved the extension of the 

unemployment benefits for 20 more weeks. V; 

unemployed in unemployment office, exterior of 

Employment Security Commission Joblink.

00:29 Tue 3/24/09 6:30:42 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for a woman who stole 

another's identity and used her credit card for thousands of 

dollars in plastic surgery including a breast augmentation 

and lipo suction. V; picture of suspect.

02:13 Wed 3/25/09 6:00:36 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

UCLA experts discussed the recession today and made 

their predictions as to when it will turn around. V; UCLA 

economic experts meeting, laborer waits for work. I; 

Alfredo Garcia, laborer, says things are hard. I; Jerry 

Nickelsburg, economist, says this is the worst recession 

since the world war II recession. V; stacks of dollars, 

brokers on NYSE floor, people out walking. California has 

been one of the states hardest hit by the recession. V; 

construction workers. V; Uhaul trucks, houses for sale, 

Rite Aid store closing. Dinorah Perez reporting.
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02:54 Wed 3/25/09 6:02:49 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Many people are suffering from depression and have even 

become suicidal due to the economic crisis. V; 

unemployed man. I; Marvin Campos, unemployed and 

depressed, commented on his hardships. V; people out 

walking. I; Mindla Fajtlowicz, psychologist, says 

immigrants are particularly vulnerable to depression. Gr; 

more information. To make things worst, many people do 

not have money to pay for mental health care and the 

clinics that provide free services are becoming harder to 

find. V; exterior of Valley Community Clinic, people 

entering clinic. I; Susan Walsh, Valley Community Clinic, 

says their services have been cut, because a lack of 

funding. Experts encourage people to get out and become 

active. V; people playing tennis, church. Gr; more 

information. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:26 Wed 3/25/09 6:05:43 PM Crime & Gangs
Forty two gang members were arrested today in Monterey 

Park. V; police conducting operation.

00:24 Wed 3/25/09 6:06:09 PM Neighborhoods
An elderly woman crashed into a clinic killing one person. 

V; transporting victims from hospital.

01:37 Wed 3/25/09 6:06:33 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for a suspect who tried to 

sexually assault a 15 year old girl in front of her school. V; 

CCTV images of suspect. I; resident, commented on what 

happened. V; exterior of school, police press conference. 

I; unidentified school official, says the teen was attacked 

from behind, but fought off her attacker. V; students in 

front of school. I; parent, advises her daughter to always 

walk with a friend. V; sketch of suspect, police near the 

school. Dunia Elvir reporting.

00:29 Wed 3/25/09 6:10:10 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Some legislators are asking for a stimulus package for 

border security. V; legislators meeting, secretary of 

homeland security speaking.

00:29 Wed 3/25/09 6:10:39 PM
Government, 

Politics

Sec. of State Hillary Clinton is in Mexico where she 

discussed the drug trafficking violence. V; Sec. Clinton 

speaking. Clinton accepted the role the US has played in 

the drug trafficking problem in Mexico.

00:26 Wed 3/25/09 6:11:08 PM Children's Issues

Mexican soldiers arrested one of the most wanted drug 

traffickers in Mexico. V; soldiers conducting operation, 

suspects in custody, official press conference.

01:54 Wed 3/25/09 6:14:10 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Health myths abound, but what do health professionals 

say to them? V; people out in snow. I; Dr. Haydee Muse, 

internal medicine,says the temperature has nothing to do 

with catching a cold. V; people suffering from cold and flu. 

The doctor says that eating turkey does not make a 

person sleepy. V; people eating. Gr; more information. The 

doctor says that a good fright does not cause diabetes. V; 

women preparing meals.

02:32 Wed 3/25/09 6:16:04 PM Neighborhoods

Julian, Joshua and Jennifer are looking for a good home. I; 

Julian, 8, loves school. V; kids eating pizza at Chuck E 

Cheese's. I; Jennifer, 5 years old, likes to paint. V; kids 

playing. Gr; more information.

00:29 Wed 3/25/09 6:25:11 PM Neighborhoods
A truck crashed and turned over near a chemical plant in 

Pennsylvania. V; truck turning over.
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00:30 Wed 3/25/09 6:31:16 PM Education

Students in Fontana are trying to break a Guinness record 

by creating 100 mile long path made of pennies. V; 

children making penny path.

02:33 Thu 3/26/09 6:00:41 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A group of residents in San Juan Capistrano says they 

want undocumented immigrants out of their town. V; 

residents gathered at the San Juan Mission to protest 

against illegal immigration. I; Tony Brown, co-founder of 

SJC Americans, says he's noticed over crowding in the 

city because of illegal immigration. V; people out walking. 

I; Kim Mcarthy, member of SJC Americans, say they are 

not anti immigrants. I; Arturo Guevara, local activist, says 

SJC Americans is anti Hispanic and anti immigrants. V; 

SJC Americans website, people out in San Juan. I; Lilia 

Pilar Figueroa, supports immigrants. SJC Americans have 

managed to get 2 measures passed which negatively 

affects immigrants. Martin Plascencia reporting.

01:46 Thu 3/26/09 6:03:14 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The California Emergency Management Agency sent a 

notice to the Centralia school district alerting the district of 

seismic activity in the area. V; seismologists working on 

computer. I; Dr. Andres Chavarria, seismologist, says 

California is in the stage where a big earthquake may hit. 

A 4.8 magnitude earthquake registered in Palm Springs on 

Tuesday followed by one of 2.7 magnitude. Three other 

earthquakes registered yesterday. Gr; area maps. I; 

unidentified superintendent of the Centralia school district, 

commented on receiving the letter. Centralia Elementary 

has postponed all extra curricular activities for 2 weeks. V; 

exterior of Centralia elementary school. I; Claudia, 

resident, says she is prepared for an earthquake. V; 

parent walking home with student. Dunia Elvir reporting.

00:17 Thu 3/26/09 6:05:00 PM Employment

The California senate has approved the extension of the 

unemployment benefits for 20 more weeks. V; 

Employment Security Commission Joblink office, 

legislators meeting, auto plant workers.
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02:02 Thu 3/26/09 6:05:17 PM Neighborhoods

A Hispanic woman who worked as Kobe Bryant's 

housekeeper has filed a lawsuit against the NBA star and 

his wife claiming abuse. V; Maria Jimenez the plaintiff, 

Bryant and Vanessa at an event, Bryant and his wife at a 

press conference. I; Maria Jimenez, plaintiff, says she 

became depressed after suffering verbal and emotional 

abuse. I; William K. Vogeler, plaintiff's attorney, says 

Vanessa Bryant referred to the housekeeper as dumb, 

slow and lazy. The attorney claims Bryant's wife tried to 

force her to put her hands in a bag filled with dog feces. 

The couple is also accused of never making good on their 

offer of health insurance for Jimenez. V; court documents. 

The woman is asking for 20,000 dollars in back pay and 

120,000 dollars for medical bills. Gr; statement from Loeb 

and Loeb representing the Bryants. The Bryants attorney 

claims the woman is lying. V; picture of Kobe Bryant's 

MVP photo. I; fans, weighed in on the scandal. V; NBA 

footage, Kobe at a Nike press conference, Kobe holding a 

pair of Nike shoes, Nike logo in background. Mariate 

Ramos reporting.

00:20 Thu 3/26/09 6:09:25 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Four people were hospitalized after a bee attack in La 

Meza. V; man running, police officers out in the area, 

emergency worker wearing bee protective gear, bee on 

house top.

02:15 Thu 3/26/09 6:09:45 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Larissa is a little girl who suffers from a condition that 

makes her unable to walk like other kids her age. She 

undergoes therapy to help her walk at a horse farm. V; 

little girl getting ready to ride horse. I; Shirley Reyes, 

Larissa's mom, says horses are like Larissa's walking 

stick. V; Larissa getting on horse, Larissa riding horse. 

Before enrolling in the Ride On program Larissa could not 

walk at all. I; Trudy Epstein, therapist, says the 

transformation is amazing. V; Larissa balancing herself, 

horses in stable. Ride On is celebrating its 15th 

anniversary this weekend. V; therapist working with child 

at Ride On farm. Gr; fund raising event. Dinorah Perez 

reporting.

02:07 Thu 3/26/09 6:14:41 PM Crime & Gangs

Compton police are looking for the suspect who killed a 

young man at the Reventon Del Ano festivity last year. V; 

poster of event including Banda Imperio concert, venue 

where festivity took place, nearby restaurant where the 

man was killed. I; Sgt. Howard Cooper, LA county sheriff 

detective, says some kind of argument led to the shooting. 

V; area where the suspect escaped, pictures of one of the 

suspects. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:29 Thu 3/26/09 6:16:48 PM Crime & Gangs

Mexican police arrested 3 drug suspects and confiscated 

cocaine. V; police conducting operation, suspect in 

custody, confiscated weapons. One hostage was released 

and the body of another was found.
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00:28 Thu 3/26/09 6:17:17 PM
Government, 

Politics

Sec. of State Hillary Clinton visited the basilica of 

Guadalupe during her trip to Mexico. V; Clinton with 

Mexican Cardinals and officials, Clinton in the basilica. 

More information on Clinton's visit to Mexico can be found 

at telemundo52.com

01:37 Thu 3/26/09 6:19:32 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Communication between doctor and patient is important. 

V; doctors examining patients. I; Dr. Haydee Muse, 

general medicine, says people need to choose doctors 

with whom they feel comfortable. V; woman getting 

mammogram, doctor explaining result of test to patient, 

patients getting her blood pressure taken.

00:49 Thu 3/26/09 6:30:20 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The mortgage company has decided to work with the Alas 

family in order to help them keep their home. V; Alas 

family at home. I; Mr. Alas, had said in an earlier interview 

that he was thinking of killing himself because of the 

situation his family was in. V; people protesting. The 

organization Hermandad Mexicana is helping the family 

work with the lender.

00:22 Thu 3/26/09 6:31:09 PM Neighborhoods
Gov. Schwarzenegger attended the gifts for guns event 

today in Los Angeles. V; governor at event.

02:40 Fri 3/27/09 6:00:41 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigrants in San Juan Capistrano say they feel cornered. 

Immigrants feel like recent measures approved were 

design to make their lives difficult. The most recent 

measure prohibits people from parking on the street in 

certain neighborhoods that are heavily populated by 

Hispanics. V; vehicle on street. I; Enrique, says this is an 

excuse to get immigrants out of the neighborhood. The 

group SJC Americans is campaigning against illegal 

immigration and recently helped to pass a measure 

obligating contractors to verify their employees' legal 

status. V; SJC Americans members, immigrant laborers. I; 

Londres Uso, SJC vice mayor, says tax payers dollars 

should go toward paying the wages of citizens and legal 

immigrants. V; bus on road. Martin Plascencia reporting.

01:00 Fri 3/27/09 6:03:21 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Two women were killed in a pile up crash in Los Angeles. 

V; scene of accident. Gr; area map.

00:20 Fri 3/27/09 6:04:21 PM Crime & Gangs

Four slain California police officers were laid to rest today 

in Oakland, CA. Officers from all over the country and 

Canada travelled to California to pay their respects. V; 

Gov. Schwarzenegger and Sen. Feinstein at funeral 

services.

00:25 Fri 3/27/09 6:04:41 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Mayor Villaraigosa spoke today about the importance of 

putting a federal prohibition on the sale of assault 

weapons. V; guns.
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01:45 Fri 3/27/09 6:05:06 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A sales tax increase was approved for California. V; 

vehicles for sale, shoppers in store. I; Hugo Merida, Los 

Angeles' Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, commented on 

how this will affect consumer spending. V; washers and 

stoves in store, shoppers in La Curacao. Some 

businesses are doing their best to still keep consumers 

shopping. I; Edwin Taboada, manager of Curacao, says 

they are holding a 3 day tax free sale before the increase 

takes effect. I; resident, saved money on her shopping 

today. I; resident, says the sales tax does not bother her, 

because she does not even have a job. Dunia Elvir 

reporting.

00:39 Fri 3/27/09 6:06:51 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A foreclosure workshop will take place tomorrow at the 

Turner Health Center in Fontana. V; people at event. Gr; 

more information.

03:19 Fri 3/27/09 6:09:37 PM Neighborhoods

Fifty new police officers graduated today from the Los 

Angeles police academy. V; cadets at graduation. I; Jairo 

Martinez, former salesman, feels prepared for the new job. 

I; Javier Garcia, Iraq vet, commented on the area he'll be 

patrolling. V; new officers with their families. I; Noemi 

Campos, new officer, feels prepared. I; Sergio Robleto, 

founder of Applied Facts, says these new officers are 

green, but will become better from day to day. I; Manuel 

Ortega, LAPD instructor, says the quality of their training 

has never changed. V; cadets at graduation ceremony. I; 

Ada Iraeta, child graduated, feels the new officers are 

prepared. I; Manuel Diaz, LAPD asst. chief, says these 

officers are more educated than officers in the past. V; 

new officers celebrating. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:30 Fri 3/27/09 6:12:56 PM Neighborhoods

A man who survived the Chatsworth Metro link train crash 

met with the firefighter who rescued him. V; survivor 

meeting with fire officers.

01:52 Fri 3/27/09 6:15:54 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A New York judge has ruled that the Plan B pill known as 

the morning after pill can be sold to girls as young as 17. 

V; packages of Plan B pills. I; Jonas Soto, Guadalupe 

Catholic Radio, criticized the ruling. The pill can be bought 

at most any pharmacy. V; mother and her child, exterior of 

CVS pharmacy, man in his radio studio. I; unidentified 

Planned Parenthood representative, says we need to 

make sure that we are doing what's necessary to prevent 

teenage pregnancy. Girls as young as 11 can purchase 

the pill in European countries like London. V; young couple 

with baby, people out walking. Roberto Lacayo reporting.
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01:48 Fri 3/27/09 6:17:46 PM Neighborhoods

A 16 year old Salvadorian girl is a candidate on the show 

American Idol. V; singer's classmates in Los Angeles, 

Allison performing on American Idol. I; Ericka Castaneda, 

Allison's counselor, says the young girl always wanted to 

be a famous singer. I; Bobby, Allison's friend, commented 

on Allison's desire to be on American Idol. V; Allison's 

sister who is a teacher, pictures of Allison in the classroom 

and school hall. Allison was the winner of the Quinceanear 

show on Telemundo. V; scene from that show. Dinorah 

Perez reporting.

00:28 Fri 3/27/09 6:30:02 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Seven hundred students jumped rope today in 

commemoration of the 30th anniversary of the Jump For 

Your Heart campaign by the American Heart Association. 

V; Los Angeles students jumping rope.

00:18 Fri 3/27/09 6:30:30 PM Neighborhoods

Anchorwoman Azalea Iniguez read for the First Street 

Elementary school children today. V; picture of Azalea with 

kids.

00:10 Fri 3/27/09 6:31:07 PM Neighborhoods
Ericka Pino interviewed singer Jimena. Viewers can 

download it at telemundo52.com. V; picture of Ericka.

00:43 Mon 3/30/09 6:03:44 PM Crime & Gangs

The police are looking for the suspect who hit two 

university students. V; Woman crying, photos. Reporter 

talks about the accident. One of the students died at the 

scene of the accident. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

03:11 Mon 3/30/09 6:04:27 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

People talk about the dream act. I; Johnatan Galvan, talks 

when he first arrived to the US. I; Galvan, says when 

people who through hard times it makes people stronger. 

V; Students. I; Ignacia Rodriguez, Leader of Ideas at 

UCLA, talks about a Dream Act movement. V; CHIRLA-

coalition of human immigrant rights at Los Angeles 

banner. V; Scenes of a protest. I; Gil Cedillo, State 

Senator, says he's confident the Dream Act will be 

approved. I; Cedillo, says its time for the dream act. V; 

Students in a classroom. I; Cedillo, talks about the benefits 

of an approved dream act. Reporter talks about two kinds 

of Dream Act. I; Ivan Tajparko, Political Science Student, 

talks about legalization of illegal students. V; Governor 

Schwarzenegger. I; Galvan, says there's power in unity. 

Dunia Elvir reporting.

00:20 Mon 3/30/09 6:07:38 PM
Government, 

Politics

US car plants will not be getting any more money until they 

comply with president Obama's modifications. V; President 

Obama. Reporter talks about the modifications. V; 

Chrysler Corporation, Fiat, GM, scenes of a car plant. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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03:56 Mon 3/30/09 6:10:08 PM Neighborhoods

Women talk about the issue of young girls trying to look 

and live a life of an adult. Reporter talks about a twelve 

year old. V; Photos. I; Daniela Cristina Garrido, Is Twelve 

Years Old, talks about peer pressure at school. I; Garrido, 

talks about the dress code of teen girls trying to look older. 

V; People walking. I; Marisa Azaret, Psychologist, talks 

about teen pressure in young girls in wanting to dress 

older. I; Azaret, talks about pressure in young girls by the 

society. V; TV, magazines. I; Mother, says the society 

itself is pure pressure. V; Mother and daughter. I; Maria 

Eugenia Vera, Mother of Daniela, talks about the dress 

code of Daniela's friends. I; Mother, talks about a phase 

where her daughter tried to change her behavior and her 

dress code. The mother had to move her daughter to 

another school. Reporter says young girls are being 

attacked everyday out in the world. I; Psychologist, says 

the family is the best way to keep young girls focus. I; 

Daniela, talks about her boyfriend. I; Psychologist, says 

girls should try and live life at its pace. There's time for 

everything. Claudinne Caro reporting.

00:13 Mon 3/30/09 6:18:29 PM Education

Reporter sends out a greeting to two students who got 

straight A's. V; Salma Hernandez and Lucy Hernandez. 

Ericka Pino reporting.

02:26 Mon 3/30/09 6:19:03 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about a woman who sets examples. Reporter 

talks about a woman battling with cancer. V; Photo. I; 

Lorena Salgado, Woman Who is Setting an Example, 

talks about his three sons. Her three sons are in jail. I; 

Salgado, talks when they diagnosed her with cancer. V; 

Salgado in a meeting, people eating. Salgado helps and 

encourage other people who are going through hard times. 

I; Elide Pomol, Is Thankful with Lorena, talks about her 

depression. I; Yolanda Lopez, Community Activist, says 

she admires Salgado for their strength of helping others 

even though she's sick. I; Salgado, cry's and sends a 

message to the people with problems. Reporter says 

Salgado's cancer is in remission. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:30 Mon 3/30/09 6:21:29 PM Employment

Many job openings will be available due to the transfer of 

the Walt Disney cruise ship from Florida to Los Angeles. 

V; Mickey Mouse, Antonio Villaraigosa, Cruise ship. 

Reporter talks about the cruise ship Wonder . The Cruise 

ship will be transferred by 2011. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:29 Mon 3/30/09 6:30:46 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

California will be increasing their patrols to make sure 

people put on their seat belt. V; Kids putting their seat 

belts on, cars on the road. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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03:44 Tue 3/31/09 6:00:49 PM Education

Students, teachers and parents protested today against 

LAUSD proposed layoff of teachers and personnel. V; 

students, teachers and parents protesting. I; parent, says 

they will not remain quite. V; school board meeting. I; 

Araceli Gillen, housekeeper, does not want housekeepers 

and cafeteria workers to be cut. Gr; more information. The 

board has postponed making a decision for another couple 

weeks. Los Angeles Independent School District 

superintendent Ramon Cortines has threatened to resign if 

the board does not approve the cuts. Dunia Elvir reporting.

01:41 Tue 3/31/09 6:04:33 PM Education

The Environmental Protection Agency is studying the 

effects of pollution in schools including 3 in the Los 

Angeles area. V; smug, factory, traffic, students at school. 

I; Ericka, says her oldest child has asthma. I; parent, says 

this is a good idea. Gr; more information. V; factory, 

vehicles on highway, kids at school. Dinorah Perez 

reporting.

00:25 Tue 3/31/09 6:06:14 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The California sales tax increase goes into effect 

tomorrow. V; shoppers in store, cars on car lot, shoppers 

in mall.

02:30 Tue 3/31/09 6:06:39 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Ford and General Motors have announced a plan to 

protect consumers who loose their jobs after purchasing a 

car. Ford says it will cover the consumer's car payments 

for 12 months up to 700 dollars maximum. GM says it will 

cover the consumer's payments for 9 months up to 500 

dollars maximum. V; Ford cars on lot, sales people, 

consumer looking at new car. I; Joel Landeros, Ford 

customer, commented on the deal. I; Nancy Limon, Ford 

spokesperson, says Ford is trying to increase the 

consumers' confidence level. I; Fernando Guzman, 

Hardin/GM manager, says this will increase consumers' 

confidence. V; couple looking at new cars. I; unidentified 

official, commented on how this will help consumers. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

01:49 Tue 3/31/09 6:11:10 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Montebello Housing Development Corporation provides 

assistance to homeowners trying to refinance their home 

loans. V; exterior of Union Bank of California, homeowners 

waiting in MHDC. I; Reginaldo Duarte, homeowner, would 

not like to loose his home. V; homeowners getting 

assistance. I; Luz Maria Gomez, housing counselor, 

commented on what documents people need to bring. V; 

Bank of America, Pacific Western Bank, Chase. Gr; more 

information. Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:23 Tue 3/31/09 6:12:59 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

An alert has been issued for a possible salmonella 

contamination in pistachio nuts. V; people shopping for 

nuts.
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04:08 Tue 3/31/09 6:17:26 PM Neighborhoods

The media is inciting many young girls to become women 

before their time. V; music videos from Christina Aguilera, 

Beyonce, Britney Spears, young girl putting on makeup. I; 

Manuela Vargas, 13 years old, say many girls her age are 

influenced by what they see on TV. V; Nicole Ritchie, 

Britney Spears at Hollywood events. Two Hialeah students 

produced a video addressing the issue of young girls 

dressing and acting too sensual. V; scenes from the video 

Chongalicious, Manuela getting dressed. I; Giselle 

Goymat, Manuela's mother, says he daughter wears high 

heels. V; expert working in office. I; unidentified expert, 

says kids at this age are trying to find who they are and 

are easily influenced. V; students at school, young 

couples. V; teen getting dressed, person drinking, young 

mother carrying child, mother and child at home. Claudine 

Caro reporting.

00:26 Tue 3/31/09 6:30:19 PM Neighborhoods

Today marks the 14th year anniversary of Selena's 

murder. V; Selena's music video, fans at Selena's wake. 

Selena's fan club president shot and killed her in 1995 

after the singer confronted her about stealing money.

00:24 Tue 3/31/09 6:30:45 PM Latino Issues
Labor leader Cesar Chavez was remembered today. V; 

Chavez during his days as an activist, people marching.
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